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Preface
Throughout this book you will find the frequent use of the word IT, which will be in
bold, capitalized italic letters, as a neutral pronoun. The meaning of IT unfolds
with the progression of each section, yet until the end, IT may not be altogether
clear, so until then, consider IT as a new way to say God, Creator, or even "pure
energy." IT signifies that which put and keeps this Universe together.
Additionally, this book contains information intended to challenge your current
understanding of the universe and its workings along with our existence within IT.
The topics covered may be familiar, and they are backed by science or personal
experience, yet it is unlikely that you have viewed our existence from the
perspective of Omnipresent. To fully understand the atom, or to appreciate the
production of garbage or the reshaping of IT. You would benefit from preparing
for this book as you would a meditation - by unlocking the mind.

To assist you in unlocking your mind I have included the photo that follows. Look
at it, and think about what you see.
Do you see a young woman or an old woman? Can you see both? Both are there!
For most of us, once our mind locks in one view, usually the first, it will seldom
look for alternatives. Our first impressions come so easily, so quickly, yet
considering how influenced we are by what we perceive, we should be aware that
first impressions are limited, incomplete, and very often incorrect.

Being informed that more than one figure in the picture exists likely makes it
easier to see the image differently. However, the question remains: Without
knowing an opposite alternative existed, would you have even tried to see it? By
first accepting that alternatives exist, you begin to unlock your mind, clearing it of
all the first impressions enabling you to see the other image that is also there.
Subsequently, when we take the opportunity to view even old ideas from new
angles, we will find those quick and easy ways of seeing are not the correct or best
methods to use when engaging our minds in a new thought.
Section one of Omnipresent sets forth what I call trivia: a collection of thoughts
meant to provide alternative ways of seeing and being. It's a primer for sections
two and three, which uncover questions and truths about time, matter, and the
mass of the universe, about that which is called God, and IT as an ever changing
place of omnipresence. I hope you will enjoy it. How I came upon the material
within is a story in itself, but in summary I can say it all stems from gratitude. I am
grateful that I exist and that I accept and question what I see. In doing so, I have
seen as most of us see. And because of my gratitude I have learned to see
alternatives, which has helped me in a personally profound way to know who I
really am.
This artwork is in the public domain. It was first publish as an anonymous German
postcard ca. 1888. It was redone for an advertisement for the Anchor Buggy
Company from 1890. Thereafter, British cartoonist W. E. Hill published it in 1915
in Puck humor magazine, an American magazine inspired by the British magazine
Punch.

Introduction
In this section we will be talking about matter and speed. More than that, we will
be talking about all the emptiness that exists as the Universe and inside every
atom. This section will help you to accept that everything that exists as pure
energy, as God, and as IT, is, and is omnipresence.
For some this will be easy reading, and for others it won't be. But this is an all-inone book put together for those who do not understand certain subjects. I hope you
re-read the parts that make no sense to you. I hope all readers read this slowly and
more than once so that what was already clear may act as a light to see the more
shadowy parts. You will likely want to rethink some things that are ordinarily

thought of as normal. Try to forget the existing labels that we have placed on this
Universe and the way we believe that it should be.
Please take this information as something that will help you understand IT - pure
energy- the creator-God-that which makes everything possible. Do not even look at
this text as mere information but rather as an example of IT-pure energy, reshaped
as matter and as weight as IT plays with speed controlled by electrons. For in this
section, we will see, using simple mathematics, that when we take away ITS
weight, as pure energy, as a duality, will add up to 99.99% nothingness as
ITSELF, as pure energy.
We can now, with advanced information and technology, understand this
nothingness, as a part of that which is called Dark Matter, even though it is not
really dark; it is clear, by which I mean transparent. You will read how this
emptiness exists in everything, including our bodies. You will also read why light is
not an entity itself but a by-product, and here too is why time does not stop at the
speed of light, but rather that light can move, for example, from the Sun to other
parts of ITSELF behaving as a wave and a particle simultaneously.
First however, we shall look at the Big Bang as pure energy: ITS weight and
density, and ITS spin and speed of 186,000 miles per second (186k mps). We will
look at water and our Universe and the three scenarios of ITS existence including
ITS constant presence, ITS omnipresence, as nothingness. This is not a Science 101
class, but rather information on IT, which we have been able to gather with the aid
of modern science and technology.
Let me also mention to you, the reader, that, in general, we see things as having
mass, and this has to be so, because, naturally, in order to see anything we do need
to see it as the mass that IT exist as.
Now let me explain something that will help you understand some of the subjects
that you will read about in this section, and that you will better understand what I
am writing about, if you remember that for me to understand IT better, I have had
to see IT as IT is now, and how IT existed at the moment of the Big Bang, and even
before. But to do this I have had to reduce my perception of the many ways that IT
exists now, that would still be the same, now, and the same at the moment of the
Big Bang, and how IT could have existed before the Big Bang. So please remember
that it is only a way of seeing and understanding the way IT exists that I am
presenting to you in what you will be reading, as I see IT, as ITS duality: first as
ITS nothingness, and second as ITS weight. Furthermore, IT is from ITS weight
that anything that can exist, exists, and anything that exists has to exist within
ITSELF. I would also like my readers to be aware that I am not a chemist, or a
physicist, and as to what my education is composed of, I will elaborate more later
on in this book.

But returning to my main point, I want you, the reader, to bear in mind that
everything that I have written in this section and what follows is based on a
question I asked of IT. I simply asked IT if IT would allow me to understand IT
better.
Now this does not mean that everything that I have stated herein is an absolute
truth, for I too have my limitations. For this reason I welcome all points of view
that relate to IT, for I too know that there is a lot more to learn about IT, that other
readers have, in terms of information, and to me, IT is not important how IT exists
outside of me, as much as how IT exists within me. I know that IT is huge, and that
we are just beginning to understand IT better, and to me, no matter how IT exists
outside of me, in ITS peaceful ways, and as ITS violent ways simultaneously, I will
always have to say to IT, thank you for allowing me to be here in observing the
way IT exists. One thing I have learned is that IT did have weight at the moment of
the Big Bang, and this weight still exists as the weight of all the matter that now
exists within this Universe. This very same weight has always existed inside of
ITSELF, which is made of a cold, clear, invisible nothingness, as ITS body. For
this reason, when I say that light must have an attached weight it is because this
light is something. Everything that is something must have weight; ITS weight.
Another thing for you, the reader, to consider is that there is a law in physics that
states that if something cannot be disproved, then it is possible. But I think that
what is more important is that what I have offered you in this section will help you
understand IT better, not in terms of physics or chemistry, but in terms of how IT
as negativeenergy exists as omnipresent.
3 Inportent Groups
I‘ll begin this section by dividing it into 3 different sections. The first group is
people who believe in GOD, the second group is the scientific community and the
last group is people that cover this area known as meditation. I will show you that
all three groups are united by something that exists as being spiritual and has what
we understand as consciousness.
You will find that you may fall into one of these 3 groups and that you can relate to
what I am writing about in an individual section. However, at the same time, you
will be able to understand that what I am writing about is connected to the other
sections as well. Therefore, whatever section you feel you are part of; you too can
see why I am saying that this is a discovery for all of us as it was for me.
Let‘s begin with the people who believe in what is called God. When I say God, I
mean all the people that in one way or another believe that there is something out
there that exists as being one-of-a-kind; the God that made everything that exists
that is divine and spiritual in its nature. The God you believe in (or whatever other

name you may want to call IT) is the God who created everything that exists and
whoever or whatever IT is, is all knowing.
The most important thing about the God you believe in is that IT created
everything that exists starting from what exists inside this place called the
universe. The universe is where God exists and this place exists as an empty space
where God created everything, such as: planets, moons, minor planets, stars,
galaxies and meteors, just to name a few of the endless things that were created by
Him.
In order to understand who this God is, we need to cover these 2 areas: one is the
empty space that exists inside this area called the universe and in the second
section you will be reading about what everything that God created is made from.
Thousands of years ago having the human mind, we tried to understand all the
things that God created, such as: planets, moons, minor planets, stars, galaxies
and meteors, but it was not easy or clear because we lacked the information we
currently have. Surely I could not have written everything that I have up to this
moment.
The area known as outer space exists as an empty nothingness. Thousands of years
ago there really wasn‘t much information on this area that is 99% nothingness or
as an empty space. It cannot be touched because this nothingness is not made of
matter. It cannot be analyzed because there is nothing there to analyze. As I have
said elsewhere this nothingness that exists as outer space can be studied and the
scientific community also had to deal with this area which they ended up giving it
the wrong name. They still do not know who it belongs to. I will tell you what I
have found, but it has to be in that area of science for it to be better understood.
Before I forget, there is a word called omnipresent which means that God is in all
places at the same moment. Now the reason I say this is because this word was
never defined before. The truth is that it could not be defined because it had to be
defined with what exists as science. And this is where I come in, because before
this word was just a phrase like this: God is in all places at the same moment‖ and
that was it. I said to myself, if God is in all places at the same moment, then where
is this place and what part of God is in all places at the same moment. You can
read more about this in my other writings, but for now we‘ll return to where we left
off which is related to the word omnipresent.
This place that exists as the place itself and not what exists as matter that is inside,
is where God placed everything that he made. For me this place that exists as a
nothingness is where God exists as ITSELF, as in Gods outer way of being.
However, the problem here is that there is no word that can be used and the only
word that can be used to describe this area that exists as a nothingness is the word
spiritual, which means something that exists but does not exist as something

(matter). And everyone who believes in God knows that God is spiritual in its way
of existing.
I‘ll explain later in the Science section that whoever or whatever IT is, as I call
God, also has consciousness. IT is like us who are made in its own image; we exist
as just one person, like God exists as just one being. We know that we are
conscious of ourselves and what exists outside of us and that consciousness is not
tangible. So if I say to you that whoever is out there as God or whatever other
names used to describe God, occupies this area that exists as the empty space that
exists as outerspace. As for the words: spiritual consciousness, I will also tell you
more about this in the Science section. The scientific community also found
something that they call pure energy and as pure energy, they found that it exists
as something and they do not know where it came from or who put it there. And
that this pure energy cannot be created or destroyed. Pure energy also exists in an
area called outer space, which is where something exists that is occupying 99% of
the existing universe and they labeled it negative energy. They too do not know
what to do with this area because this is the same area that we are now talking
about as what exists as the empty space that exists inside the universe. I am sure
that most of the writings that have to do with God have not said more than I have
as to this empty space relating to God and how God created everything that now
exists inside this empty space.
I am sure that when whoever wrote about this place that exists as omnipresent and
what God created, goes way back to when there wasn‘t much information about
this place, which is where God created all things that exist inside this place called
the universe. Let me give you a small example of what I am referring to, which is
that if God created everything that exists inside this place called the universe,
where did God get the materials that were used to make them. Surely everything
that God made is made of something, but now in 2017 we understand how the
things that now exist inside the universe were made, if we look at it in a scientific
way.
After you‘ve read all of the above, if you are still interested in understanding more
about it and The Discovery that I will be writing about, we have to refer to the
scientific community so that you, like them can also understand this discovery. I
apologize but I cannot give it to you in a Readers Digest format but it can be better
understood when you read it in the following section. As you read the above, I try
not writing in a complicated way, and what fallows will be in the same simple
format. I believe that our minds need to keep evolving and in this evolution we are
meant to understand more of who we are and why we are here. More importantly
is who or what made us because if you still believe your mother and father made
you, you are going to find out that this is not so. However, no matter what, let us
just be grateful that we came from the same source and that we are here.

Before exiting this section here‘s another example of the God that I am writing
about, but using Christ. I have found that people who believe in God somehow end
up with a secondary way of reaching God. When people ask me what I think about
Christ, I tell them that I know that Christ existed and that most likely he was also a
perfect master in his moment of existence because he went into 30 days of
meditation and he also knew that there was someone or something called God.
However, I ask the same people to think about this: if I ask them that before Christ
came into existence did that which is called God exist? And their answer is yes. I
then ask, when humanity existed in caves did God still exist, the answer is yes. I
ask if before this planet came into existence did God still exist and the answer
again is yes. And when I ask them that before our galaxy came into existence did
God still exist, and the answer is yes. I ask them if God existed before anything that
now exists inside this universe and the answer is still yes. It is here that I tell them
that the God that I am talking about is that same God that they believe existed
before everything came to be.
However, the word God, which is only a word that represents someone that exists,
may not be the best word for the existence of GOD. The word God as in G O D is
also supposed to represent this: that G is for the God that is Generating everything
that exists. O is the way God exists as the Operator of everything that exists, and D
stands for Destroyer. This is when I say that this word should not be used because
whoever or whatever IT is that exists as God does not destroy. God is not really
creating or destroying, for what I have learned, which you can read elsewhere, is
that God is just reshaping ITS heated weight. I have also said that whoever or
whatever this God is does not really need a name because IT knows that we are
here. We are 99.99% of whoever or whatever IT is.
I‘ll get back to the main point, which is The Discovery that relates to whoever or
whatever IT is that we are calling God and how IT exists. Whoever or whatever
God is, IT has to two distinct features that have been recognized and accepted to
exist. I‘ll explain this but I need you to remember when I said earlier that whoever
or whatever God is IT is divine and spiritual. In addition, IT has these two
distinctive features which are: God has a heated weight inside that exists as 1% of
ITSELF and this 1% exists inside of how IT also exists as ITS exterior also known
as the area that God exists as being a 99% spiritual consciousness. I will explain it
scientifically in Section #2. As I said before, science found that which is called God
but they named it pure energy. Before I end this, let me say that in this area that
has to do with the empty space that exists as the outer part of the universe, all we
can really do is just talk about it and in the area of science we can better
understand this same area which is known as negative energy. However, there is a
group of people that can really experience this nothingness that exists and it is the

group that does meditation, but they do not yet know what they are tapping into so
I will explain why later in the last chapter.
DISCOVERY # 1
A Message to physicist Stephen Hawking and the Scientific Community
In order to understand what I am writing about, we have to go back to the moment
of the big bang. At the moment of the big bang, the universe as we now know it did
not exist, because to the scientific community at that point the universe did not yet
exist. To them, the universe came into existence after the big bang. Just before the
big bang, what did exist was that which the scientific community called pure
energy. That was the only thing that existed at that moment and after the big bang
exploded and expanded outwards, it then was labeled by the scientific community
as the universe. However, I need that this group, known as the scientific
community think about what I am about to say, which is, first they need to
remember that whatever this pure energy is, IT cannot be created or destroyed.
Everything that came after the big bang explosion, the word create or destroyed
will always apply when it relates to anything that came from the heated weight
that exploded. Therefore, at the moment of the big bang when supposedly the
universe was not yet in existence, when the heated weight of pure energy exploded
outward, that‘s when the scientific community began to use the word universe. I
should say that I am in no way associated with this group, as I have explained
elsewhere in the section called Who Am I.
The scientific community should pause and take note that this heated weight that
existed as pure energy exploded outward, taking up extra space. Let me give you
an example: let‘s say that the heated weight that was about to explode outward
only measured one foot in diameter and when the heated weight exploded outward,
IT as pure energy expanded outward to supposedly become the 99% which exists
as what is known as the universe. Here is where I need the scientific community to
think about what I am saying, when this one foot of heated weight that exploded
outward did so as how IT exists as pure energy and when this pure energy
exploded outward it did so within ITSELF. Because what we call pure energy
never created this 99% that became what was then labeled by the scientific
community as the universe. This is how pure energy exists, for it never really
created what the scientific community later labeled as this area that now exists as
what is called negative energy or empty space. The scientific community should
reconsider that everything that is out there that came from the heated weight that
existed at the moment of the big bang will always exist inside of who IT exists as,
that exist as having a shell body to use a word, that was later named as negative
energy, and it should be remembered that whoever or whatever IT is IT is

extremely intelligent, and IT has consciousness, and we do not control IT for
everything that exists even what you are reading is IT.
If you look closely, wherever you are reading this from has to have this heated
weight that came from the 1% that pure energy exist as, be it if you are reading
from a piece of paper or an electronic device you are using ITS energy to read this.
Everything will always be whoever or whatever this pure energy is. As we continue
to understand who IT is that exists as the one percent that IT exist as ITS
nothingness, which we know as negative energy, IT is also learning more about
how ITS heated weight that exist as 1% , that fragmented into what we understand
as the Big bang.
For me, when IT existed before the big bang, there was no one here to see what IT
was doing. It was after the big bang that we came into existence because like I said
before, this may be the first time IT is doing this.
The scientific community has the most understanding of who IT is as the heated
weight that exist only as 1% as how IT is understood as pure energy only. The
reason I say this is because as the scientific community searches to understand
more of what astrophysics is, they will learn more of what IT became as matter.
The same goes for quantum physics; they will learn more as to how ITS heated
weight exists as the heated weight that exists inside the atom. In chemistry, they
will see the infinite ways that ITS heated weight can be transformed into and in
biology; they can see how ITS heated weight can move about starting from the
singular cell. In short, all the scientific ways that IT exists as, therefore, everyone
should remember that what they are studying is how this pure energy has
reshaped, transformed or transmuted into, and what we now need to understand
more about is that part of whoever IT is that exist as what has been found to exist
as ITS shell body, known as negative energy.
THE NEW BIG BANG WITH OUT A BANG
Why the Big Bang may have not exploded. Here is one reason why the Big Bang
may have not exploded. This is because, in order for something to explode, it needs
an independent body or force to make it do so and it‘s not the case when it comes
to the heated weight that existed at the moment of the Big Bang. Since this heated
weight is defined by the scientific community as a positive energy, to be able to
explode from its interior it would have needed a negative energy injected into it to
force it to explode outwards. If there was this negative energy that was needed,
where did it come from? if the heated weight was the only energy to exist ?
A new way to see what could exist as the big bang without a bang.
Let‘s begin by remembering that there is something called pure energy and this
pure energy has a heated weight, which is what makes the big bang possible. So
first we need to go to when the big bang is about to happen. The old version stated

that this heated weight exploded outward in the process of becoming hydrogen
atoms.
Now I‘ll give you my version which is that whoever IT is that exists as what is
called pure energy, it seems to me that when IT fragmented ITS heated weight to
become matter, IT did so in a very simple way, as the way IT fragmented all of ITS
heated weight into hydrogen atoms. So by understanding this let me describe how
IT could have fragmented ITS heated weight without using the word exploding.
If we begin at the moment of the big bang, when IT is about to fragment ITS heated
weight, there is something you first need to know and that is that whoever or
whatever IT is IT exists as having 2 extreme temperatures. One is the heated
weight that can only exist within ITSELF, which is said that this temperature exists
as being billions of degrees as hot. And the other is the extreme temperature that it
has as ITS outer self that exists as a temperature of −273.15° Celsius or
−459.67°Fahrenheit. At least we do know what ITS outer temperature is, but we
still do not really know what the temperature of ITS heated weight is as an exact
number. Before I continue, remember that when it has to do with ITS temperature,
it is known that cold pulls heat. This is of importance because if we go back to the
moment of the big bang, what you will see is that there will be a heated ball that is
about to fragment itself in to a very fine particle so as to become a hydrogen atom.
At this stage of this heated weight, it is not going to become what is known as the
heavier elements it is just going to become the smallest matter that can exist, and
that is the hydrogen atom.
See if you can understand this, when this singular heated weight is about to
fragment into a hydrogen atom, IT is going to use the way IT exists as ITS other
extreme way of existing, which is ITS freezing cold nothingness that IT also exists
as. All IT has to do is pull ITS freezing temperature to pull very tiny fragments of
ITS heated weight outward into itself because as IT pulls this heated weight
outward to become hydrogen atoms, it will also give the hydrogen atom an
outward motion and IT will do this to the whole of this singular heated weight until
the heated weight doesn't exist anymore. Left unused because IT is using the power
that IT has as one of the things that this freezing coldness can do, which is the
pulling of ITS heated weight, remembering that cold pulls heat.
I‘ll mention something that I have already said before, that IT reshaped ITS heated
weight to become the first ball of matter known as the solar sun. The solar sun is
where IT first took ITS heated weight that existed as hydrogen atoms to then
become a heavier atom as a helium atom. And as the solar sun, IT could also
transfer this heated weight to other parts of ITSELF so as to let this heated weight
that is now being transferred as a photon go elsewhere and become something
else. Now I am saying this because ITS heated weight will resist being moved,

because when something has more heated weight, it will be harder to move this
heated weight. This is the nature of how the heated weight exists, also
remembering that this heated weight is only 1% of who IT is, and the other 99%
of how IT exists is this extreme freezing temperature that exist as ITS outer self.
Going back to when the solar sun sent out a tiny amount of ITS heated weight, this
heated weight not wanting to be moved, will be moved as the other way that IT
exists as ITS freezing temperature, which is the way that IT will move this tiny
fragment of heated weight that now exists as a photon. ITS extreme cold freezing
temperature is where IT keeps ITS heated weight in and IT also moves this heated
weight within ITS freezing temperature that IT exist as.
I‘ll mention something that I have said elsewhere, and I need you to use your
imagination for this, which is that when the photon that exists as ITS heated weight
leaves the solar sun going somewhere else within ITSELF, it is said that this
photon that now exists as a light beam is now traveling at the speed of light. If you
were in outer space and could see this particle of light passing and you could
hypothetically remove this heated weight that now exists as a particle of light,
which is moving at a speed of 186 mps, there would still be a speed left behind that
is faster than the 186 mps. Because when you remove the heated weight from the
186 mps, there will still be a speed faster than 186 mps, which I call Maxxspeed.
This speed is always there as a speed that exists within ITSELF as ITS outer self.
Maxxspeed is there but cannot be seen because it has no heated weight attached to
it. To me, this area known as dark matter or negative energy is comprised of a
speed greater than 186 mps. When a photon leaves the solar sun it catches a ride
to wherever it will be deposited elsewhere within ITSELF. Now let me also say that
maybe this is what‘s causing outer space to warp because when anything that has
energy, has to have heat, this speed will pull on it depending on how far the heated
weight is.
Returning to the Subject of the Big Bang
If we go back to the moment of the big bang, we should first remember that what is
there is ITS heated weight. And IT has decided to take this heated weight to
fragment into tinier pieces in ITS search for all the existing possibilities that this
heated weight can reshape into, as in transferring or transmuting. All that IT is
doing is just pulling the heated weight as tiny fragments with in ITS freezing
temperature as a way of pulling it outward and in doing so; IT did not need to
produce an explosion. All IT needed to do was to pull tiny fragments from this
singular ball that existed as ITS heated weight and then pull these tiny fragments
that now exist from this heated weight outward into ITSELF as what we call the

universe. This is really the way IT exists as being 99% as a spiritual freezing
nothingness.
In reality, there never was a big bang, it was when IT decided to move ITS heated
weight in search of becoming all the existing possibilities that ITS heated weight
could exist as. One of these possibilities is you and I, what we call life. We can
confirm that IT does exist, be it as pure energy, God or whatever other name that
is being used to confirm ITS existence. THANK GOD.
Let me also mention that the heated weight that exists as 1% was released at the
moment of the big bang that existed as just one singularity. And IT fragmented
searching for all the existing possibilities that this heated weight could exist as.
First as hydrogen atoms and from there IT took this heated weight that now exists
as hydrogen atoms and then pulled them closer together to form a solar sun. And
as a sun then IT found a way of making a heavier atom as ITS heated weight that
gave birth to the helium atom which has more heat than the hydrogen atom. From
there, it transformed, as in transmutated, or I say reshped into something heavier
as a nova, then heavier as a supernova, and then even heavier as a galaxy. The
galaxy was the biggest way IT used ITS heated weight as IT searched for all
existing possibilities that ITS heated weight can exist as. IT then placed, as I will
call it a return ticket back home for the fragmented heated weight to return home
again, as a singularity.
The Universe Is Scientifically Spiritual recheck
I‘ll begin with what scientists refer to as the place that exists which they labeled
the Universe. This is where planets, moons, minor planets, stars, galaxies, the
contents of intergalactic space, all matter and energy exist. In short, the word
Universe for the moment refers to the heated weight that belongs to that which is
called pure energy.
Scientists will talk to us about all the things that exist inside this place called the
Universe, but they kind of ran into a wall when it came to explaining the part of the
Universe that exists as empty space or as outer space. They ran into a problem
with this area because this area exists as a nothingness as I call it. Since they are
human, it became a problem basically because the human mind is not
programmed, or wired to understand that something can exist, but it exists as what
they refer to as empty space, or something that exists as a nothingness.
The scientific community not giving up on the subject of what exists as empty
space, or as a nothingness, had to find a way of explaining this area, so they
called it dark matter, and negative energy. As I have said elsewhere, the term
dark matter is not anywhere near being correct, because dark matter is not made
of anything that relates to matter, which is the heated weight that exists in all

that is matter. As for the word dark, one has to remember that darkness is only
the absence of light.
The term negative energy is better, only because the scientific community labeled
what exists as the heated weight that came from the Big Bang, as the positive. It
is the same heated weight that exists inside of every atom as the protons and
neutrons being the positive energy and this is really where all energy comes
from. They would be correct in calling this area that exists as the nothingness
that exists as empty space, as being negative. However, not as negative energy
because this empty area has no energy in it. Since this empty area is the opposite
of what exists as the positive which is the heated weight that IT exist as, it could
be called a negative area, but not negative energy.
The reason for this, is that this area called negative energy exists in this place that
exists as empty space, and this empty space has a temperature of as −273.15°
Celsius or − 459.67°Fahrenheit. The temperature is of great importance, because
this is the area called the empty universe, and it is where the scientific community
found that at this temperature of -273.15° Celsius is where NO ENERGY exists,
however it does have one important factor, which is distance as grid.

Now you can understand the above better, if you remember that there exists
something called pure energy, and this pure energy is only one percent (1%) of
who is there. However, there also exist something else, that exist as what exist as
the 99%, labeled negative energy. The scientific community has to remember that
these 2 extreme temperatures are not being created or destroyed, they simply exist.
Whereas what is being referred to as outer space is really pure energy and ITS
shell body or housing. If this area did not exist, then neither could what is called
the Universe exist, which would mean that you and I, and everything in it would
not exist. This area, where IT as pure energy or as the God Particle is permitting
things to happen as IT searches for all existing possibilities that IT, as the heated
weight IT has as 1% of who IT is, exists inside this area we call the empty
Universe, which is how IT exists as being 99% of who IT is.
Instead of referring to what the scientific community talks about as this place
called the Universe, I‘ll now take you to this area a different way, a second way of
understanding what is referred to as this Universe. Some of us here on earth
believe in something called GOD, remembering that this word is only a word that
refers to something that exists as being very supreme. For some of us, whoever this
supreme being is, it is the one that makes everything that exists, and we know that
whoever it is, is spiritual in its nature. The word supreme does have a relationship
to what science found as pure energy, because in reality they are both the same,

for there are no two pure energies, the same way that there are no two Gods that
represent what exists as the Universe.
So look at it this way, from earth, when we look up into outer space, we see
everything that supposedly got created by GOD, as everything that is out there.
Remember that the human mind, was not programmed or mentally wired to
understand something that exists as a nothingness, as the nothingness that exists as
outer space. However, we do recognize that what we refer to as God does exist as
a spirit and that God is everything that exists.
The next time you get a chance to look up into that place which exists as outer
space, remember that you are looking into how God exists as this pure energy,
spiritually clear cold nothingness that exists as ITS shell body. This is the area
where IT exists as a constant because this area is where there is no energy as
something that can change. Here is where IT also knows everything that exists,
simply because everything that exists is inside of ITSELF as the heated weight that
it uses to make all the things that now exist inside of ITSELF.
Now see if you can understand why I am saying that since this pure energy does
exist and IT does occupy this area that is 99% empty space that exists as a
nothingness, this would mean that the word spirit can be used, because this is part
of the way pure energy exists. As much as I have tried to find a word that could
describe this area, the only one that I found to be appropriate was the word spirit,
which means something that exists, but does not exist as something.
I‘ll talk a little more about the word spirit, which is this word that also relates to
how this pure energy exists as infinity. This infinity that we are talking about as
outer space is also found as how we exist. We are totally made from this pure
energy as the matter that we are. This matter can only exist because of the atoms
that we exist as, and since every atom that exists is 99% empty space, it also means
that we are 99% of this empty space. However, this empty space is how IT exists
spiritually.
So knowing this, we are in nature 99% spiritual and 1% as the finite fragmented
heated weight that we exist as. I am grateful to IT for allowing me to understand
the little I know about who IT is and where IT exists. However, more importantly
because IT left a place inside of me known as the third eye, where I can go to, and
shower myself with how IT exists as ITS spiritual INFINITY (you can read about
this in the Meditation section). As for the term meditation, for century‘s humans
began to feel that there was something inside of us where we as humans could go
and detach ourselves from the exterior world to seek peace and tranquility. This
place that exists for us known as the third eye is located above our physical eyes,
approximately in the middle of our forehead. Others have sought this place:
Buddha, Hare Krishna, Tibetan monks and I also believe that Christ found this
place because the Bible tells us that he went into meditation for 40 days.

In this more advanced age that we are in, we now know that all of them were
connecting to how IT exists as infinity. This is why anyone who goes to this place
cannot really explain what is there because it is there that something exists as a
nothingness. I say we can shower in it and it is also said that this place called the
third eye cannot be analyzed simply because it is not where something exists. Since
this place is made of a nothingness, it is why it is referred to as being the place
where one can find spiritual enlightenment.
I was not aware before that people who meditate are said to be spiritually
enlightened. It‘s clear to me that since they went and stayed in the place where IT
exists as a spirit, they then became spiritually enlightened.
I believe it can be studied, and by this I mean by taking what exists as ITS opposite,
which is this heated weight. By simply looking for what exists as the opposite as
what exists as something, which is ITS heated weight.
- As an example, ITS heated weight wants to be in one place, where ITS opposite
does not, which is why what exists as the empty universe is borderless. Its heated
weight is finite and ITS nothingness is infinite.
- ITS heated weight is made of heat and weight as energy, where ITS coldness, is
everywhere as infinity, and to me this is where the meaning of pure energy, as
having no beginning or end, exist.
- And the Heated weight produces change, while ITS cold shell body is a place that
is never changing.
- ITS heated weight is as violent as the big bang where ITS nothingness exists as a
peaceful way of existing.
So you see, if we take how IT exists as ITS heated weight, and look for what would
be the reverse or as the opposite, we can find out more about who IT is as ITS
infinity.
And if you take ITS fragmented heated weight it will be in one place, as atoms, or
matter, yet ITS nothingness is in all places at the same moment.
Also ITS heated weight can only exist inside of ITS nothingness, but not vice versa,
for this would mean that what now exists as the cold universe would end up being
a hot universe.
Here is one more theory that I feel has never been expressed in the scientific
community, and that is that the empty space that exists inside the atoms, is the
same empty space that exists as outer space.
This has to be because remembering that everything that exists is pure energy, and
as pure energy IT exists as the only two extreme temperatures that now exist. These
two extreme temperatures cannot be created or destroyed, the scientific community
already knows that the heated weight that now exists as pure energy cannot be

created or destroyed. Think about this nor can the nothingness that now exists be
destroyed, or created because it simply is something that exists but as a
nothingness. Therefore, if you could destroy it where would it be sent to after it
was destroyed as the distance it now exists as having.
When I refer to the word Universe, I am not referring to the matter that exists
inside the Universe. What I am referring to is what makes this word possible,
which is what is known as the 99% empty space that permits everything to exist.
Here is what the word for this area could be and as I mentioned before, it has been
very hard for me to find any other word other than spirit, which can mean
something that exists but does not exist as something. So understanding this, you
can see why it would be the best word to use for that part of the Universe that does
not exist as something.
For me, when it is referred to what exists as the Universe, it can be renamed to
mean, that which is as pure energy‘s spiritual existence. Therefore, if the scientific
community has accepted that there is a God Particle, then it would be OK to say
that this God Particle can only exist inside of this pure energy‘s spiritual existence.
If I was to name the now existing Universe, it would have to be, spiritual
nothingness where matter exists in. However, I am sure that there may be someone
out there that can improve or enhance this. Perhaps it could read, the spiritual
housing or body where pure energy exists in.‖
I believe the scientific community will have no problem accepting this Universe as
the spiritual housing because when they do find the God Particle, they will find
that it exists within the spiritual nothingness as pure energy's way of existing.
**** The God Particle can only exist within pure energy‘s spiritual
nothingness.****

Clearness as Primary
I believe clearness or transparency may be primary to ITS existence. We know that
colors exist in their various ways, first, because seeing is believing, and we can
visually see all the colors that exist in our environment from the colors in minerals
to the colors we apply as paint on objects. Second, we know scientifically that
color exists in light as all the colors of the spectrum. But to have color from
minerals, we return again to atoms. Without atoms, we do not have minerals or the
heated dense matter that IT exists as. And in order to have colors, the heat of
atoms that produces minerals has to exist. Hence, without the part of IT that exists
as very heated dense matter, we cannot have color. And no, I have not forgotten
about the colors that exist in the light spectrum. Here too, the colors that exist are

only possible because of light, which on our Earth is a by-product of the Sun,
which is composed of atoms of hydrogen and helium. So here again, colors come
from that part of ITSELF that exists due to ITS heated weight, the same heated
weight that forms matter.
But when IT existed prior to the Big Bang, IT had not yet reshaped into atoms to
produce the minerals that would have color as an after effect. Before the Big Bang
there were no stars to produce light or heat or subsequent matter, which is what
now gives us the colors from yellow to red to blue. So this clearness does not come
from light. In the pre-Big Bang stage of ITS existence, there were no colors as we
now know them. This is significant, because what existed then still exists now.
Clearness, or transparency, is the primary form of IT that exists in ITS
omnipresence. Remember, as IT existed before the Big Bang, IT had all its weight
as a single unit and the same nothingness that now exists is also the same
nothingness that existed then. IT is all that IT was and has ever been as a clear,
transparent way of existing, just a clear something; not a color or a light, for both
of these came after the Big Bang. ITS colors are a by-product of its weight from
atoms, not to exclude light, which is also a by-product, so IT has to exist primarily
as a clear, transparent nothingness.
Furthermore, ITS clearness or transparency allows us to see through ITS
nothingness. If it were not for this clearness we would not be able to see the colors
that now exist due to ITS heat.
Clearness is a natural quality. When you shine light on it, it remains transparent,
and when you remove light from it, it becomes dim, appearing darker. Darkness
and light are not primary characteristics, because darkness is the absence of light,
and light is a by-product that exists as a result of ITS reshaping ITS weight into
stars.
Dark Matter = clear nothingness
Dark matter is considered to be that area of the Universe that seems to be empty
and where no light from any source penetrates. It is that 95% empty space of the
Universe which I later refer to as being 99.99% nothingness. As far as I am
concerned, we call it Dark Matter because it is there, and we figure that since it
exists, it needs to exist as something. But why can't it exist as nothing? We need to
remember that Dark Matter is not like the matter we know, but it is a freezing cold
substance. It has substance in the actual space it occupies. The fact that it is
different from the matter we know and can see does not mean that it does not exist.
It appears dark to us and to the astronauts when they are out there; we do not have
light to penetrate it. In our case, light is only a by-product of the Sun; but light
comes from many sources other than our Sun. Still, we can penetrate the absolute
darkness of the majority of space.

Without sunlight we die. When the Sun dies, this area will also become part of the
vast darkness. Let us not dwell on this; there is more to it. When you see anything
at any distance, it is not because there is nothing between you and that object.
There are billions of atoms that could obstruct your vision. But most atoms are
clear in their composition, so you can see through them.
The first layer of any atom contains the electrons, through which we can see. And
each electron has 95% empty space, through which we can also see. We also see
through the center of the atoms, where the protons and the neutrons are; they are
also clear or transparent because light passes through them without obstruction.
On the other hand, opaque substances do not allow light to pass through them
freely, but instead absorb and reflect specific wavelengths of the light spectrum.
We perceive things as being of a certain color because our eyes detect the
wavelength of light that the object reflects. In a sense we could say that colors
obstruct our vision.
Dark Matter II
Imagine that you are in a dark closet. It‘s pitch black. You see absolutely nothing.
You do not know where anything is. Let us say that you have the light dimmer in
your hand and you gradually turn it up. You start seeing things again. Well,
imagine if you could bring the light up throughout the Universe. What was
impenetrable darkness would be shown to be completely clear: a lot of empty,
freezing cold space through which we can see. Dark matter is the clear, empty
nothingness that IT exists as.
My thought on why there is so much darkness is that if there were much more
sunlight, it would be too hot to allow life to exist.
An offering of $25,000 Related to Dark matter
My offering is directed to any astronaut to confirm the truth about Dark Matter,
astronauts will have to take a trip to outer space, or any independent unmanned
ship that can go as far from the Sun as they can, or wherever cosmologist know is
the best area where there exist dark matter, all they need is to take a trip to as far
out into outer space, where it is known that dark matter exist, and fill it in a clear,
hermetically sealed container with Dark Matter and bring it back to their ship, and
the first thing that astronauts will notice immediately is that what is inside the
hermetically sealed container will be composed of a clear transparent material
that is made up of a nothingness, and even when they bring it back to Earth, to
study it. As I previously stated, I think we will find that it is not dark but clear and
transparent, or take this hermetically sealed container with Dark Matter anywhere
it could be studied visually and using the highest technology, or the most advanced
instruments, and like I have said that if dark matter is found then I will pay the $25
thousand for being wrong. This will be deposited in an escrow if necessary.

Where there is no dark matter
Think about this, what we call dark matter is the space that exists as outer space in
side of our galaxy.
Now there may be somewhere in another galaxy where there exists many solar
suns within that galaxy, which would then be so lit up that you would not see what
we are now calling dark matter, for darkness is just the absence of light.

A dark, cold, negative nothingness
We are referring to IT as negative because of the name we have given ITS weight
as protons. If we add the words that we now also use to refer to the part of IT that
is Dark Matter, the heading above would change to this: God, IT, pure energy,
basically exists as a dark, cold, negative nothingness as ITS invisible shell.
I add these few words because we have been trained by way of our education to
see and understand that light is supposed to be positive, and darkness negative. I
know that scientific minds and more educated people will adjust their way of
seeing nothingness, including darkness, from being negative, and see IT instead for
whatever it may truly be. We cannot change the way IT exists.
If IT is mostly made of a shell that is 99.99% cold, negative nothingness, and with
ITS less than 1% weight IT permits us to exist and understand what IT can do with
this less than 1% weight, it is important to realize that we exist on this tiny amount
of ITS positive weight.
If IT is more of what we understand as a nothingness, as the nothingness that IT
has as a shell (what we call outer space), and as the nothingness that we exist as,
due to the atoms that IT reshaped into, then we can see and understand, at least
intellectually, that something, IT, so great and powerful, does exist, and IT is
continuing to educate us more about what IT could be like, independent of the way
we use words to understand IT. I know that when I go inside (that is, when I
meditate) to be with IT, I cannot use any of the habits or language I express
outside my body. I have accepted the way IT exists within me. I am again thanking
you (IT) for permitting me to mention your (ITS) existence.
WHY SCIENCE IS WRONG.
The scientific minds were wrong because they started with the old model of the big
bang as their version. And let me say here that to the scientific minds, the only
thing that existed at the moment of the big bang was what they understood, that the
only thing that existed was what they labeled as PURE ENERGY. The subject of a

SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING does not exist for scientists. To them, everything
derives from what exists as PURE ENERGY, but I will prove that this SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING as known as negative energy has always been there
scientifically, even before the explosion of the big bang.
Let us remember that when scientists tried to explain this area that exists as the
empty freezing cold universe, they started out by using what now exists as the
universe. In doing so, they started out by assuming that this freezing cold belongs
to that which came from the heated weight that existed from PURE ENERGY. This
explanation automatically has an error that is built in, that when the old version of
the big bang is used, it states that PURE ENERGY expanded outward and as it
expanded, it cooled down to the temperature that now exists as the freezing
temperature of below zero. However, what scientists need to understand is that
this is not so because PURE ENERGY is and always will be transforming or
transmuting into something else that will always have ITS heat and its weight.
These laws are confirmed by the scientific group which is that PURE ENERGY
cannot be created or destroyed. Therefore, any scientific group that says that this
PURE ENERGY exploded outward as the big bang, and then cooled down is
totally wrong.
For me, anyone, be they scientists or not, when they see a mistake they should try
and correct it. I have proven that what I put together as the new big bang shows
that the mistakes that exist can be changed so that future generations will better
understand what exists as existence. More importantly that there is someone there
other than PURE ENERGY that only exists as 1%. And when you add this 1% that
to which exists as PURE ENERGY with the 99% existing as dark matter or
negative energy, (which is the same as the 99% empty space that exists as the
empty universe) people will then begin to understand that when they take the total
of the 99%, as the empty universe with what exists as the 1% that also exists as
PURE ENERGY, they’ll understand that there is someone that exists as being the
100%. And WHOEVER is there is very, very interesting and more importantly
that we has humans can connect with WHO is there as this 100%.
I do have to say that any scientist that uses the word create or destroy does not
know what PURE ENERGY is. Most people don’t even know that the only reason
they exist is because of the 1% that they exist as fragments of this PURE ENERGY
that exists as 1% within the 99% of every atom that makes their existence possible.
If you have a scientific mind, then you should look into WHO exists as the 1% and

the 99% because it is only then that you will understand WHO is there as the
whole 100%.

The Big Bang Without a Bang
A new way to see what could exist as the big bang without a bang.
Let‘s begin by remembering that there is something called pure energy and this
pure energy has a heated weight, which is what makes the big bang possible. So
first we need to go to when the big bang is about to happen. The old version stated
that this heated weight exploded outward in the process of becoming hydrogen
atoms.
Now I‘ll give you my version which is that whoever IT is that exists as what is
called pure energy, it seems to me that when IT fragmented ITS heated weight to
become matter, IT did so in a very simple way, as the way IT fragmented ITS
heated weight into hydrogen atoms. So by understanding this, let me describe how
IT could have fragmented ITS heated weight without using the word exploding.
If we begin at the moment of the big bang, when IT is about to fragment ITS heated
weight, there is something you first need to know and that is that whoever or
whatever IT is IT exists as having 2 extreme temperatures. One is the heated
weight that can only exist within ITSELF, which is said that this temperature exists
as being billions of degrees as hot. And the other is the extreme temperature that it
has as ITS outer self that exists as a temperature of −273.15° Celsius or
−459.67°Fahrenheit.
At least we do know what ITS outer temperature is, but we still do not really know
what the temperature of ITS heated weight is as an exact number. Before I
continue, remember that when it has to do with ITS temperature, it is known that
cold pulls heat. This is of importance because if we go back to the moment of the
big bang, what you will see is that there will be a heated ball that is about to
fragment itself in to a very fine particle so as to become a hydrogen atom. At this
stage of this heated weight, it is not going to become what is known as the heavier
elements it is just going to become the smallest matter that can exist, and that is the
hydrogen atom.
See if you can understand this, when this singular heated weight is about to
fragment into a hydrogen atom, IT is going to use the way IT exists as ITS other
extreme way of existing, which is ITS freezing cold nothingness that IT also exists
as. All IT has to do is pull ITS freezing temperature to pull very tiny fragments of
ITS heated weight outward into itself because as IT pulls this heated weight
outward to become hydrogen atoms, it will also give the hydrogen atom an
outward motion and IT will do this to the whole of this singular heated weight until
the heated weight doesn't exist anymore. Left unused because IT is using the power
that IT has as one of the things that this freezing coldness can do, which is the
pulling of ITS heated weight, remembering that cold pulls heat.
I‘ll mention something that I have already said before, that IT reshaped ITS heated
weight to become the first ball of matter known as the solar sun. The solar sun is

where IT first took ITS heated weight that existed as hydrogen atoms to then
become a heavier atom as a helium atom. And as the solar sun, IT could also
transfer this heated weight to other parts of ITSELF so as to let this heated weight
that is now being transferred as a photon go elsewhere and become something
else. Now I am saying this because ITS heated weight will resist being moved,
because when something has more heated weight, it will be harder to move this
heated weight. This is the nature of how the heated weight exists, also
remembering that this heated weight is only 1% of who IT is, and the other 99% of
how IT exists is this extreme freezing temperature that exist as ITS outer self.
Going back to when the solar sun sent out a tiny amount of ITS heated weight, this
heated weight not wanting to be moved, will be moved as the other way that IT
exists as ITS freezing temperature, which is the way that IT will move this tiny
fragment of heated weight that now exists as a photon. ITS extreme cold freezing
temperature is where IT keeps ITS heated weight in and IT also moves this heated
weight within ITS freezing temperature that IT exist as.
I‘ll mention something that I have said elsewhere, and I need you to use your
imagination for this, which is that when the photon that exists as ITS heated weight
leaves the solar sun going somewhere else within ITSELF, it is said that this
photon that now exists as a light beam is now traveling at the speed of light. If you
were in outer space and could see this particle of light passing and you could
hypothetically remove this heated weight that now exists as a particle of light,
which is moving at a speed of 186 mps, there would still be a speed left behind that
is faster than the 186 mps. Because when you remove the heated weight from the
186 mps, there will still be a speed faster than 186 mps, which I call
MAXXSPEED. This speed is always there as a speed that exists within ITSELF as
ITS outer self. Maxx speed is there but cannot be seen because it has no heated
weight attached to it. To me, this area known as dark matter or negative energy is
comprised of a speed greater than 186 mps. When a photon leaves the solar sun it
catches a ride to wherever it will be deposited elsewhere within ITSELF. Now let
me also say that maybe this is what‘s causing outer space to warp because when
anything that has energy, has to have heat, this speed will pull on it depending on
how far the heated weight is.
Returning to the Subject of the Big Bang
If we go back to the moment of the big bang, we should first remember that what is
there is ITS heated weight. And IT has decided to take this heated weight to
fragment into tinier pieces in ITS search for all the existing possibilities that this
heated weight can reshape into, as in transferring or transmuting. All that IT is
doing is just pulling the heated weight as tiny fragments with in ITS freezing
temperature as a way of pulling it outward and in doing so; IT did not need to
produce an explosion. All IT needed to do was to pull tiny fragments from this

singular ball that existed as ITS heated weight and then pull these tiny fragments
that now exist from this heated weight outward into ITSELF as what we call the
universe. This is really the way IT exists as being 99% as a spiritual freezing
nothingness.
In reality, there never was a big bang, it was when IT decided to move ITS heated
weight in search of becoming all the existing possibilities that ITS heated weight
exists as. One of these possibilities is you and I, what we call life. We can confirm
that IT does exist, be it as pure energy, God or whatever other name that is being
used to confirm ITS existence. THANK GOD.
Let me also mention that the heated weight that exists as 1% was released at the
moment of the big bang that existed as just one singularity. And IT fragmented
searching for all the existing possibilities that this heated weight could exist as.
First as hydrogen atoms and from there IT took this heated weight that now exists
as hydrogen atoms and then pulled them closer together to form a solar sun. And
as a sun then IT found a way of making a heavier atom as ITS heated weight that
gave birth to the helium atom which has more heat than the hydrogen atom. From
there, it turned into something heavier as a nova, then heavier as a supernova, and
then even heavier as a galaxy. The galaxy was the biggest way IT used ITS heated
weight as IT searched for all existing possibilities that ITS heated weight can exist
as. IT then placed, as I will call it a return ticket back home for the fragmented
heated weight to return home again, as a singularity.
IT did it this way, when IT became a galaxy, IT placed what is called a black hole
in the center of the galaxy. We need to remember that everything that has existed
until now has been the use of ITS heated weight and as a galaxy that‘s when we
are allowed to come into existence and not before. Now, follow me, eventually all
galaxies will be consumed by the black hole that exists in the center of a galaxy
and that is why black holes exist. They are there to pull in all the heated weight
that now exists within a galaxy or as I say, this is when IT placed a black hole, this
is the ticket that will bring back all the heated weight that now exists as a galaxy.
So let‘s say for simplicity sake that there are only 5 galaxies and whichever galaxy
is first consumed by ITS center that exists as a black hole will then end up as just a
black hole. A black hole is just a concentrated singular heated weight, which in
reality is not black, and not a hole, but came from the heated weight that started
out as the heated weight from the big bang and is now going to start consuming
each other as black holes. And when the 5 black holes consume each other, you
will end up with just one big black hole. Would this not be true? If you answer yes,
you are wrong because when all black holes end up as being just one, you will not
end up as one big black hole, you will end up with the same heated ball that existed
at the moment of the big bang, I have said the above, so that you can understand
what I am about to say which is this, that when IT had all ITS heated weight in one

place as a singularity, this is when IT began to fragment ITS heated weight. And it
is not until all the heated weight that got fragmented are pulled back again as a
singularity, which is what black holes do as in pulling in ITS heated weight, so that
when all the heated weight is returned by the black holes into just one heated
weight again, is when the pulling effect stops. Because, there is nothing else out
there to be pulled back for this is the way the heated weight wants to exist as, just
ONE singularity and again it is then only that IT will allow this heated weight to
be pulled outward again as fragments of ITS heated weight to become a new big
bang. So in short, when all ITS heated weight exists as just one singularity is when
this heated weight will be allowed to be pulled outward, with the condition that all
this fragmented heated weight be returned back to being just one singularity. When
all the fragments are pulled back again as one as what black holes will do, it can
then restart a new big bang to use a word that you the reader can understand, for
we should always remember that IT is only entertaining ITSELF with ITS heated
weight as all the things that this heat can exist as.
Every time the heated weight is fragmented outward, it will have a return ticket to
return home (black hole) as it once started out as. As I have said, IT starts out in
ITS reshaping of ITS heated weight as hydrogen atoms as a very simple way of
making things. Here is something else which is strange to me, that both ITS two
ways of existing are clear and transparent. I wrote about this elsewhere, but here it
is again: When you look as far out as you can and see whatever you see it‘s
because there is nothing between you and what you are looking at, yes? Wrong,
when you are looking out, you are looking through millions, billions or trillions of
what is out there in front of your eyes that exist as oxygen atoms which allow you
to see through them because they are clear and transparent. Here is why I say that
both the ways IT exist as ITS empty nothingness and as ITS heated weight are both
clear and transparent. For you to see through these oxygen atoms you are seeing
through the nothingness that IT exists as the empty space that exists inside the
oxygen atoms. And you are also seeing through how IT exists as ITS heated weight
that exists as the protons and neutrons that are out there in front of your eyes.
This means that both ITS spiritual way of existing as ITS nothingness and the
heated weight that IT exist as, are both clear and transparent Therefore, now you
understand why I say that IT is simple and IT is strange and IT is here forever.
This is when IT brings together ITS negative nothingness, with ITS positive heated
weight that we get light, and it is because of both of these ways that IT exists as
that we get the illusion that the things that we see and touch feel solid, when in
reality, there is nothing solid in the whole universe, because everything that exists
as matter exists as atoms and all atoms are 99% empty space.

WHAT IS IT THAT EXISTS AS INFINITY

Here is another way of understanding this subject. The heated weight that existed
as a singularity is still there in every atom that now exists, because this heat
cannot be created or destroyed. It can only be transferred, transmuted or
reshaped into something else. And what also exists as the freezing coldness is also
still there as it always existed because it has not gotten hotter or colder. I suggest
that you will understand this better in my visual at www.thenewbigbang.net
because one visual is worth a thousand words. For example, if the heated weight
exists as having 100 pounds as heat, it still does as the total heat that exists inside
every atom and as all the other ways that this heat exists as, as electromagnetic
waves or as anything that is related to heat or any photons or any electrons.

STRANGE SCIENTIFIC FACTS
The fact is that there is something that is 99% empty space to what the universe
exists as. Inside this 99% empty space that exists as the universe, there also exists
something called matter. Another scientific fact is that this matter also exists as
being made of atoms that are 99% empty space. It is a fact that if none of the
above existed, then you and I could not exist either. Because we, too, are 99%
empty space, since we are also made from the matter that exists inside the empty
universe that exist as being 99% empty space. And the matter that we exist as is
also made of atoms that are also 99% empty space.
The good thing is that since we, too, exist as this 99% empty nothingness that
makes us possible as the 99% empty atoms we are made of, we now have a way of
connecting with WHOEVER IT is that exists as the 99% SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING (read what exist as discovery #2)
For us to exist as humans, we need: 1. the air we breathe, 2. the water we drink, 3.
the food we eat and all of the other necessities like the bed we sleep in and the
clothes we wear and they are also made of matter and all matter is made of atoms
that are 99% empty space.
WHY E = mc2 Needs Updating
Now that you understand more about PURE ENERGY existing totally as heat that
has weight, you will now understand why this E=mc equation needs revision.

One of the things that we need to remember is that matter is not a primary, matter
comes from a secondary effect. First you have to have energy and all energy
comes from the heated weight that existed as a singularity at the moment of the big
bang. Everything came from what existed as the heated weight that came from the
singularity, Therefore, knowing this, it is easier to understand that to have “E”
(energy) you first must have this heat that exists as PURE ENERGY and it’s from
this heat that you can then have “M” (matter).
Now what I am doing in adding the “H” (which stands for heat) is so you can
begin to get use to seeing the “H” first in the equation, because it should come
first. It is not that H=E=mc2 means something else other than what it did before
(as E=mc) it just means that when you think of this equation and see the “H,”
you’ll remember that the “H” (heat) and “E” (energy) are the same. They both
come from the same source and it is a well-known fact that what exists inside all
atoms is heat that exist as the proton, and the proton is made from fragments of
the heat that existed as a singularity, as what is known as pure energy. And the
heat inside every atom came from the heated ball that existed as a singularity.
This “E” (that exists as energy) is the same as “H” (heat) and this is what makes
“M” (matter) possible. And it is the heat and energy that are really the same
because they have the same beginning. This is so because “E” (energy) and “H”
(heat) both come directly from WHO is there as PURE ENERGY that existed as a
singularity and it was after the big bang that matter came into existence.
There is something that very few people have said, which is that the matter
beginning from the hydrogen atom, to all of the elements that exist as matter and
as the periodic table do not totally exist as coming from PURE ENERGY.
Everything inside of matter is from PURE ENERGY as the “H” (heat) which also
has “E” (energy). Therefore, when you add up all the heat and energy inside the
atoms, they will add up to being only 1% as PURE ENERGY, which then can exist
inside an atom. However, atoms exist as being 99% empty space and this 99%
empty space belongs to something that exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING.
So that “E” (energy) and “M”(matter ) are interchangeable as “E”and as “H”
but they do not come from the same source, because everything that exists as “M”
matter only has 1% as “E” (energy) which comes from that which exists as PURE
ENERGY. However, the “M” as matter also has to have 99% empty space which

belongs to that which exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING. I know that
this may sound strange, but I will try my best to explain it in this section.
Remember that heat has energy and this heat is what makes everything have
weight. And from this heated weight that came from this singularity just before the
big bang, made “E”(energy) and "H” (heat) interchangeable.
So understanding this, means that the equation E=mc is correct, but only as “E”
and”M” are interchangeable as the E (energy) that also exists as “H” (heat) that
exists inside all atoms as “M” (matter). However, not as the empty space that
exists inside every atom, simply because this 99% empty space does not exist as
having any “E”(energy) nor does the 99% empty space have any heat because the
99% empty space belongs to that which exists as what is known as negative energy
which is what exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING. It took me a while to
understand this, also. But if you really are interested in knowing what exists as
existence, then you should look into this that exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING, also known as negative energy which is #1. You will be able to read more
on this elsewhere and eventually you will see that what exists as “E” (energy)
cannot exist without the heat and weight that can only exist inside WHOEVER is
there as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING, which exist scientifically as negative
energy.
One reason why the scientific community is having a hard time understanding
negative energy, is because when they approach trying to understand this negative
energy, they are doing it as if negative energy belongs to that which exists as
PURE ENERGY. And also because they see everything as belonging to the big
bang. I have written more about this in my section called The New Big Bang.
Another reason the scientific community is having a hard time is because in using
the old model of the big bang, they are carrying an error which will not let them
understand existence better. They still believe that PURE ENERGY is the primary
and it is not. PURE ENERGY is only 1% of WHO is there. Maybe at some point,
the scientific community will see that PURE ENERGY can only exist as the 1% that
is inside of what exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING that exists as 99%
negative energy.

Why is this important? One reason is that up until now, very few people when
discussing the equation E=mc2, very seldom mention that E=mc2 cannot exist if it
were not that it comes from PURE ENERGY. However, since Albert Einstein never
made it clear, then why should others. I think that it should be made clearer if we
are to understand where everything that exists came from. Since the scientific
community is going to continue using this equation E=mc2, then they should
accept that it is “H” (heat) that gives this equation E=mc2 its foundation. When
they use this equation E=mc2, they should see it as H=Emc2 and they should also
stop and think that E and M, are interchangeable because they both come from the
same source. However, when it comes to C, as the square of 186 mps, they are
not the same.
Here is an example, “E” stands for energy and “M” stands for matter and they
are interchangeable, but only as the”H” (heat) that “E” has. And when it relates
to “M” as matter, it’s still true but only as the heat that exists inside the atoms as
protons and neutrons and the rest of the Zoo that exists inside the atom that also
has “E” (energy). However, not and I’ll repeat not as the 99% empty space that
exists inside all atoms. This is where I come in because as much as I have listened
to others talk about the empty space inside every atom, I have not yet found
someone taking the time to explain it. Why is the 99% empty space there and for
what purpose. One reason why this 99% exists as empty space inside of every
atom as its foundation, is to give the illusion that this atom is as big as it seems.
Let me explain this in a very simple way, the only reason why you and everything
that exists looks as big as it looks is because of the 99% empty space that all atoms
have.
This is the reason why I have found it so interesting to be able to understand just a
very tiny portion of WHO IT is. As how IT exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING that exists as 99% negative energy. IT has this other part of ITSELF that
exists as a heat that has energy and weight and this heat is only 1% of ITS total
way of being. The unfortunate part is that the majority of mankind still only
understands this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING as existing scientifically as PURE
ENERGY. As I have mentioned before, this is natural because since we do have to
use our eyes to understand what exists outside of us, our minds lock into what our
eyes see. I must say that if it wasn’t for the scientific community that decided to

understand what exists as matter, I wouldn’t be here writing about this at this
moment.
Getting back to what you will hear is that they talk about all of the things that exist
inside the atoms but again, very seldom do they make it clear that everything inside
every atom does not come from that which exists as PURE ENERGY, like the 99%
empty space, that exist inside every atom, So let me share with you my version of
what exists inside every atom as the 99% empty space and how it relates to
H=Emc2, I’ll continue with this E=mc2 equation because there is one more thing
that has to be clearer, which is that this E=mc2 equation is ok as E=m, because to
me this E=mc2 needs some additional attention on c2, which is supposed to mean
to the square of the speed of 186mps.
Let me show you what I see as E=mc2. We already went over what “E”and “M”
are about, so let me give you my version on this subject. Let’s say that we are
talking about the simplest atom that exists as matter, which is the hydrogen atom
and imagine that you are inside this atom. This atom has a proton in the center
and let’s say that this proton is 1/8 wide, as heat and as energy. You then have to
go 49 times 1/8 to the left and 49 times to the right and 49 times up and down as
empty space, so as to fill in the 99% empty space that all atoms have. It is this 49
times left, right, up and down that gives the atom its width as grid. And to stop this
49 times left, right, up and down from going too far out that WHOEVER IT is
placed an electron which is what stops anything else from coming in or out.
Now why is this 49 times up, down and sideways needed? It’s because this is the
only area that can be used to apply the 186 mps. There is a connection that allows
this 49 up, down and sideways, because if you remove the electron from any atom,
the empty space that exists in every atom is connected with what exists as all the
negative energy that exists as being inside the universe.
So that when it relates to c2, which is supposed to mean to the square of the speed
of 186 mps, the only thing that exists where you can use this speed is what exists
inside every atom as the 99% empty space. The same 99% empty space that exists
as the empty universe is the same as negative energy. Look at it this way, if you
could apply this square speed of 186 mps inside any atom, this speed of 186 mps
would automatically have to leave the very same atom and the only way this speed

of 186 mps could exist is what exists as the empty universe, which is the same as
negative energy.
Let’s say that when the 99% empty universe only had just hydrogen atoms, if you
applied speed of light as 186 mps to any of the then existing hydrogen atoms as
matter, you would end up outside every hydrogen atom because of how small
atoms are. Therefore, this speed of 186 mps is what connects everything that
exists as the other atoms, but not as matter (heat) but as the what I refer to as the
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING, that exist as negative energy. What exists as
E=mc only has to do with what exists as PURE ENERGY. Now I understand why
Albert Einstein was basically thinking of energy that came from PURE ENERGY,
and unfortunately at this moment of our existence most scientists do not even
mention that which exist as PURE ENERGY.

When Albert Einstein talked about E=mc, he was referring to PURE ENERGY. I
am sorry to say that it is now known that when anyone refers to the speed of light,
they need to remember that the speed of light is not all related or belongs to that
which exists as PURE ENERGY. Why, first because light is a byproduct, it can
only happen when a positive (HEAT) comes in contact with a negative. The only
negative that exists is what exists as negative energy (COLD) and PURE ENERGY
does not have any speed attached to itself, because PURE ENERGY in its way of
being will resist being moved, while negative energy is always moving. Negative
energy is what is moving everything that exists inside what we call the empty
universe.
So getting back to E=mc, we can now understand it better if we remember that it
should be H= E=mc, and this H= E=mc cannot exist as an equation without
forgetting that it also needs what is referred to C, (to the square of 186 mps) and
the square of 186 mps belongs to negative energy. And what is being called
negative energy belongs to that which exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING.
Let me try and explain it this way, for E=mc to exist, it has to have a fragment of
what exists as PURE ENERGY (heat) and this fragment of what exists as PURE
ENERGY can only exist inside that which exists as the 99% empty space that exist
inside every atom, which is part of that what exist as the 99% empty universe

(cold), that belongs to that which exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING,
also known as negative energy.

NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON, WE NEED YOUR HELP
Remove yellow, and change green to size 14
This subject came to mind when I was listening to Neil deGrasse Tyson, presenting
his 5 part series on Netflix. After viewing the series I realized that he, like many,
talk about the universe as something abstract. They refer to the universe and
everything in it as abstract.
By this I mean, that most of the people I have listened to, including Tyson,
somehow forgot what they are talking about as its full meaning. Everything that
exists inside the universe is related to something that exists called pure energy. If
it were not for this pure energy, they would not exist or be able to talk about
anything. I have given this plenty of thought and one of the things that I found is
that the scientific community, that now exists, is referring to what exists as pure
energy’s arteries.
Let me give you an example because everything that now exists came from that
which is called pure energy. When this pure energy fragmented the way it existed
as a singularity so as to become matter, it did so in a very simple way. It
fragmented ITS heated weight into what is known as the beginning of matter, as the
hydrogen atom. This pure energy did this with the intention of searching, as in
looking for all existing possibilities that IT could exist as ITS heated weight. The
first thing this pure energy made as matter was the hydrogen atom which is
number #1 in what is known as the periodic table. Remember that this pure energy
is the only thing that can give anything that exists its existence and everything that
exists has to be made of one or more of the different atoms that exist in the periodic
table.
So now see if you can understand that which relates to what pure energy is and
what it is doing. Pure energy existed as a singularity and decided to search for all
existing possibilities that IT as the heated weight that this pure energy has. This is
known in the scientific community as transmuting, transforming or as I see it
reshaping to first become what now exists as the periodic table. So for those of
you that understand the periodic table, remember that all the atoms that exist as
the periodic table can only exist because inside of all the atoms are fragments of
heat that they have inside of them, such as: protons and neutrons and all of the
other sub-atomic particles existing inside the atoms. Atoms only exist because this

pure energy decided to use ITS heated weight that existed as a singularity by
making ITS heated singularity into smaller fragments of ITS heated weight.
Lets refer back to the beginning of this section which is that Neil deGrasse Tyson,
like many others in the scientific community that came many decades later, for
some reason, do not to refer to matter as everything from the hydrogen atom on all
came from this something that exists, known as pure energy. The next time you
hear someone writing or speaking about this subject, you will notice that they will
seldom speak or write that everything they are referring to comes from that which
exists as pure energy.
This is not their fault because this is what they were taught. Later generations of
the existing scientific community, when talking or writing, don’t realize that
everything that they are talking about is only possible because of this pure energy
that came from fragments of its heated weight at the moment of the big bang in
search of seeing what ITS fragments could become. This pure energy first became
atoms and then became all the atoms that now exist as the periodic table. The
periodic table is what chemistry is all about and uses the different combinations
that can exist as chemistry to see what can be made in mixing these different
atoms. It is still known that chemistry is still not at its end, in short, whoever this
pure energy is, IT is still looking to see what else IT as the fragments of its heated
weight can transform, transmute or reshape into.
Before I end this section, let me give you a little of its history. This pure energy
that exists as heat that has weight became matter as protons and neutrons (which
is really another proton with just a small amount of extra heat) so as not to hold
the 2 protons together but rather so that the two protons cannot merge together
back into a singularity. We need to remember that this pure energy also made the
electron. The electron also has a tiny fragment of its heated weight as weight
attached to it, so as to encircle what exists inside the atom from getting outside the
atom. There was a moment when the weight of the electron was not known, but
now it is known. An electron is approximately 9.109×10−31 kilograms, or
5.489×10−4, which indicates that the electron does have a tiny fragment of this pure energy’s heated weight, otherwise the
electron would not exist, and if the electron did not exist then nothing that has ever existed could exist. change to #14

Let me go back to what IT has been doing. When IT fragmented its heated weight
into matter, it is known that the first thing IT did as matter was the hydrogen atom,
IT then took these hydrogen atoms and grouped them together to become a solar
sun where IT then made helium atoms. IT continued making more of the atoms
that now exist in the periodic table that were made from novas and supernovas. So
that this pure energy as fragments of ITS heated weight could then become a
galaxy which is the biggest thing it transformed into in ITS search for all existing
possibilities. It was in one of these galaxies that planet earth came into existence,
which is what gave us a moment to exist in, but not as TIME, for whoever IT is
does not exist as the mechanical time system that we as humans invented. (Read my
section called TIME.
This pure energy transformed into us as the matter that we exist as. Now here is
where IT as pure energy in becoming us as humans began to do something
different. As humans from the caveman era until now, we as IT, come from this
pure energy. Every atom that we exist as belongs to IT as the fragments of ITS
heated weight. In order for us to exist, we have to inhale oxygen so that we can get
the energy that these atoms have so that our lungs can function. At the very
beginning, at the moment of birth, we have to take the breath of life. And in order
for us to continue to exist we have to consume water and then food in order to get
the energy that we need to continue existing.
We then need clothing, depending in what part of this planet we live in, and this
also goes for shelter. All of the above were supplied to us by IT, that exist as pure
energy. IT made sure that we as IT, had everything we needed to transform. We
lived in caves and continued transforming to where we now exist. Remember that
in the caveman era we didn’t know how to make things like we do now, such as,
houses, cars, machines, planes, jets, rockets, computers and microchips that store
information as memory.
Just as I have stated the above to show you the reader something, I need you to go
back to the very beginning which is when whoever is there as part of ITSELF that
exists as pure energy and exists as heat. This heat has weight. It was once said
that this pure energy’s heated weight, weighed tons per square inch. I differ
because I made a quick test and found that it is weighing in at a little less than

seven pounds per square inch. You can read about this in the section called
TRIVIA.
Anyway, let me get back to what IT as this pure energy is doing with ITS
fragmented heated weight that is still looking for all the possibilities as things that
ITS heated weight can transform, transmute, or reshape into. IT now exists as
fragments that we exist as, because before IT became us, IT as pure energy got as
far as becoming matter, so as to become as big as a galaxy. However, when this
pure energy became us, it could do things that it could not have done as just
matter, starting from the hydrogen atom to becoming as big as a galaxy. As us,
we could make things like tools and with tools, IT as we, began to build things that
became so big like rockets and now this heat that exists as pure energy now exists
as space stations. We need to remember that all of the above exists because they
are made of matter and all matter can only exist because this pure energy exists.
All matter is made of atoms and all atoms are made of ITS heated weight that
exists as fragments of the heated weight that existed as a singularity at the moment
of the big bang,
Therefore, I hope you can see what this pure energy managed to make from when
it transformed into the first atom known as the hydrogen atom. Now watch what IT
also did using us as humans as that part of ITSELF that exists coming from ITS
heat. However, I need to go back again to when IT as pure energy became matter,
so let me use the first thing IT made which was the hydrogen atom.
The hydrogen atom exists because it is made from fragments of ITS heated weight
that exist as protons and neutrons, but for matter to exist it also has to have what is
called an electron. The electron has a mass that is approximately 1/1836 that of
the proton. Protons have masses of approximately one atomic mass unit,
1.672621898(21)×10−27kg.
Now let me stop here again to say what I have said before, that maybe at some
point Google and others will also accept that the information that now exists as
matter needs to be associated with that which exists as a supreme being, or at least
that anything that exists belongs to that which exists as pure energy.
Getting back to this statement, the electron has a mass that is approximately
1/1836 that of the proton. Protons have masses of approximately one atomic mass

unit, 1.672621898(21)×10−27kg. which still shows that the information that is
still being shared is antiquated, as I see it.
By this I mean that anyone reading the information will continue talking about who
is there as being abstract when they read and say that the protons have masses of
approximately one atomic mass unit, 1.672621898(21)×10−27kg, because if they
are truly related to that which exists as pure energy, they should also mention that
1.672621898(21)×10−27kg is how much of pure energy’s heated weight is. Let
me give you another example, when I ask Google, ‘How much does a hydrogen
atom weigh?” I got this answer: 1.008 grams
These numbers are either in atomic mass units (amu), or in grams per mole of
atoms. This means that 1 MOLE of hydrogen atoms will weigh 1.008 grams. That
said, to find the mass of one ATOM, we need to convert from moles to atoms as
follows: 1.008 grams/mole Hydrogen * (1 mole/6.022x1023 atoms) = 1.67 x 10-24
grams.
Therefore, back to what I was saying before that the information given at this
moment does not relate to that which made the hydrogen atom known as pure
energy, because if it did it would say that hydrogen atoms have a weight of 1.008
grams, as fragments of pure energy’s heated weight.
Here is more that I found from Google as it relates to atoms:
Electrons are the smallest of the three particles that make up atoms. Electrons are
found in shells or orbitals that surround the nucleus of an atom. Protons and
neutrons are found in the nucleus. They group together in the center of the atom.
Here again Google’s information does not recognize that atoms are fragments of
pure energy’s heated weight. It is important for Google and others to do more
research and update this information, so that future generations will be more clear
when it relates to matter.
Here’s another example of something else that I found on the internet: Today, we
know that atoms do not represent the smallest unit of matter. Particles called
quarks and leptons seem to be the fundamental building blocks - but perhaps there
is something even smaller. Physicists are still far from understanding why a
proton has about 2,000 times more mass (which means that the proton has 2000

more fragments as heat, which science will find and give them different names)
than an electron.
Let me also give you my version of the above as I see it, but not as anyone that is
related to science. The truth is that I know nothing about science. What I do know
is just a little of who is there, so if I look at the above, what I see is that whoever is
there used ITS heated weight that it has, to see what IT could make from this heat
that it has that also has energy, and is very potent and powerful.
Understand that even physicists are detached from this pure energy because they
still talk of things as mass, when they should remember that mass is made up of
fragments of who exists as pure energy. I say who, because there is someone there
and you can read more about this elsewhere in my writings.
This is why we need people like Neil deGrasse Tyson to find ways to let the public
know that the above is related to something that exists and is called pure energy.
Let me take a moment to say to Neil deGrasse Tyson that pure energy is only one
percent (1%) of who is out there, and that this 1% that exists as heat and has
energy can only exist inside of whoever is out there. Neil deGrasse Tyson should
agree that pure energy when it fragmented from a singularity to become what
exists inside the hydrogen atoms, did so as the 1% that now exists inside all the
atoms, that exist as the periodic table.
And even if quarks and electrons are invisible, scientists don't know if they are the
smallest bits of matter in existence, or if the universe contains objects that are even
more minute.
The electron has a mass that is approximately 1/1836 that of the proton. Protons
have masses of approximately one atomic mass unit, 1.672621898(21)×10−27kg.
FROM THE ELECTRON TO THE SPACE STATION
Here is one more way that IT is now using ITS heated weight and couldn’t do this
before we came into existence because IT first needed certain things like what is
now known as electricity, which comes from the word electron. This is, as I said
before, the second stage of the way IT fragmented ITS heated weight when ITS
heated weight existed as a singularity.

After that, IT had to wait until the computer to come into existence and then into
the chip. Just imagine how heavy it was when information was stored on paper
and if IT had to take this information on an interplanetary voyage. When the time
comes when we have to leave this planet, IT will then have transformed into a
microchip that can hold terabytes or the next biggest microchip that can hold more
storage than the existing terabytes.
However, it still looks like we may have a few centuries to go, it all depends on
which of the two existing possibilities happens first. By this I mean, will someone
first push the button that will set off a chain reaction to release nuclear bombs and
the second way that will affect our planet in a negative way is global warming.
Global warming is now showing us that it affects our existing way of life because
of over population. We as humans are the cancer that will attack this planet so as
to bring it to its end.
Let us not forget the many, many things that will be on this voyage so as to reach a
faraway place, where IT can then restart again with what IT has already
transformed into on planet earth. Then again, IT already has what IT needs from
planet earth and IT can decide that humans are no longer needed because now IT
can make anything IT needs for what IT has transformed into as robots and can
probably make anything IT wants with the 3D printer.
Perhaps IT will look to see if robots can recognize that there is someone that made
them, just like IT made us. Some of us on this planet recognize that there is
something out there that is supreme, which is what makes everything exist.
Luckily, there is a group of minds that do recognize that there is something that
exists, which is what allows everything to exist called pure energy. The only
problem with this group is that they still have not recognized that what exists as
pure energy is only 1% of who is there. They just need to connect with what exists
as being 99% where the 1% that exists as pure energy exists inside of.
Now let me take you on another voyage which is how big IT got using this simple
way of existing.
Always remember that anything that you visually see as being big in size is not
really big, even though you are seeing it as being big as one unit. Here’s an
example, if you take the biggest building, the biggest rocket ship, the biggest

planet, the biggest galaxy, they are all big but that bigness is only possible because
they exist as matter. All matter is made from that stuff called atoms and all atoms
are made from tinier (smaller) fragments of that which exists as pure energy’s
heated weight. Because as big as it may seem, it is made up of those very tiny,
tiny fragments that come from that which exists as pure energy. Remember those
tiny fragments that were as small as a photon and whoever is there as pure energy
added more fragments of ITS heated weight so as to become an electron. Then
this pure energy kept adding more fragments of ITS heated weight so as to become
as big as a quark and then kept adding more fragments of ITS heated weight to the
quark to become as big as a proton. This is the biggest portion of ITS heated
weight that IT made from when IT existed as a singularity as one unit or entity.
Remember that when IT became matter IT did so as the hydrogen atom which only
weighted 1 gram. I have said the above so that the next time you see the biggest
building on this planet or the biggest rocket ship going up into space or the next
time you see a big planet or the biggest galaxy, they only exist because they are
made from those tiny fragments that exist as pure energy.
Let’s not forget that all of the above adds up to thousands of thousands of tons as
weight and these thousands can only exist because of the tiny fragments heated
weight that give us the illusion of being solid. I use the word illusion because the
meaning of an illusion is that what you are seeing is not what it is.
Therefore, the next time you look at yourself in the mirror and let us say that you
are weighing in at one hundred pounds, in reality you are 99% empty space
because you are made up of atoms. These atoms are 99% empty space and as for
your hundred pound weight, the hundred pounds that exist as ITS heated weight
are scattered as width into every atom you exist as. If you could just group all of
these fragments that exist as ITS heated weight and place them together, you would
be equivalent to a square cube that exists as little more than 6 inches by 6 inches
that weighs one hundred pounds.
Is it not incredible what IT has been doing with ITS heated weight up until now,
and there is still more to come. Let me give you my version as I see it.
So now we have a better understanding of how this SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING that exist as being 99% empty space, does things with ITS 1% that exist
inside of ITSELF known as the heated weight that exist as pure energy. By
starting out as fragments that are so small, to then merge these tiny fragments so
as to become what we understand as atoms. And then continued to become matter
and then using us as humans to build things with the hands IT gave us. IT could

not do this when IT began to search for all the possibilities that ITS heated energy
could transform into here on planet earth.
So at this existing moment, IT has now taken us as humans off this planet and put
us into what we understand as outerspace, which is the area that exists as empty
space, also known scientifically as negative energy. And in reality is where this
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING mainly exists. The way IT exists as is what I
refer to as being ITS shell body, to use a word, which is what is also the same as
negative energy.
Now IT has us humans living under different conditions in outerspace, and my
feeling is that IT is doing this because IT knows that this planet is getting closer to
ITS death date.
So now IT can take some of the possibilities that IT transformed into off this planet
before it goes into destruction. As much as I have watched IT as the things IT has
transformed into, IT doesn’t really want to begin certain things all over again.
And one of them is, us as humans because it went through lots of transforming ITS
heated weight to make the human body.
As it now seems, it is not going too well when it relates to how the human body is
reacting to being in outer space. We as humans were made with the conditions
that exist on earth because we need the gravitational pull that ITS heated weight
has on us. For example, when we eat we are eating things that are made from ITS
heated weight. These edibles are then pulled downward to go into our stomach to
release the energy it contains as heat. Our body can take energy for the many
things we need to survive and after our stomach uses what it needs, it is then pulled
downward, further, to dispose of what is not needed such as urine and waste. This
can be a problem in outer space. The other is that we have not been able to find a
planet that is suitable for our way of existing as humans.
But here are some of the possibilities that may take place when this group of
humans has to be taken out farther into ITSELF as what is called deep space. One
possibility is that we, as humans, will continue living at international space
stations. It has been proven that people of different nationalities and different
colors can co-exist under these tight conditions.
Eventually, we’ll have to leave planet earth behind because it too has to
participate in what I call AZTA, which sounds better than AZ. A stands for the

beginning and Z stands for the end, which means anything that comes has to go.
And anything that has a beginning also has to end, Anything that starts has to end
and anything that is made of ITS heated weight as fragments has to return back to
being the singularity.
Now IT will take what IT has done here on this planet into deeper space, as in
taking what IT has made here on planet earth that may have importance to
wherever IT is going to go next. IT then can continue to transform, transmute or
reshape into something else as new possibilities of ITS heated weight.
By the time IT has taken what IT needs from this planet, we may be part of ITS
cargo, but we have to keep in mind that IT does not need human hands anymore
because IT has already transformed into robots.
However, IT had to first
transform into us has humans. We had to come first in order to build the robots,
then the ship and then the space station. This can only exist because it, too, is
made of this Spiritual supreme beings heated weight, also known as pure energy
that exists as atoms.
Just like anything that I will mention, starting from the biggest ship that IT exists
as, as all the atoms that make this big space ship possible which will be carrying
whatever IT is sending on this voyage. One of the things that I see is that it will be
using what then will be the most powerful computers which will guide this space
ship to somewhere inside of ITSELF that exists as ITS shell body. IT can then use
whatever robots are on this ship, because these are robots that will look and speck
like humans.
Another important thing that I am sure will be on this voyage will be the 3D
printer. This printer is what will make the needed parts for the ship on the spot or
for parts that humans may need replacing, and then there is the possibility that
these 3 D printers will be able to make parts that have never been made before and
especially in outer space or other planets. It would be like having a small
manufacturing gravity free plant and you don’t need humans to run this
manufacturing plant because they may be run by computers and moved by robots.
Let me also add a few more things that will happen when IT uses more robots in
outer space. Since the space that will exist as space stations are more limited to
the amount of space that exists as planet earth, there will be no need to have big
land plantations on these stations. Because, the more robots that replace humans,
the less food that will be needed or the need to plant things because with robots

there will be no need for as much water on stations and there will be less
contamination. Especially the contamination that is produced by humans by just
celebrating holidays because our mechanical time system will not be of any use on
this voyage.
*** LIVE THE EXISTING MOMENT, NOT THE DAY***
But for now IT is sending humans to clear the way so that space stations can be
built as big as possible so that there will be more storage space for what is to
come. In addition, robots can work continuously, because they do not work on 24
hour shifts. In outer space there is no day or night, or a 24 hour day, they just
exist as one moment within ITS existence, the same way everything exists as.
I too believe that the human body will be needed to exist as being alive on very
long voyages, and as I see it, by the time our planet is about to do a total collapse,
IT might already have all the information needed to rebuild human parts with the
3D printer, and if IT should need human assistance, IT could always rebuild one
somewhere else far from here where humanity could begin again. However, with
a better starting point than the one we had to start with like we did from the cave
age until now, but this possibility has to happen before what exists as the last black
hole which will most likely be the one that will consume us as that moment. When
the last black hole exists then nothing that exists as matter will exist because the
last black hole will now be the original heated weight that existed as the
singularity just before the big bang. IT as pure energy can decide if IT will do a
new big bang again, to see what IT could transform, transmute, or reshape into as
something new. I personally think that IT might not do this, because like I said IT
does not really like to start all over again, and as I wrote elsewhere there is a
possibility in how to avoid this.
Let me share a few hints on this. IT would have had to have all the information
and materials that are needed to rebuild whatever IT needs as restarting again on
this huge space ship. IT would also need to make sure that this huge vessel (ship)
kept far, far away from any of the black holes near the ship, and IT has to continue
moving this ship as far away from the last black hole. IT can do this, simply
because everything that exists is inside of ITSELF and IT knows how to move ITS
heated weight that exists as matter. So that the last black hole which is now the

original heated weight that existed at the moment of the big bang can now again
become matter as what IT did before known as the big bang. And IT would have
to again make new planets from ITS heated weight so that this ship could now land
on this new planet and restart again as the transformation from what IT has stored
on this ship as more possibilities that ITS heated weight can transform, transmute,
or reshape into. This is how IT entertains ITSELF because IT has no one else to
share ITS existence with, except with us at this moment, as ITSELF. The above
could be a movie in itself, but for now I have to end this section.
I’LL add a few things that have to do with this place that the ship will be traveling
in called the universe. The only thing that exists out there is just to use a word one
moment, also known as OMNIPRESENT. We need to remember that everything
that is happening is happening because of something called pure energy, which
exist as 1% , and this 1% that exists as pure energy can only exist inside of who is
there as this spiritual supreme being which exists as being 99% also known as
negative energy. However, it is not really something negative, nor does it have
any energy. Humans have to remember that the only reason why this 99% is
called negative energy is because as the human mind tried to understand what is
out there when they found that something does exist, which they traced all the way
back to when this pure energy existed as a singularity and they found that this
heated energy is what gave off energy, and it is this heated weight that is also
producing what is seen as change. Since this heated weight that exists as pure
energy is looking for all existing possibilities before IT returns back to a
singularity as what has been labeled by the human mind as being a black hole. I
have written more about this elsewhere. What is being called black holes are not
really black or a hole, because what is there as a black hole is a concentration of
ITS heated weight that came from ITS singularity.
Lets go back to when the scientific mind had to deal with this 99% that exists as
outer space and since the heated weight that exists as pure energy is what allows
things to exist, they labeled it as being positive. Also because this heated weight
has energy which is what exists as the protons and neutrons that exist inside every
atom. All the energy that atoms have all came from this pure energy’s heated
weight.

Since what is out there as the 99% empty space does not exist as matter or has any
heat attached to it, then this must be something that exists as negative energy.
Negative, because it has no energy. However, I hope that at some point the
scientific community will see that this area called negative energy is really the way
this spiritual supreme being exists.
Why I do I use the word SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING, because #1, What we see as the empty universe that was
labeled as being negative energy exists, but not as something and the only word
that exists for something that exists as nothing is the word spirit. #2, Why
supreme, because this part of who is there is what allows everything to exist, #3,
Why the word being, well look at it this way, you exist as a being and the only
reason why you exist as being is because you are scientifically made from all of
ITS qualities. #1 as ITS heated weight as all the atoms you exist have, as the heat
that all protons and neutrons have, #2 and this heated weight that exists inside
the atoms 99% emptiness which comes from the way IT exists as ITS spiritual
nothingness, which is also what exists as that which is known as negative energy.
#3 Why the word BEING? Speaking scientifically, is because for anything to exist
as being something, can only exist because of the heated weight that IT has inside
of ITSELF known as pure energy.
You can see this better as a visual that I put together on YouTube at, and I ask of
you to please watch from beginning to end, so that it will make sense
Just double click the link that is below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUIUtvIIQIE&feature=youtu.be
So that after you see the visual you will be able to see what I am writing about. In
this video, you will also see how the heated weight started out as a singularity and
then how it returned back to being a singularity as a black hole. They will also
understand that black holes are not black or exist as a hole.
Black holes are
really just individual concentrated bundles of the heat that existed as the
singularity. Here is one more way to understand; remembering that what black
holes really did was consume what existed as nearby matter and everything that
the black hole consumed as matter because they existed as atoms. And all the
atoms consumed had protons and neutrons, and the protons only existed because
they were made from the heated weight that fragmented at the moment of the big

bang to become hydrogen atoms and then the hydrogen atoms transformed into the
heavier atoms that now exist as the periodic table.
So when a black hole consumes all of the surrounding matter, it then strips
(removed) the heated weight that exist as the electrons from the atoms, which then
allowed all the heated weight as protons and neutrons and all of the tinier
fragments that exist inside the atom known as the ZOO to return back to just being
one, as one portion of the singularity. When all black holes consume each other,
then the last black hole will be left to itself as existing as just one huge black hole.
Let me make this a little clearer, when all black holes are consumed by each other
until there is only one huge black hole, what do you really then have? If your
answer is one huge black hole, well I am going to differ on that answer. And here
is why, but we will need to go back to the moment of the big bang because that is
where everything started. When the whole of this heated ball became matter, it
did so as hydrogen atoms and then these hydrogen atoms transformed into a solar
sun, so as to transform again into a heavier atom like the helium atom and then as
my short version this heated weight then transformed into a super nova and then
into a galaxy.
As a galaxy that came with a center that had a black hole as its center and when
black holes consumed its surroundings that exist as matter, the black hole got
bigger and bigger as the last one, right? I will agree with you also, but with an
exception which is that what ended up as the last black hole is not black as I have
detailed elsewhere. A black hole is really clear and transparent and it is not a
hole. You can understand it better this way: when the last black hole existed, you
need to remember that the matter that went into the black hole was really what
existed as the heated weight that came from the heated weigh that existed at the
moment of the big bang. Therefore, the last black hole is really the heated weight
that existed at the moment of the big bang. This is the way whoever is there that
exists as pure energy will bring back all of the fragments that were fragmented into
matter remembering that no one as of yet has referred to the beginning of the big
bang as existing as a black hole because it is not black or a hole. What is
basically said is this, that there exists a “very small ball with infinite density and
intense heat called a Singularity.”

Now as always, as much as I and everyone out there is mostly talking or writing
about that which exists as pure energy, I prefer to begin to understand who is out
there not as pure energy, but rather where pure energy exists in. By this I mean
that I hope the scientific minds will also understand that the empty space that
exists inside every atom is the same empty space that exists outside the atom as
that which exists what they labeled negative energy. I have tried as hard as
possible with my limited abilities to compose something that would help them
understand this, using a visual presentation, which is now available for anyone
interested in seeing it on youtube.
So you can see this better as a visual that I put together on YouTube at, and I ask
of you to please watch from beginning to end, so that it will make sense .
Just double click the link that is below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUIUtvIIQIE&feature=youtu.be

**** We have to live in the existing moment, and until the planet makes one
more rotation, then we can call it a calendar day ****

Here is what exists on the internet as to what makes up a proton?
A quark is a tiny particle which makes up protons and neutrons.. After the
invention of the particle accelerator, it was discovered that electrons are
fundamental particles, but neutrons and protons are not. Neutrons and protons are
made up of quarts, which are held by Gluons.
So remember that the biggest thing inside the atom is the neutron, which was put
together from smaller particles that came from pure energy that derived from a
particle that could be smaller than a photon.

WHY THE UNIVERSE IS NOT EXPANDING

Why the saying that the universe is expanding needs to be revised. The best way to
start would be with what is being talked about.
So let’s begin in this manner, which is that we need to better understand what is it
that exists as the universe. For example, when we say the universe, we should
remember that the universe exists as 2 different entities. One is that when you look
up at the universe at night seeing the hugeness of the empty space that exists out
there as what we refer to as the universe. We know at this moment of our
understanding that the empty space called the universe has a temperature which is
−270.42 °C; −454.76 °F. This emptiness does not have a beginning or end as
borders and that it belong to someone or at least something. Why do I say
something, well it has been established by the group called the scientific
community that everything that exists can only exist because of what they found
and labeled as pure energy. The only reason why I can write to you at this
moment, and you can read what I am writing about is because you and I are made
of this pure energy. You can read more about this in other sections where I write
in detail about who this pure energy is. IT does exist and it is this part of WHO is
there that exists as this empty space which is what allows everything that exists
inside of this area.

Let me try and explain this in as many ways as I can so that you can understand it.
Here is one way, but first understand that everything that now exists is just really
one. For example, the empty freezing cold universe and what is inside of it is just
one entity. You may still see things as just existing, simply because they are there
at the moment you are seeing them. I too understand this because from the
beginning of my existence I could only see and understand things as I saw them,
First as what I saw as a child that was presented to me and was told that this is
what is. The truth is that at that moment the information was not as clear as the
information that now exists.
Here is an example, I remember being told that there was a heaven up in the sky,
but now I know better. I can now understand and see what is up there, not heaven,
but what is being called the empty universe. I accept this, but since I still have the
mind of a child, which always questions things and after seeing a lot of what has
been presented, I began questioning things, not as what exists as things, but
because by now I knew that there is something there called pure energy. I
understood that what was being presented as pure energy made sense. However,
the theory itself that was put together about pure energy had a few mistakes which
I have mentioned elsewhere. Nevertheless, the most important thing to remember
from here on is why this pure energy exists, and that it is no longer a theory as a
hypothesis because it can now be seen visually why it exists. The most important
facts that will help anyone who is going to understand this pure energy is to
remember that:
#1 That , that part that exist as this pure energy cannot be created or destroyed, so
that as you look to understand this something that exists, you need to remember
that you cannot use the word create or destroy when you are referring to how this
pure energy exists or has transformed, transmuted or reshaped into.
#2 this pure energy is not governed by our mechanical TIME system and this is a
fact recognized by the scientific community. When they found this pure energy as
its beginning, as it existed as a singularity, time was not part of who this pure
energy is. We need to remember that “TIME” is only a human invention, it serves
only as a human conveniences so that 2 or more people can meet at a particular
earth rotation but it is not universal.

Why is this important, because if you want to understand who you are, you need to
understand what you are made from. What allows you to exist is something that
exists as one and this that exists as one, we’ll call it a SUPREME BEING, to use
a word that is more related to whoever is there scientifically. Otherwise, I could
not say what I am saying as being true. So that if I go back to where I started,
which was related to the saying that the universe is expanding and why I say that
you first should understand that, if it was not for us as humans, this saying would
not even exist. Since we are here, let’s question everything that can be questioned.
As for myself, I am very interested in understanding everything that exists. Now
that I know scientifically that what I am understanding does exist, I’ll say again
that if were not for the many who came before me in their search for understanding
the truth, I would not be writing to you now.
Now at this moment of my existence when I hear the saying that the universe is
expanding, I have to stop and say that this is not true. In order to say this, I have
to give the reason why to at least those who I know understand what I am writing
about. Or at least so they can prove me wrong.
If I look again into this place called the empty universe and someone tells me that
the universe is expanding, I would have to say that the only reason why this
statement is said is because it is related to what is being seen as moving away.
However, what is moving away is not the universe as what exists as this 99%
emptiness, which is what was labeled as negative energy that does not exist as
something, but it does exist as having 2 entities. One is this −270.42 °C; −454.76
°F as a temperature and the other is the grid that the empty universe has as width.
As for this area that exists as being 99% it’s not, I repeat, it does not come from
what is understood as belonging to that which exists as pure energy, which can be
better understood in the visual I put together on you tube ,
Just double click the link that is below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUIUtvIIQIE&feature=youtu.be
However, let us continue with what is giving our minds the impression that
something is moving away in that area known as outer space. The first thing we
need to remember is that what is moving away is what exists as matter and this has
importance because what is being said about expanding is just moving away within

the 99% that exists as the empty universe. The other reason why it cannot be
expanding is because if something is expanding, as in occupying more space, it
would violate the laws of pure energy. This has to be remembered, because for
some reason many human minds keep forgetting that what is being talked about
belongs to that which is exists as pure energy. Anything that exists as pure energy
cannot be created or destroyed. Now I can understand that when someone off the
street says this is understandable, but what anyone who is associated with the
scientific community should not do is use words that relate to something being
created or destroyed because all this does is produce more confusion. If the
human mind wants to understand more of who we really are, then the mind needs
to know the truth about who is there and how IT exists as the pure energy that
exists within this area known as the universe or as what exists as negative energy.
So that when you hear the word universe, you need to remember that it is only
related to the 99% empty space that exists as the empty void which exists as what
is known as negative energy. This area is independent to what exists inside of it
because what exists inside this empty space labeled as the empty universe is where
the matter that came from the fragmented heated weight that existed at the
moment of the big bang and existed as a singularity can exist inside of and not vice
versa.
Here is one more way of understanding what I am writing about: Just imagine that
you are somewhere in that area called the universe that exists as 99% emptiness
and you notice that there also exists a ball of heat that is somewhere inside of this
99% emptiness that exists as freezing cold. And again, let me say that this freezing
cold temperature is not part of what exists as pure energy.
One reason is this that pure energy is only 1% of that part of whoever is there.

PURE ENERGY HAS A BEGINNING AND END.
When it is said that pure energy has no beginning or end, it is not true. Pure
energy does have a beginning as what it fragmented into matter as hydrogen atoms
and ended up as black holes, as it continued to find a way of returning back to
being a singularity.

And it is what I call the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING that exists as the 99%
nothingness that has no beginning or end, not the heated weight that belongs to
pure energy.
So returning to the expanding universe, when we look into outer space you notice
that our minds will right away focus on what is inside of this empty nothingness
and this is so because our minds are not wired to grasp onto something that does
not exist as a nothingness.
Here is something to think about, when you open your refrigerator to the freezer
part, you will notice that the freezing temperature is stopping the things you have
in the refrigerator from spoiling. It is the heat that will make the things inside your
refrigerator change into some that you do not want to eat. The reason I say this is
because you can better understand that since everything is just ONE, and whoever
this ONE is, IT exists as having two different extreme temperatures (one cold and
the other hot). It is the heat that exists inside of the freezing cold, which is where
pure energy exists inside of.
So understanding this, when we use the word universe, we are referring to
something that exists, but does not exist as something that is composed of what is
known as pure energy, and this empty nothingness has no outside borders.
The importance of this is that the heated weight can only exist as a singularity, but
this heated weight can also exist as fragments that can exist as small as a photon.
However, this is not the same when it relates to this extreme cold nothingness
because for one, it does not exist as something and cannot be fragmented. Another
thing is this that as much as these 2 extreme temperatures exist as one, they behave
as total opposites.
The heat pulls inward, trying to be just one singularity and finite. The freezing
cold is more what exists as infinity, since it does not have a beginning or end. As I
said elsewhere, in the area known as negative energy , there may exist speed faster
than 186 mps, which you can read elsewhere in my writings called MAXXSPEED.
And to me it is the heated weight that stores memory, which can be seen as what
exists as our DNA and RNA, It is in the freezing cold where consciousness exists,
because WHOEVER is there, this is where IT knows where everything exists and
exists within itself at the same moment.

Let’s scientifically look at what has been labeled, the universe. When science is
saying that the universe is expanding, they should also say that what is expanding
is all the matter that is moving away. They should also add that what is moving
away as matter is composed of atoms. The matter that is moving away can only
exist because it is composed of fragments that come from that which exists as pure
energy that make up the protons and neutrons that make all the atoms exist. The
reason I say this is because the scientific community needs to remember that all
matter that is moving away in what they labeled as outer space is, yes, moving
away, which is what gives the impression of moving away as expansion. However,
what we all need to remember is that as this matter is moving away, it is not
expanding, because as long as the human mind keeps saying things like the
universe is expanding, it means that it will be harder for those that are interested
in knowing more about that which exists as pure energy.
It can be better understood if they look at it from a different angle, understanding
who is there, but not as what exists as pure energy, but rather where this pure
energy exists inside of. Now that you understand this better, try and see if the next
time you are shown a movie or a photo of what being is said about the expanding
universe, remember that what is moving away is what is known as matter. It is
moving away inside of something that exists as empty space. Let me let you in on
something else that is related to this matter that is moving away as outward and it
is this matter that is existing inside of this empty nothingness. What you are not
seeing is that all of the matter that is moving away is also made of atoms that are
99% empty space and the empty space inside the atoms is the same 99% empty
space that exists outside the matter that is moving away.
Why Everything is Spiritual
#1. 3 Very Important Groups
#2. The Scientific Community Group
#3. The Meditation Groups

Why Everything is Spiritual
I find this topic interesting because everything that exists, exist in an area that is
99% empty space, means that everything is spiritual. I’ll explain it this way:
Everything that exists, exists inside this place called the universe. The universe
scientifically exists as being 99% empty space. Everything that exists as matter
means that matter is made of atoms and we now know scientifically that all atoms
are 99% empty space, as well. These atoms exist inside this place called the
universe which is 99% empty, meaning everything exists as being or coming from
that which exists as SPIRITUAL. Remember, the word spiritual means something
that exists but does not exist as something.
Perhaps a better way to understand this is, you exist and you are made of matter
and that matter that you exist as can only exist because all matter is made up of
atoms. All atoms are 99% empty space which means that we as humans are 99%
empty space. We can only exist because we are inside this place that exists called
the universe and our universe is also 99% empty space.
I have not forgotten why we exist as something, this is because there also exists
something scientifically called pure energy. However, this pure energy is the 1%
that is missing to the 99% to make it 100% complete. This 1% that exists as pure
energy can only exist inside of this which exists as being the 99% SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING.
Let me just mention quickly that everything is ONE, but this oneness exists as being
99% nothingness that has 1% inside of itself that we now know exists as that
which is scientifically known as pure energy. This part called pure energy allows
anything that exists to exist using this pure energy’s heated weight, which is what
now exists inside every atom.
This is particularly interesting to me because when we as humans started out in
caves way back when, we could never have known that we were made in an
incredible way, only because there also exists something which is beyond anything
that we are able to comprehend. Whoever this being is, it is letting us know more
about where IT exists and a little more about why we are here as ITS gift to us. As
I see it, we come into existence and we go. However, the nicest thing is that
whoever is there, IT will be there forever.
3 Very Important Groups
When referring to our existence, there are 3 very important groups. Are you in one
of them?

There’s a group that believes that a SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING does exist.
These are the people that believe that something or someone is behind everything
that exists. They believe that the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING is the one that
created everything that now exists as this universe and everything that now exists
as matter. This is of importance because we can understand who placed or
created everything that now exists as existing inside this place called the empty
universe.
Therefore, let us remember that something does exist as in all the celestial bodies
that now exist inside this place we call the universe. Let me also add, there are
two things here that we should always remember and that is that when I refer to
there being a SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING, I will always have to remind the
reader that when it relates to the part I call the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING,
it will be about that part that exists as something but does not exist as something
like what exists as the celestial bodies. The celestial bodies can only exist inside
the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING’s way of existing, which is what we see as
the empty universe. However, this emptiness as much as it is empty, does have
certain scientific qualities. The space that now exists as this empty universe is that
part that exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING.
I have seen that when people look into what exists as this empty universe, the first
thing they will talk about is what is inside, as what exists as the celestial bodies.
This is natural because for us to understand something we have to use our minds
and our minds are not programed or wired to understand something that exists,
but exists as a nothingness. Therefore, the next time you look up into what exists
as the empty universe, just remember that the empty nothingness that exists as this
empty universe belongs to that which exists as this SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING.
The way this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING exists, allows the word
omnipresent to be used. The way of existing as this empty space that belongs to
this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING means that GOD is in all places at the same
moment. And the only thing that exists that is in all places at the same moment is
the way this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING exists as in the empty space that
exists within this place labeled the empty universe.
This universe also has temperature and this is important because this area known
as the universe, which cannot be touched because it does not exist as something, is
now known that the whole empty universe exists as a freezing cold temperature.

The freezing cold temperature also has a side effect, which is that it does not
produce change because it is a constant as in never-changing.
This means that whoever IT is that exists as this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING
is never-changing. The way it exists (which is the reverse of what exists as pure
energy) is as heat and it is known that heat will change things, that is why there is
a saying that “there is always something new under the sun” because this is one
of the ways that pure energy transforms, transmutes and reshapes.
The sun is actually sending out fragments of its heated weight as photons and
wherever this fragment of heat lands, it add fragments of heat that existed as the
photon and makes whatever it hits become something different.
Let me also add another saying: “GOD is in all places and knows everything that
is happening.” I’ll explain why this is true and it relates to the above as the way
GOD exists. Remember that everything that exists, exists because something
called GOD exists. This is the same as what exists as pure energy and pure energy
can only exist inside of that which exists as negative energy. Anything to exist will
always be related to that which exists as pure energy and will always exist inside
of that which exists scientifically as negative energy.
Negative energy is what exists as the 99% empty universe and inside this 99%
empty universe is where everything that exists inside is called matter. Matter can
only exist because it is made from atoms and it is known that all atoms are 99%
empty space, so scientifically speaking, it means that the only thing that exists as
being in all places is this empty nothingness known as the 99% that exists as this
negative energy which is this outer part of what exists as this place called the
universe.
Inside the universe is where pure energy exists and this pure energy that exists as
matter can only exists inside this place called the universe that is both the same
99% empty space inside every atom. The empty nothingness is what exists as this
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING. As I have said elsewhere, the meaning of this is
that something does exist, but this something exists as a nothingness (spiritual) and
there is nothing as of yet found that exists that covers every place as an area,
which makes it all knowing (supreme) and the best thing I find is that whoever IT
is, stays forever the same.
It is not like the part that exists inside of itself that exists as pure energy, because
pure energy has a beginning, (as when this pure energy existed as a singularity).

Then this pure energy decided to transform, transmute as in reshaping into
everything that now exists in ITS search for all the existing possibilities it could
transform, transmute and reshape into.
Therefore, I could write what I found as how it exists, but this pure energy when it
made everything that now exists inside this universe as the fragments of this pure
energy’s heat could exist placed a condition to everything it could become, that it
as atoms had to return to being a singularity again. The reason I say this is
because this part of who IT is that exists, as this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING
, will always have inside of itself this heat that has weight.
Here is another way of understanding what is going on, imagine you existed
somewhere inside of who is there where you could see how it exists as this 99%
empty universe.
You could see that inside of the 99% empty universe
(SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING) there also existed this ball of heat that exists
as a singularity.
Then all of a sudden this ball of heat that exists as a singularity inside this area
that exists as 99% empty (SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING) as IT, just
fragmented all of itself into very tiny fragments, so tiny that these fragments were
later named by the scientific community as photons. In adding more of these tiny
fragments together eventually they got as big as what is now known as a proton.
The protons, as fragments from this heated ball eventually became what is known
as matter starting from the hydrogen atom, which is what this heated weight that
existed as a singularity became and now exists as just hydrogen atoms. Therefore,
what you would see is that now all of the 99% empty space is now full of just
hydrogen atoms.
Since these fragments are programed to return back to a singularity when all of
these fragments of hydrogen atoms are left to themselves, they tried to reunite with
each other but since they are now hydrogen atoms, all the hydrogen atoms could
do is come closer to each other. This happened because since hydrogen atoms
have heat inside, the heat is pulling each other closer (what we know as gravity)
that they formed a solar sun. So that as you kept looking at this heated ball
transforming, it all happened inside of this area that exists as the 99% empty
universe. You would now see that these fragments of heat that now exist as
hydrogen atoms are now becoming solar suns and as the story goes, these solar
suns then transformed into novas and super novas until they became galaxies.

Here is also where this pure energy put a stop to what else these fragments could
continue to become by placing what is known as a black hole which is there to
bring back all of the fragments that now exist as a galaxy. So what you would see
is when this heated weight that existed as a singularity then became as big as a
galaxy and with the use of the black hole as its center could then return back to a
singularity once again, which is known as THE BIG BANG.

What no one could see until I came along was that what exists as this pure energy,
existed as being only 1% and this pure energy can only exist inside of WHO is also
there as what the scientific community found to exist as NEGATIVE energy which
is what exists as the 99% that exists as the empty universe which exists as a
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING.
Let me continue as science so that since this other group that is still studying who
IT is that exists as a SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING can now understand who it
is scientifically, because like I have said elsewhere, I am one of the few that has
connected this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING (GOD) with science.
The Scientific Community Group
The scientific community began to question what existed in a scientific way. By
this I mean they were the people that began to question what this supposedly
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING created. For example, where did all things that
now exist as this universe come from and where did all these celestials bodies
come from and what are they made of. They found that everything that this
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING made had one thing in common which is that
all of these celestial bodies were made up of matter. Therefore, now that the
scientific community had advanced to a stage where technically they could take
what exists as matter and reduce it even smaller in size to where they now could
see that everything that exists as matter is made up of atoms. It was the chemistry
group that I believe made the connection to pure energy when they found that
everything that existed as matter could be reduced to what they labeled being
atoms.
They found that every atom that now exists as the periodic table had a different
weight attached to it. Now why is this important? After they knew that everything
that makes matter possible is because of this heated weight that exists inside every
atom, so they then decided to find out where this heated weight came from and they
found that it went back to when the heated weight existed as a singularity which

was then labeled as being that which exists as pure energy. Therefore, if it wasn’t
for the scientific community group, we could not know more of who we are and
where everything that now exists inside this universe came from. This group did
make some mistakes in the way they put together their model of existence and this
is where I come in. The scientific community group only analyzed what existed that
could be analyzed, which was what existed as pure energy.
They have had a hard time understanding that there does exist something that does
not exist as something, which they know is there and they named it negative
energy. In doing so, right from the beginning they started out wrong because what
is there is not made of energy. They still feel that everything that exists had to
have come from pure energy. However, if they want to begin to understand what
exists as what they labeled negative energy, they should change their way of
thinking if they truly want to know and connect with what is there. That which
exists as the 99% empty space that exists as the empty universe also exists as the
99% empty space that exists inside every atom.
As I keep saying, the first thing we have to remember is that our human mind is not
programmed or wired to understand that something does exist but exists as a
nothingness. As in the 99% empty universe and like the 99% empty space that
exists inside every atom. Therefore, if the scientific community group wants to
begin to understand this that they labeled negative energy, then they should at
least read what I have been saying about what is there. We as humans can connect
but not with instruments. The first thing anyone who wants to understand or
connect to is that, 1. Something does exists that exists as the 99% emptiness that
exist as the nothingness that this universe exists as and, 2. That you should
remember that you, too, exist as this 99% emptiness simply because the only
reason why you exist is because you, like everything that exists, is made of matter.
All matter is made of atoms that are all made with this 99% emptiness. The best
way I can help you connect with this 99% emptiness is through meditation, which
will be what I wrote as the group #3
Again, I am one of the few that not only connected this SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING that exists to science, but also know how we, as humans, can benefit
personally and directly with who this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING is as
infinity. Whoever goes there as meditation, as the third eye, can understand and
connect with IT. But like I have said before, this connection cannot be made as a
group, it is only good for the one who goes and connects with WHO is there as the

person itself. This is not something that you can pass onto someone else. If
anyone else wants that experience, they have to go there on their own.
#3 The Meditation Group
This group is made up of different types of people who meditate. There is a group
that is searching for that inner peace that exists inside of us. This is one group will
meditate and use external objects, like lighting a candle, counting beads or
chanting, to mention a few. This is what they found and are willing to try. For
some, this gives their mind tranquility and gets them into a more peaceful place.
They know that what they are searching for is inside of themselves and the effects
of what they found are positive enough to continue doing it.
Now there is another group that comes from different backgrounds. They are the
ones that have found that if they stop focusing on the external surroundings and
focus on what exists inside of themselves (known as the third eye) that something
happens which produces a peaceful feeling within themselves. If you ask them
what is it that they found that is there, it will be very difficult for them to explain,
because this place that exists inside of them, known as the third eye, is not really
made of something you can grab, pull or push. It is simply a place that exists as a
peaceful moment and the more they experience this, the better they’ll feel. They
realize that this feeling cannot be given to someone else because it is something
very personal. They are also aware that what they discovered cannot be written
about because it is not made of something.
For those of you who want to learn more about this place called the third eye, just
read what I have already put together below as ways you can connect with what is
there. Also to know more about WHO is there. It was recently discovered that it is
now possible to know who IT IS THAT IS THERE, and how IT exists. I have tried
in many different ways to explain WHO is there scientifically.
WHO IS THE 1% AND WHO IS THE 99%
Here is something to think about that is commonly known. Many people say when
it relates to GOD, that we are made in ITS own image. This is fine because we can
use this model. Since we are made in ITS image by that which is known as GOD,
we can then say that we are made of matter. All matter is made up of atoms, so
we can better understand that since we are made of atoms, all atoms exist as
having 1% heated weight inside of them. The heated weight inside the atom can
only exist in an environment that is 99% empty space scientifically. Therefore,
what is inside the atom as heat is only 1%, so this is the way we are made in ITS
own image.

***WHO WE ARE, WE ARE THAT WHICH EXISTS AS A SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING THAT HAS ENERGY ***

WHO IS IT?
WHO is IT that exists as #1, and I do not mean #1 as in a president or government.
Let me first say that this topic has not been easy for me. I will try to put into detail
WHO is #1 in two ways. One way, as what is common knowledge and the second
way as how this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING exists scientifically.
Identifying WHO is there as the #1 BEING, also known as the SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING, GOD, KING OF KINGS, THE ALMIGHTY, LORD OF
LORDS, just to mention a few.
Regarding WHO IT is, let me say that it is not easy to try and describe someone as
the only one that exists. So let me offer some of the things that have already been
said or written about WHOEVER IT is, as information that exists everywhere on
this planet, to the many scientific findings that scientists labeled PURE ENERGY.
Let’s begin with what people believe about WHO exists as the SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING or GOD or the many other names that represent WHO is
there. It is believed that WHO IT is created everything that now exists as this
place that is called the universe. Everything that GOD created exists inside of all
of the celestial bodies like solar suns, planets, meteors, just to mention a few. This
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING or GOD is responsible for everything that exists
inside this empty space called the universe, where everything can exist inside of it.
We need to remember that when people talk about what GOD created in the
beginning, they are mostly referring to what exists as celestial bodies like solar
suns, planets and meteors. These are some of the things that the human mind
began to understand as the beginning of what this SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING, GOD allowed to come into existence. It is from that beginning that we
and everything that now exists came to be. Therefore, when we as humans refer to
the true GOD, we are mostly referring to that SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING
that put everything out there in the universe to exist.
**** WHEN WE TALK, WE ARE SHARING AND WHEN WE LISTEN, WE
ARE LEARNING****

Here are a few more things that are related to this SPIRITUAL SUPREME
BEING, that exists as GOD. WHOEVER IT is, is Everlasting and GOD’S plan is
to search for all existing possibilities that IT as GOD (who also exists as PURE
ENERGY) can exist as. When we look around us, we can see where IT has gotten
to as ITS plan, we just need to understand IT better. Everything that has ever
existed, exists or will exist will always be IT, because there are no two entities that
exist as a SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING.
Here are some things that exist as scientific information, facts or theory. When it
relates to science, I will try my best to present you with what the scientific
community found. I say found because the scientific community did find something
related to what exists as the general public’s understanding of this SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING that exists as GOD which also exists to the scientific
community as PURE ENERGY.
I’ll try to explain the connection, since the general public understands that what
exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING that exists as GOD is the one that
put all the celestial bodies like solar suns, planets, meteors, just to mention a few.
When the scientific community began to explore the existing celestial bodies, they
reached a point where they as a Group knew how to take what existed as matter,
starting from all the celestial bodies and everything existing as matter that existed
inside this place they labeled the empty universe. I don’t know in what order they
started out, so I am going to explain it in my way, as my view. Both the general
public and the scientific group are studying the same thing, which is that the things
that the public understands as matter like the celestial bodies at this point in time
also includes planet earth, which also belongs to that which is known as the
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING that exists as GOD. When the scientific group
began its search in trying to understand what everything is that exists as matter,
and where this matter came from, they then got to a point where they found that
everything that exists as matter could now be taken apart down to how matter
exists as atoms, including all the celestial bodies and everything that now exists as
planet earth, down to who we are as matter and as atoms.
The scientific
community now knows how atoms came into existence, which I will cover later on
in this section.
I’ll start with this section that has to do with science, so that the scientific
community can also become aware how the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING
exists. I will described its existence within the framework of what is known as

PURE ENERGY. However, not as PURE ENERGY itself and I will explain why
I cannot use the word GOD. The word GOD is supposed to stand for what
WHOEVER GOD is. The G stands for someone who is a generator and this part
is fine as the letter G. The letter O, which is supposed to stand for WHOEVER is
there as the operator of everything that exists, it is also OK to use the letter O. The
problem I found was in the letter D. The letter D stands for destroyer. WHOEVER
is there as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING is not a destroyer, as I have already
explained elsewhere.
I say this because science did find something, I use the word something instead of
the word someone that exists in their search to understand what is out there. And
the reason why I say something is because they found something which is what
allows anything to exist as matter. The scientific minds labeled this something as
PURE ENERGY, so at least scientifically, something does exist. Let me also
mention that science also found something that does apply to whoever is there as
how IT exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING, which you will read about
later on.
I’ll begin this project (for me, it is a project) as I have never done this before, nor
do I know of anyone who has. How does one explain WHOEVER this SPIRITUAL
SUPREME BEING is, as a SPIRITUAL BEING. The good thing is that at least as
science, IT exists and science knows where IT exists.
To do this project, I am not going to use concepts, theories or philosophy. What I
will use is what science found and also what exists as what I refer to as Mr.
Google. I must say it is great to have the speed of information at your fingertips
when searching for answers. However, Mr. Google needs to update its
information, at least where it has to do with scientific information. Mr. Google
was never informed that all of the information that exists in Google, as a
warehouse, cannot exist if it weren’t for: 1. as Google being here on this planet
earth, 2. as all the equipment that Google needs to operate and 3. as all the
humans that work at Google because they all exist as PURE ENERGY which is
what energizes how Google exists in the internet.
I begin how science understands things, which is that to science everything started
out as what they labeled the moment of the big bang. I should say here that it is no
longer a concept, theory or philosophy, it is a true fact and you can read about this
elsewhere in my writings or you can watch the slide of this at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUIUtvIIQIE&feature=youtu.be on You Tube.

The missing 95% matter in the Universe
This section is related to the fact that scientists are still looking for the 95% of
matter that is missing in the Universe.
First let me say that if this 95% were actually found, there would not be any
Universe, for the Universe that now exists is composed of the existing 4.5% matter.
This 4.5% is just a number for the sake of discussion, because as I have explained
elsewhere in my book, the real amount of matter that now exists is really less than
1% of ITS (pure energy) heated weight. You, the reader, might understand this
statement better if you keep in mind that when we refer to the 4.5%, we are
referring to the matter that exists within the Universe. Now, this 4.5% matter is
composed of atoms, which make up the mass that this 4.5% has, and when the
nothingness that exists inside each atom is removed, you will arrive at a quantity
that is less than 1 % as the heated weight that makes up this matter.
In addition if scientists did find the missing 95% matter, it would not add up
because this missing matter is also empty space, which is ITS nothingness.
Furthermore, even if this 95% was found to exist in the form of matter, then this
total 100 % matter would still be 95 % empty nothingness. This would make the
100% become only 5% in the form of dense, heated weight, which would then still
only be 5% of this Universe, because the heated matter would be reduced after the
nothingness inside the 100% is subtracted.
For there to actually be 95% more matter, the empty Universe we now know would
become just one huge chunk of matter. If this other 95% was found, the question
would arise concerning where would this extra heated weight come from? Besides,
where would the empty freezing nothingness that now exists go, as: 1) the freezing
temperature that exists as pure energy, and more important 2) where would the
expansion that this nothingness occupies as pure energy go, for this nothingness as
pure energy cannot be created or destroyed, be it considered in terms of
temperature or in terms of measurable distance?
I believe that one reason why science feels that there is 95% missing is because the
scientific mind feels that the only thing that can exist is something that exists as
matter. But it now turns out that matter can only exist inside this pure energy's
other way of existing, which is made of a nothingness. You can read more about
this in my other writings.

Why the Big Bang may have not exploded. This is a dup to the new big bang
Here is one more reason why the Big Bang may have not exploded. This is
because, in order for something to explode, it needs an independent body or force
to make it so and it‘s not the case when it comes to the heated weight that existed
at the moment of the Big Bang. Since this heated weight is defined by the scientific
community as a positive energy, to be able to explode from its interior it would
have needed a negative energy to force it to explode outwards. If there was this
negative energy that was needed, where did it come from?

What happened with ITS heated weight at the Big Bang
We now know that cold temperatures pull heat and if cold pulls heat, then there is
the possibility that at the moment of the Big Bang this cold could have helped in
pulling fragments of this heated weight outwards. But this would mean that IT had
to first break up this heated weight that existed as one singular weight in to tiny
portions from the inside of ITSELF in order for the cold to pull this heated weight
away from being a singularity, possibly from the inside out, as the explosion that
scientist call the Big Bang.

The God Particle does exist.
For those of you who are not familiar with the subject, I would like to begin by
explaining the God Particle. The big bang is a widely known subject in the
scientific community and after studying the big bang theory they came to the
conclusion that there has to be a God Particle behind everything that now exists as
matter. From the first moment that the scientific community began studying the
subject of where this matter came from, they approached it as objectively as
possible, and by this I mean that they did not approach it from a religious
standpoint. When they looked at what existed as matter and took it apart to see just
what matter is made of, they first found that all matter, when reduced, ended up
with what exists as atoms. As they studied atoms, they found that all atoms exist as
their interior, as having what is known as protons. When there is more than one
proton, then the atom needed a neutron to hold the protons together. I don‘t
believe that the neutron is there to hold the protons together but rather to stop the
protons from uniting with each other. These protons and neutrons existed in an
area of 95-98% empty space. Other smaller particles exist inside the atom and
here is where the word particle comes into existence. Therefore, it is here where
the scientific community was looking for that they labeled the God Particle and I
will come back to this later on.

After the scientific community did everything they could to understand what matter
was, they then went back as far as possible to see just where these atoms came
from. They found that the atoms originated from the big bang, because it was from
there that everything came from that consisted of a huge heated ball. This heated
ball existed as a singularity that then fragmented into smaller fragments to become
hydrogen atoms, which is where all matter started. Hydrogen atoms then became
helium atoms and so on until there were 96 different types of naturally made atoms
which exist as the periodic table of elements that is also known as chemistry.
Chemistry till this day is infinite as to the many ways that these atoms can be
transformed.
When the scientific community got this far, they felt that there was still a piece
missing to the puzzle that relates to what they named pure energy. For me, the
scientific community has to be continually reminded that whether they are studying
physics, astrophysics, quantum physics, chemistry or geology, to name a few, that
these exist as pure energy. Just as the God Particle has to exist as something that
cannot be created or destroyed,
All of this came from what is known as pure energy and this pure energy has a
heated weight that exists as just being 1% of who IT is. Heated weight exists inside
of ITSELF as the other way that this pure energy exists as 99% spiritual. The 99%
that I am referring to as being spiritual is the 99% that this pure energy exists as
the existing empty space in the universe. The reason why I use the word spiritual is
because it is the only word that can be used to describe something that exists, but
exists as nothingness. As I see it, the word spiritual connects with what the
scientific community is looking for as the God Particle.
Let me say that I am the only one that has connected science with God and I did
this while I was searching for something else. I discovered the word omnipresent,
which for people who believe in God means that
God is in all places at the same moment. However, when I asked people what this
meant they said that God is in all places at the same moment, but that was it. This
meant that the word omnipresent was only a phrase, not a definition. I then
realized that to give this word a definition, it needed to include what it meant when
referring to God as being in all places at the same moment. I discovered it as
science, as the spiritual nothingness that exists as the empty space that exists as
outer space, because this is the only thing that is in all places at the same moment.
The empty space also exists in everything that exists inside of every atom which is
also what makes everything that exists as matter possible.
I set out to find more meanings for this word and said to myself, if God is in all
places at the same moment, then where is this place? It turned out that the only
place that exists that is in all places at the same moment is this empty space that
exists as pure energy‘s spiritual nothingness.

I haven‘t forgotten that this article started out as what is the God Particle.‖ I have
also said the aboveso that we can understand that to the scientific community,
there is a God. But the scientific community can only see God as a particle. The
reason for this belief is that for the scientific community and everything that exists
can only come from the heated weight that came from the big bang. Therefore, if
God does exist, then IT has to be a particle that is related to the heated weight that
came from the big bang. I will say that yes there is a God Particle, if that is the
word that they can understand, meaning God. Any particle that can exist has to
come from the only particle that ever existed, which is the particle that came from
the singularity as heated weight that pure energy existed at the moment of the big
bang. In other words, any God Particle that can exist has to come from the heated
weight that exists as pure energy.
For those of you who want to see the God Particle, it does exist but exists inside
the way pure energy also exists, which is what you call the empty universe. I call
pure energy‘s spiritual way of being as its outer body to use a word where inside
of this spiritual way this pure energy exists. And the heated weight is where the
scientific community has to look to where the God Particle can exist in.
The same way there is a connection between the word omnipresent and God, as
being in this place that exists as the empty universe, there is also a connection
between God and the God Particle. The God Particle can only exist inside of this
empty universe, which is really how God exists as 99% spiritual nothingness
because they both are one in nature or as that which exists as pure energy.
Here is one more way to understand this as the scientific community, which is that
the entire scientific community is made up of atoms, and all the instruments that
they will need to use in finding this God Particle has to be done within this now
existing universe that exists as a spiritual nothingness. They, too, as humans are
also made of atoms that exist as 99% as spiritual nothingness. When they use all
the instruments that they need to find this God Particle, they should remember that
these instruments are also made from atoms, which are also 99% of this spiritual
nothingness where they will find the God Particle in. Therefore, anything that is
done to find this God Particle will also be within the way pure energy exists, as the
heated weight that has to exist within this spiritual nothingness. The same way that
I know that I am not perfect, is the same way that I know that I come from a perfect
source. I say this so that where ever I am mistaken in what I have stated; please
correct me with the right answers, because I am always searching for the truth
regarding our existence. Thank you.

PURE ENERGY is only 1%
I‘ll explain this first by saying that there is something that exists called pure
energy. The words pure energy‘is a good name for who or what exists as pure
energy. However, in reality it is not the best name to describe it and the reason is
that part of the name that relates to this pure energy is OK but this is only 1% of
who or what this pure energy is.
Energy as in any energy that can exist is only related to how this pure energy
exists as ITS heated weight which is only 1% of what we have been calling this
pure energy. So that when we refer to this that exists as pure energy, we are only
referring to that part of pure energy which is only the 1% that this pure energy has
as ITS heated weight. Again the name pure energy also has to be renamed to
include what this pure energy exists as ITS other way of existing as ITS spiritual
cold nothingness, which is totally lacking energy.
I feel that the proper name for this which is now labeled pure energy is more like a
word that would include the word pure, referring to ITS heated weight which is
where the word energy comes from that exists inside of whoever or whatever IT is
as ITS spiritual cold nothingness.
Perhaps something like this, the pure energy that exists inside of who or what
exists as a spiritual energy.‘ For now the best that I can come up with is this: The
Spiritual Energy, because this word would cover the 1% that exists as the heated
weight that has to exist within the 99% that exists as a spiritual nothingness.
Here are more examples, but a bit more abstract:
The heated God Particle that exists within ITS freezing nothingness.
The spiritual nothingness that exists as having 1% as pure heat.
The pure energy that exist inside of a spirit.
The spirit that has energy.
A spirit with energy.
The spirit that has energy.
The spiritual God that has energy.
The God that has energy.
The God that has pure energy.
Anyway these words only try to explain who or what IT is. The truth is that IT does
not need a name, because when we connect with IT in meditation as ITS infinity,
we cannot use a name for what is taking place in our meditation. Here is one more
way to understand meditation, it is when we as fragments of ITS heated weight
connect with how IT exist as infinity.

BIG BANG IS Now Factual
Why the new big bang is no longer a Hypothesis, but rather it is now factual. I
will try to make this article as simple as possible, so that as many people as
possible can read it and understand it. As always if you need more information,
you can always contact me.
Let’s begin this by briefly going over the existing facts and back to the moment of
the big bang and go over the highlights. As you will see, it is not that the old big
bang theory is wrong, it’s just that it had to be taken one step further in
understanding the information that already exists.
Facts:
1. There does exist something that is called pure energy. This pure energy
does not exist as time (our mechanical time system).
2. Pure energy existed as a dense ball of heat.
3. This ball of heat fragmented into matter and the first matter that this pure
energy fragmented into was hydrogen atoms. These hydrogen atoms then
transformed into helium atoms from a solar sun, then into a nova, supernova
and into a galaxy which gave birth to what is known as a blackhole.
4. All blackholes eventually consume their surrounding matter, so as to become
bigger asa blackhole and this will also happen to all the galaxies that exist.
Blackholes then will begin to consume each other until the last two blackholes
exist, where the bigger of the
two blackholes will consume the smaller
until there is only just one huge dense blackhole.
These are the facts that currently exist at this moment.
Remember when I said at the beginning of this article that all that was needed
was to just take the next step. However, let’s go back for a moment and refresh
our memory that there first existed a ball of heat. This ball of heat then
transformed into matter and then this matter was consumed by blackholes until
the last black hole existed. So that at the moment of the big bang this ball of

heat belonged to someone called pure energy and this pure energy could not be
created or destroyed.
What is very important to remember is that this ball of heat fragmented into
matter all the way to when these fragments became a galaxy and then into just
one blackhole.
This is where you have to remember that this last blackhole is the same dense
heated ball that existed as a singularity at the moment of the big bang which
still belongs to that which exists as pure energy. Simply put, this pure energy
cannot be created or destroyed, so what once existed as a ball of dense heat is
the same as what now exists as the last blackhole.
The facts are:
-Hydrogen atoms do exist
-Helium atoms are made inside a solar sun
-Nova and supernovas do exist as the makers of the heavier atoms
-Galaxies do exist
-A black holes does exist inside the galaxy
-Blackholes do consume their surroundings
-Galaxies do become blackholes
This is the last stage as what existed as matter. Therefore, the above facts are
not theories, hypothesis, philosophies or concepts. Knowing this, we can now
understand that the theory of the big bang is acceptable because what now
exists as what is known as blackholes, do exist. Now we can begin to
understand how this pure energy works and that what exists as the big bang is
not a theory anymore but a fact. We can now understand its beginning and end
and more importantly who is there that still exists as pure energy which cannot
be created or destroyed.
*** Pure Energy from a singularity to a blackhole, so as to return back to a
singularity.***

MY ANSWER TO www.quora.com
As what I found on the internet
Befoe you the reader start, remember that what is in red is the question, and what is in black is my
answer.

If the universe is infinite, it has always been infinite. At the Big Bang, it was
infinitely dense. Since then it has just been getting less dense as space has
expanded.
Why the universe is expanding?
The American astronomer Edwin Hubble made the observations in 1925 and was
the first to prove that the universe is expanding. He proved that there is a direct
relationship between the speeds of distant galaxies and their distances from Earth.
This is now known as Hubble's Law.

Does the universe have infinite mass?
What space is the universe expanding into?
The collection of galaxies that make up the universe is moving through space;
therefore, the universe is expanding into even more space than it already
encompassed
What if the universe is infinite?

So let me answer the above. When Edwin Hubble and many others say that the
universe is expanding, it is not true. The universe, as the empty space that exists,
is not moving at all. What Hubble meant was that the matter that existed inside
what is called the universe, is moving away. He didn’t know that matter is one
thing and that the empty space that is now called negative energy is something
totally different.

========================

If the universe is infinite, it has always been infinite. At the Big Bang, it was
infinitely dense. Since then it has just been getting less dense as space has
expanded.

Answer to the above. First of all, let me say yes, the universe is infinite as what
now is known as negative energy that exists as empty space. This negative energy
will always be there because it doesn’t have anything to do with what exists as the
dense heated weight.

What is wrong with the above is that what existed at the moment of the big bang
was this heated weight that existed as a singularity known as PURE ENERGY.
PURE ENERGY existed as density and the following statement is incorrect:
“Since then it has just been getting less dense as space has expanded.”

This is not correct, and to explain this you must continually remember that when it
relates to PURE ENERGY, this PURE ENERGY cannot create, it can only
transform, transmute or reshape into something else. Therefore, when the old big
bang theory is used to explain something, errors will show up in the composition.
When it is stated: “Since then it has just been getting less dense as space has
expanded.“ it’s incorrect, because PURE ENERGY is not getting less dense as
space, because the empty space being referred to is not made of matter as PURE
ENERGY. Let me take a moment to remind you that since the old big bang has
what I refer to as the CONTINUOUS big bang effect, everything that now exists
comes from the singularity that comes from that which is known as PURE
ENERGY. However, like I’ve said and can prove, it has a series of errors that
started out at the moment of the big bang. We now have to try and see things
without this error. At least for the people who want to understand what exists as
existence. This is of importance because there is a very big number of intelligent
minds that have accepted the fact that we exist because there is something known
to exist as PURE ENERGY. I say this so that you can understand that there is
something out there that exists and this is where I come in and share with you what

I have learned. To do this, I have to show you that PURE ENERGY is only 1% of
what exists as something and this 1% can only exist inside of the 99% that exists as
empty space. I will keep coming back to this 99% that exists as empty space as
the next question and answer.

------------------------------

How much of the universe is dark energy?
It turns out that roughly 68% of the universe is dark energy. Dark matter makes up
about 27%. The rest - everything on Earth, everything ever observed with all of
our instruments, all normal matter - adds up to less than 5% of the universe.

Answer to the above: Everything that exists is just really one and WHOEVER this
oneness is, IT is made up of two ways of existing. Since the above states “It turns
out that roughly 68% of the universe is dark energy. Dark matter makes up about
27%” again, let me say that this error is going to keep showing up, but let me
continue reminding you that everything will always be just one. I’ll answer the
above by what is stated as “The rest - everything on Earth, everything ever
observed with all of our instruments, all normal matter - adds up to less than 5% of
the universe.”

Remember that everything is just ONE, but let me continue by saying something
that relates to “The rest - everything on Earth, everything ever observed with all of
our instruments, all normal matter - adds up to less than 5% of the universe. I will
give you something to think about and to anyone who reads what is said above,
which is that ,The rest - everything on Earth, everything ever observed with all of
our instruments, all normal matter - adds up to less than 5% of the universe. This
is also incorrect as it is presented to all on this planet. I realize that this is a bold
statement, but if I don’t correct it, then Google will not correct it either, so follow
me. When they say that everything that exists is only 5% of the universe, it’s
wrong and I detailed this in my writings back in 2007, but I’ll bring it up again so
that you can understand where I am coming from.

First, before anything else, you need to remember that the 5% in question can only
exist because it is made of matter and all matter came from the heated weight that
existed as a singularity. So that whoever posted this: “The rest - everything on
Earth, everything ever observed with all of our instruments, all normal matter adds up to less than 5% of the universe” did not know that this 5% that exists as
matter really exists as just 1% of what exists as matter. If all the matter in the
universe is only 5% and since all matter is made up of atoms, then mathematically
if you take this 5% that exists as matter, you then have to remove the 99% empty
space that this matter has. You will then get this, all this 5% will equal less than
1% as the heated weight that exists inside the atom that belongs to this known as
PURE ENERGY.

I’ll stay on this subject to show you something else that has importance.

And you will be able to experience this visually go to.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TUIUtvIIQIE&feature=youtu.be

Now you only have 1% as the energy that atoms have that belongs to that which
exists as PURE ENERGY that existed inside the atoms. Let’s go back inside the
atom again for just one moment so that we can see something else, which is that
for matter to exist, it had to have this 99% empty space as a way to exist as
something. Now, getting back to this statement, it turns out that roughly 68% of
the universe is dark energy. Dark matter makes up about 27% when you add the
68% of the universe is dark energy. and add the 27% that exists as Dark matter
makes up about 27% you will get a total of 95%, but now if you add up what is
exists as the 5% that exists as matter, you will get the 100%..

However, you should stop and think about what really exists, and that is that if the
universe is 99% empty space and to this you add the 1% that is what really exists
as PURE ENERGY, you will then get the correct answer. Please think about this,
that both the 99% and the 1% is what exists as WHOEVER IT is, that exists as both

because there is someone there and this someone, be it GOD, or as I see it, this
SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING exists as 99%, nothingness. And inside
WHOEVER this SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING is, IT also has 1% known as
PURE ENERGY. You can read more about this in my other sections.

===================================

Let me now go to one more question from the internet, which is as follows:

Why is the universe 99.9999999

I brought this up because it is the only one that I Google and found to be correct.
If we go back to when Google received the information that the universe is 95%
something it’s wrong because if you took the 5% that exists as matter and removed
the 99% empty space inside the atom, you end up – 1% that existed as the heated
weight that belongs to WHOEVER it is that exists as PURE ENERGY. You then
have something that exists as being less than 1% as in minus. Therefore, what is
referred to as the empty universe is really this number Why is the universe
99.9999999, so this is the only number that I found on the internet to being closely
correct.

I want you to go back to when you ended up as 1% that exists as matter and this
happened because you removed the empty space that existed inside the atom, but
the truth is that the 99% empty space inside the atom is really the same empty
space that existed as the 99% that is stated to exist as the empty universe. The
reality is this Why is the universe 99.9999999, because the 5% that existed as
matter when you removed the 99% emptiness it had, it then became just less than
1% . The empty space inside the 5% is the same empty space that existed outside
as 99% empty universe. You will see this better as the visual that exists as THE
NEW BIG BANG.

As I see it, questions such as the above are questions waiting for someone like me
to be answered correctly ,but I could not answer them if it were not for the BOSS
that I have. You can read about this at www.thenewbigbang.net, in the section
called Trivia, as the section called My Boss. Yes, I still have a BOSS who is the
most interesting BOSS I ever had and some of you may also know who IT is.

Here again is the error that exists as the Old Big Bang that keeps showing up at
different sites on Google: Oct 13, 2017 - Why is the universe 99.9999999 percent
empty space and paradox atoms are ... Have you ever figured how this energy
turned into empty matter, then into more ..... The wall in front of me, which is made
of atoms, and thus is 99% empty?
-------------------------------------------But maybe at some point Google will begin to make the necessary changes, so that
all the questions below will now have a more correct answer.

Why is the universe 99.9999999 percent empty space and paradox ...

https://www.quora.com/Why-is-the-universe-99-9999999-percent-empty-spaceand-par...

Oct 13, 2017 - Why is the universe 99.9999999 percent empty space and paradox
atoms are ... Have you ever figured how this energy turned into empty matter, then
into more ..... the wall in front of me, which is made of atoms, and thus is 99%
empty?

99.9999999% of Your Body Is Empty Space - ScienceAlert

https://www.sciencealert.com/99-9999999-of-your-body-is-empty-space

Cached
Sep 23, 2016 - So if all of the atoms in the Universe are almost entirely empty
space, why ... The idea of empty atoms huddling together, composing our bodies ...

How much of the universe is empty space?
NEW YORK — all the stars, planets and galaxies that can be seen today make up
just 4 percent of the universe. The other 96 percent is made of stuff astronomers
can't see, detect or even comprehend. These mysterious substances are called dark
energy and dark matter. May 12, 2011

Knowing this new information, you can now better understand the following
question:
“stuff astronomers can't see, detect or even comprehend. These mysterious
substances are called dark energy and dark matter “

Let me mention here that dark energy and dark matter are the side effects of the
error that comes from The Old Big Bang theory. If you visit my webpage at
www.thenewbigbang.net you will see why I even offered $25,000 to prove that
dark matter does not exist as being dark or is made of energy that belongs to that
which exists as PURE ENERGY.

==============================

Will the universe end?
The geometry of the universe is, at least on a very large scale, elliptic. In a closed
universe, gravity eventually stops the expansion of the universe, after which it
starts to contract until all matter in the universe collapses to a point, a final
singularity termed the "Big Crunch", the opposite of the Big Bang.
Lets deal with the above and start with: In a closed universe, gravity eventually
stops the expansion of the universe, Here is the error showing up once again.
Science will at some point, come to understand that what they call the universe is
what belongs to that which exists as the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING that exists
as the 99% negative energy. And has nothing to do with gravity which belongs to
that which exists as the 1% that exists as PURE ENERGY.

As for: after which it starts to contract until all matter in the universe collapses to
a point, a final singularity termed the "Big Crunch", the opposite of the Big Bang.
When it relates to the above, it is not the empty universe that will collapse, it is the
matter that exists inside the universe that will become a singularity again, but not
as the “Big Crunch", because it is now known that the “Big Crunch” is already
happening as what exists as black holes.
---------------------------

How fast is the universe expanding?
In 2001, Dr. Wendy Freedman determined space to expand at 72 kilometers per
second per megaparsec - roughly 3.3 million light years - meaning that for every
3.3 million light years further away from the earth you are, the matter where you
are is moving away from earth 72 kilometers a second faster.

Here again, the roaming error as in the universe expanding The universe is not
expanding, what is moving away is the matter that exists inside this place labeled
the empty universe, also known as negative energy that really belongs to something
that exist as what I call the SPIRITUAL SUPREME BEING.
-----------------------------------------------------What is dark energy in simple terms?

Dark energy. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Dark energy is the name
given to the force that is believed to be making the universe larger. Distant
galaxies appear to be moving away from us at high speed: the idea is that the
universe is getting bigger and has been since the Big Bang.

As for the above, there is something different from the others Dark energy is the
name given to the force which is that yes there is a force, but first you have to
remember that Dark energy does not exist as the matter which exists as having
energy derived from PURE ENERGY. I believe there is a force as the 99% that
exists as the area known as empty space, also known as the empty universe, but it
is not a force it is a speed, which I refer to as MAXXSPEED. Let me also say that
force exists more as speed and I’ll give you an example, but first you should
always remember that everything is just ONE, but this ONE exists as 2. One of the
ways that these TWO exist is as the heat that has weight attached to it, which is
where gravity derives from, but this gravity also resists being moved because of the
weight that it has. For example, if you were in outer space and had a 100 pound
ball locked in your hand, it wouldn’t go anywhere but if you threw it and you got
the ball to move at 10 miles, the ball will continue to travel at 10 miles through the
empty space forever or until the ball hits something that exists as matter, where it
will then try and become one with whatever it hit. This is the way PURE ENERGY
exists as this is its nature. The other way that WHOEVER is there exists as 99%
empty space or negative energy and this is where something exists, but not as
something that is made from matter as atoms or as heat that has weight.

Another example, and here again, I need that you to use your imagination.
Imagine that you are somewhere in outer space where you could see a solar sun
and as you are looking at it you need to remember that the solar sun is basically
atoms that have heat inside of them. The heat that is inside the sun is about to
throw out a very tiny fragment of the heat that exists inside the sun, so that when
this fragment of heat is thrown (as pushed outward) the moment the fragment is
outside, it is going to travel in all directions at speed of 186 mps which is what is
called the speed of light. Before I continue, you need to remember that light comes
into being when a positive and a negative come together. Light is not a primary, it
is a secondary reaction because the sun is giving off light. Inside the sun, the

positive energy that exists as protons are coming in contact with the negative force
that also exists inside the sun, so as to produce light. When this light reaches the
outer surface, it is then going to be transferred to whatever exists as its
surroundings.
This fragment of heat is traveling as light at 186 mps. Imagine you could go to
where this particle that exists as a fragment of heat and you could just remove the
fragment of heat. You would be holding this tiny fragment of heat and the speed
that was there is still there but you cannot see this speed simply because it is not
made from that which exists as PURE ENERGY. Here is my conclusion, the speed
that exists as 186 mps when it had a fragment of heat can now be faster than 186
msp because when the fragment of heat was traveling at 186mps it can now go
faster than 186mps. You will be able to read more about this in the section called
MAXSPEED. I’ll explain why I am not disagreeing that nothing can go faster
than the speed of light, but MAXSPEED is a speed that exists as not existing as
something. To me negative energy or the empty universe is where this
MAXSPEED exists. This MAXSPEED is important because MAXSPEED is how
WHOEVER is there as 99% empty space that can move and also exist as PURE
ENERGY that then became matter. When something is moving in outer space, it is
this MAXSPEED that is moving it.

Here is one more way of understanding this, something that exists as ONE, which
exists as the 99% empty nothingness also exists as the empty universe, which was
labeled negative energy. Inside this 99% empty nothingness, which is also part of
WHO IT is, is also the outside that was labeled negative energy. There is also
something inside this 99% empty nothingness labeled negative energy where there
also exists something called PURE ENERGY that adds up to be only 1%. This 1%
that exists as matter and as the 4.5 matter inside the 99% empty universe can move
around in. However, it is the 99% that exists as MAXSPEED that is going to move
it as inside of ITSELF, but this MAXSPEED is not an explosive force, but rather a
speed that cannot be seen or touched.
=======================

Below is from 2005
The glass ball analogy
In trying to find ways to describe IT better, I find this might come close: Take one
of those round picture balls or snow globes with scenery inside a clear liquid. If
you shake it, the scenery moves, but it stays contained within ITSELF. We can see
this as the concept of the conservation of pure energy; everything contained
withinnothing created or destroyed. We can thus also see this as a model of
ITSELF contained throughout the Universe but with the difference that IT is
always changing, as IT reshapes ITS weight.
Imagine that this clear ball is the Universe and because of the light, all is clear; we
can see everything. The clear part is the cold emptiness that IT exists as. Of
course, in the picture ball all the particles remain static while the real Universe is
constantly changing from the subatomic level to all the matter that exists in the
whole Universe. This gives us transmutation for the reshaping of IT.
Because of the constant reshaping, we have been fooled into thinking there is a
past, present, and future. These things cannot be unless we use the concept of time,
which we know is not universally applicable. The movement of our planet also
fools us. We see the rotation of the planets and movement in general as intricately
related to time and distance.
To understand motion, all we have to do is go back to the picture/scenery ball and
shake it. In shaking the ball, you are applying energy to produce motion. In the
case of the Universe, the motion was provided by the Big Bang. Since then, IT has
been moving in an outward motion.
Imagine the microscope you need to see every particle inside the picture ball. Now
imagine the opposite of that, the telescope that you need to see the real Universe.
Without the telescope, I can barely see the Moon. As we look out we are not even
sure where we are in the totality of IT. We are however learning more with the
Mars rovers and the Cassini probe. Wonderful technology! Think of the immensity!
Let me add another way of viewing this crystal ball. Imagine that the crystal ball
you are viewing has no outside shell like a crystal ball has, for we should
remember that the Universe, as ITS nothingness, does not have an external shell.
As you view this crystal ball without the shell what will happen is that you will see
ITS weight as celestial bodies moving within. But this crystal ball does not have a
beginning or end, and as you look you will see darkness because there is no light
inside it. Yes, you can see inside because there are stars that are lighting up the
surrounding areas in this stage of ITS existence.
If we could view IT in stage 1, pre-Big Bang, what you would see is this possibility
of what IT might look like. We might find it difficult to visualize. Because we

cannot exist in that stage of ITS existence, with all of ITS weight concentrated in
one point, we have to use our imagination to see these various possibilities, as if
we were looking at IT as a crystal ball that does not have a shell.
The first problem will be that since IT exists as its own nothingness, as a cold,
clear nothingness, I will not be able to see IT internally or externally, but I will be
able to detect its coldness. Somewhere inside this nothingness there has to be ITS
very heated (trillions of degrees hot), dense weight, for this heated weight, as pure
energy, has to continue existing somewhere inside of ITSELF.
Let me add that as we imagine this situation, the existing Universe, as the coldness
and as the heat that now exists as pure energy, would also have had to exist before
the Big Bang.
So, getting back to one possibility of what IT might exist as, it would be a very
strange way of existing, and here is why: The coldness that now exists as pure
energy would also have had to exist before the Big Bang. This is strange because
ITS heated weight must exist within its coldness simultaneously; both existing in
harmony. I would like to add one more possibility to the above scenario. Since ITS
outside is cold and clear, what is related to ITS heated weight might be clear also.
I say "might" because we, as humans, will never be able to be present in the preBig Bang stage of ITS existence.
Another reason we might not be able to see ITS weight is that a lot of it is clear
(that is, transparent). As I look at things outside of me, I see them because I can
see through ITS weight. The best example is seeing through the air that surrounds
us, this is the weight that exists in the protons and the neutrons of the oxygen
atoms, and in the atoms of the other gases that make up our atmosphere. So, it
might be that we will never be able to see ITS weight in pre-Big Bang form,
especially if so much of it is similar to air, and other gases.
But again, what we are doing is exercising our minds, imagining how IT could
exist as different possibilities. What is important is to always return to the way IT
exists as you and I and everything else within this omnipresence.
ITS being clear (written 2005)
Here is one more way to see IT existing as a clear or transparent form of being:
Since the Universe is composed of 90% hydrogen atoms, this means that as we
view the Universe from where we are, looking into IT as a whole, that is, when we
see all the celestial bodies that exist out there, we can see straight through IT
without obstruction. Hydrogen is transparent, and when we see through these
hydrogen atoms, we are also seeing through the hydrogen atom electrons and the
empty space that exists inside the atom and straight through the one proton that
makes up the nucleus of each hydrogen atom. So you see, if IT were not a clear

form of being, we would not be able to see straight through what IT now exists as:
ITS huge invisible housing or body, where IT exists as being 90% hydrogen atoms.
Maybe the above situation will be clearer to you if you remember that everything
that exists is IT, as pure energy, or as God. Now this 90% that is made up of
hydrogen atoms has to exist somewhere, and that somewhere is inside of ITSELF,
as what we see and understand as this Universe.
It is in ITS bringing together ITS duality that we get light, and IT is in light that we
have all the colors that can exist, but not independently as in ITS nothingness or
ITS heated weight, because when we see through ITS nothingness, (that is, what we
perceive as the Universe) there are no colors, and we can see straight through ITS
heated weight, as when we see through the protons that exist in hydrogen atoms
and oxygen atoms.
If you find this difficult to understand, try to see IT this way: In order to see colors
you do need the presence of light, and light is a positive and negative coming
together as ITSELF, as a duality.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
***IT is ITS nothingness that is always alive and awake, as IT watches what IT
does with ITS weight ****
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Light as ITS duality
Here is something that relates to light. Science has found that light behaves as both
a particle and a wave at the same time, and that this has puzzled some people.
Now, knowing that IT as pure energy exists both as a heated weight and as a high
speed, we can now understand why light behaves as both a particle and a wave.
The properties that light has when it behaves as a particle come from this pure
energy‘s heated weight and the properties that light exhibits when it behaves as a
wave come from this pure energy‘s high speed. Light is what this pure energy uses
to more ITS heated weight from one part of ITSELF to another, as pure energy.

ITS nothingness, as 1 billion light years across
At the University of Minnesota a team of scientists have found an area in our
existing Universe, which measures about 1 billion light years across where there is
no matter. That's an expanse of nearly 6 billion trillion miles of emptiness! In this
area they have found no matter or black holes. I propose as a possibility that this is
where the Big Bang began, and after IT, as pure energy, threw ITS heated weight

outwards, ITS heated weight only traveled out as far as half the 1 billion light
years as circumference.
Let me also take a moment here to say that if we knew the distance that this heated
weight has traveled outwards since the moment of the Big Bang we could get a
better understanding of how fast this heated weight was traveling. This we might
be able to compare with what science has found concerning the fact that the matter
inside our Universe is moving outwards and at a certain speed.
I believe that trying to see how fast this heated weight is traveling is also going to
be hard because at the moment of the Big Bang when this dense heated weight
existed as one singularity, time did not and could not exist. This is something I
explain in more detail in my 2 books, (*A) that in order to apply time you do need
the distance between two objects; something that obviously didn‘t exist at the
moment of the Big Bang. It was after this singular heated weight became
fragmented as matter that a time system could be invented. I have discussed time
as being a human invention put together by the human mind so as to serve us as a
human convenience, in more detail in my books.
I feel it is important to remember that no matter what we do or think, IT will not
change the way IT exists. IT will only give us a chance to understand IT better in
ITS basic dual way of existing as two extreme temperatures that exhibit certain
qualities, which is what makes you and me and everything that exists possible. So
as we keep finding out more about how huge ITS shell body is, we should be
careful not to get lost in ITS nothingness, in terms of ITS huge size, because each
and every one of us has a direct way of being with ITS nothingness through
meditation. As I have remarked elsewhere, even in meditation we cannot
understand the way IT exists in this form, because our minds were not made to
analyze something that exists as a nothingness, and if we could stay in this
nothingness as meditation, then we would stop existing as human beings.
More on ITS nothingness
There is a saying that the best kept secrets are kept right under our noses. I say
this because when we look at anything that exists we will always be referring to the
way ITS heated weight exists, yet whatever we look at we observe through ITS
nothingness. For example, when we look at something we have to see through
every atom that exists in front of us, as the emptiness that IT exists. I say this
because we are seeing ITS heated weight, yet we do not see IT as IT exists in front
of us, so to me IT keeps ITSELF as a secret from us, right under our noses, so to
speak, as IT exists in the form of this nothingness that makes up ITS shell body.
It is ITS nothingness that IT uses to move ITS heated weight. We can this see
starting as the small amount of heat that light has, all the way down to ITS heated
weight in the form of electrons.

We can only contact ITS nothingness while in meditation, to be with IT as IT is, but
in this state we cannot be IT. We can only be with IT, for it is in ITS heated weight
that we can be IT, in the form of ITS heated weight. Furthermore, when we make
contact with ITS nothingness we cannot do anything as the way we normally exist
as us, for that is where IT exists as ITSELF.
Perpetual motion
Here is something that I was asked about which is there anything that exist that is
in perpetual motion, and this got me thinking, as always, for I find that questions
are an ignition to making the mind think. And what makes me think is why, as in
asking myself why, which makes my mind become active
But returning to this word Perpetual and its meaning, well the first place I went to
was IT, does it exist as being Perpetual, I first looked at ITS heated weight, and I
saw that ITS heated weight existed as a singularity, as in the moment of the big
bang, it was in one place which indicated that it was not in motion, and when I
asked myself about the motion that matter has, I saw that that the motion that
matter has, is because of ITS MAXX-SPEED, (see info in my 2 volumes ) which IT
uses to give motion, and to move ITS heated weight like moving the heated weight
that exist in the solar sun, to other parts of ITSELF, and IT uses ITS MAXXSPEED to become the electron so as to hold ITS heated weight in one place like
the formation of atoms, Now staying with the word Perpetual, and ITS meaning,
would mean that the only thing that exist as Perpetual is IT, as ITS constant
motion, but strangely this motion exist in ITS nothingness as ITS MAXX-SPEED,
and it can not be seen, for this motion as an example is the speed that exist as the
carrier of what exist as light, and an other example is the electron, where this
motion is there, but not visible to the human eye, And when we as humans speak of
perpetual motion, we are referring to how ITS heated weight would exist as
something that is going to be in perpetual motion, and as such this type of
perpetual motion is limited, because it has ITS heated weight in it , which in turn
does have an end to it attached, but not the way IT exist as ITS speed, which can
not be created or destroyed, to which I should mention that ITS speed is not just
one singular speed , for there are beyond any number we can think of as numbers
that exist as this MAXX-SPEED, which is the speed faster then light which
confirms that IT exist as timeless, for it was when this MAXX-SPEED was reduced
with the addition of ITS heated weight that a speed that we could attach time to
was established by use for our convenience of understanding our existence . So
returning to the millions billions and trillion and goguels and pugels and mugels of
this speed that exist as what exist as light beams and electrons they all exist as ITS
speed that exist inside of ITS shell body

We and the Sun as weight
Here is something to think about: Now that we know that our Sun is one of the
places where IT sends out ITS heated weight to other parts of ITS fragmented
heated weight, and in this case, to our planet which receives tons of ITS weight in
the form of solar heat and light, it could be that this heated weight is contributing
to the slowing down of our planet. The way I see it, when our planet came into
existence it had to weigh less than what it does now, after receiving tons of ITS
heated weight from our Sun. I think that this extra weight will continue to slow our
planet down.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
** Even the heat that hell exists as belongs to IT as pure energy **
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Electron as ITS heated weight
I'd like to discuss some ideas I have about electron bonding. It seems to me that the
reason this type of bonding exists is due to the weight that the electron is carrying
and the electron's weight is seeking to reunite, as it once existed as a singular
weight, as the way this weight existed at the moment of the Big Bang. I have
mentioned before that ITS heated weight is always trying to exist as just one
singular weight. We can see this in the way the force of gravity acts, which is to
bring together ITS heated weight again, since this weight was fragmented from the
results of the explosion that scientists call the Big Bang. All the smaller pieces are
trying to re-unite again as one. I also believe it is the power of the electrons in the
heat trying to pull the heat from other electrons which gives rise to ionic and
covalent bonding.
Here is something else I have wondered about. The first time I addressed this
subject was in Volume # 1 of Omnipresent in a piece called Who is smarter, I or
the mind? I have always felt the presence of this other "me" inside of myself. This
is the one that tells me from the inside when I meditate that there is no need to go
there, as this "place" that exists inside of me and tries to distract me at that
moment when I am trying to connect with IT inside of me, by saying to me, for
example: Hey, did you leave the stove on?, or Did you lock the door?, and on the
other hand, when I am eating, it tries to push me to eat more than I need. The
reason why I am mentioning this again now is that I have noticed that when this
other "me" wants something, this something is always referring to ITS heated
weight, in the form of matter, that these things have.
Here is what I feel concerning this state of affairs: IT exists as a nothingness,
where ITS heated weight exists inside, and this heated weight could have a certain

characteristic which is that this heated weight is always seeking to reunite with
other portions of ITS heated weight. I think it's reasonable to say that 5% of our
bodies are made up of this heated weight. I say 5% because, our bodies are made
of matter and all matter is made of atoms and all atoms are 95% empty space
(something I have discussed at length in the 2 volumes of my book (*A)
Omnipresent). Now, since this other "me" exists within and depends on my human
body, and this other "me" also has the quality of talking to me, I propose that this
other "me" may reside in the heated weight that makes up my mind. I say my mind,
because if I were brain-dead I might still be able to hear this other me. So this
other "me" should exist as something, and to me, anything that exists has to have
ITS heated weight, because even as ITS nothingness, nothing could exist with out
this nothingness that is a part of everything that exists as something.
In my observations of this other me, I have found that when it talks to me it is
referring to something, and if something exists then ITS heated weight should be
there, so it is in ITS nothingness is where IT exists as a divine, living
consciousness, and ITS heated weight is what IT uses to reshape ITS heated
weight. It is clear to me that when this other me is referring to something, this
something will produce a transformation, or transmutation, or reshaping, for this
is one of the reasons why we exist.
This other one is also the one that is connected to addictions, for this other one
wants to consume alcohol, cigarettes, drugs, food beyond what is needed. It wants
one to acquire more clothing and/or objects beyond what one really needs. It is the
one that drives people to gambling. I have come to the conclusion that all
addiction should have ITS heated weight. It is as if its main concern as heated
weight is only to become more and more, like it was when it existed as a
singularity just before the Big Bang.
IT as all-knowing
When I look up at the sky and into IT as the Universe at night, I am aware that
everything out there, and everything inside of me, exists as ITS oneness. If I ask
myself how every atom in my body knows the changes it has to make, or how a
planet or star that may find itself at the other end of this Universe knows how it is
supposed to make changes, or how everything that exists knows what it, as weight,
is supposed to change into, it helps to remember that IT is fragmented into
different portions of ITSELF as weight because the weight I exist as is not the same
weight that you exist as; everything exists as different fragments of ITS weight so
that my weight cannot, to use a word, communicate with your weight, and even
less, planets at opposite sides of ITSELF. Yet IT is all-knowing, and is in all places
at the same moment, known as omnipresent. While ITS weight does not exist as a

oneness in this stage of ITS existence, ITS weight exists within ITSELF as the
oneness that IT exists. Therefore, what we see as matter is just ITS fragmented
weight that exists within ITSELF.
The only thing that exists as one and is everywhere as the same moment, that is not
fragmented and is constant, is this divine consciousness that is the bulk
nothingness that IT exists as.
Humans exist as fragments of ITS weight. This fragmented human body that we
exist as, as weight or as an object, is where IT exists as the operator, for I can
assure you that I do not run or operate this human body that I exist as.
So now see if you can think about this in ITS reversed form, as the weightless
Universe where IT exists as a body and where IT is operating as the mover and
shaker of ITS interior weight within ITSELF.
When I think of what IT is that can communicate with every atom in my body, in
terms of what this atom (weight) is supposed to do, change into, or evolve as, and
for how long, and for how many repetitions, the only thing I can find that could do
this is the same nothingness that exists in between an atom's electrons (speed) and
protons and neutrons (weight), for this nothingness that exists in all atoms is the
same nothingness that exists as this divine conscious nothingness that IT exists as;
that I call it ITS shell or housing.
When we look at ITS weight, it will always exist within ITSELF as a shell of Dark
Matter, the nothingness of the Universe. As this nothingness is all knowing, every
atom gets its instructions from ITSELF as ITSELF, and within ITSELF as the only
operator, for there are no other gods in this Universe that exist as this Universe.
So it is easy to understand that IT is all-knowing if you remember that IT is, always
was, and will be, ITSELF not as a male or female, but rather as something that is a
divine form of conscious nothingness that has been reshaping ITS weight within
ITSELF so as to allow us to come into contact with ITSELF as human minds which
exist as ITS own weight, in the form of our human bodies, so that we can see the
many changes that IT has gone through as ITS weight, which is what we have
come to understand as the history of ITS evolution, and that now, we will be seeing
IT as IT reshapes into what we are calling hightech technology, for we are now
going to understand more about who IT is in ways that we could not have
understood when we first arrived and existed as primitives on this part of ITS
weight called Planet Earth.
IT as a spirited nothingness
Now, I have been using words to describe IT, as to how it basically exists, like IT
being a shell, housing, or body. But this is only so you can understand that what I
am trying to say related to ITS way of existing. These words all have one thing in

common: They describe something physical. In reality, however, to use a word to
describe IT as a mass or IT as a body is misleading, for IT does not exist as
something that is made of matter. IT basically exists to us as a nothingness, and the
only thing that I can think of as a word in current usage to describe ITS existence
is the word spirit, for the word spirit is supposed to denote something that exists,
but is not made of physical matter. One thing we can use as something that does
exist is ITS size. For us to understand how big IT is, we can begin to use what we
know as distance as a marker, that IT exists as, and as the matter that now exists in
what we see as the distance from one galaxy to another in this Universe.
I am using this example because now we know that all ITS fragmented weight
exists within ITS huge nothingness as size, in terms of the way we have focused on
IT, as the matter that does exist in a place called the Universe, but not as God.
We know that a Universe does exist, and that within this Universe there is matter,
as planets, stars, and galaxies, and that there is distance between one galaxy and
another, and that these galaxies exist in a place. Here we should take a moment to
remember that we have been conditioned to see things that exist as a way to
understand our reality, when in fact, what we see is an illusion. For example, we
see days as being new only because of the rotation of our planet, and we see things
as physically being there, as solids, when in reality we are seeing something that is
at least 95% nothingness.
As we move from planet to planet, we are traveling distances within ITS
nothingness. So when we look at the Universe, we are primarily focusing on things
because we can see them. But we should remember that what we are seeing as ITS
fragmented weight is also an illusion, because what we are seeing as ITS weight
(matter = stars and planets that are made of atoms, which are also 95%
nothingness) has to exist within the rest of ITSELF, as the hugeness that this
Universe exists as. This is the best illusion that the human mind can toy with
because if this illusion did not exist, neither would we as the greatest illusion: the
human body and the human mind, which are made of this nothingness, as the mass
(weight) that we exist as in a human body, so that as ITS weight we can, as human
minds, feel that we exist independent of ITSELF.
It has helped me to understand IT better if I remember that I as RIC may feel as
though I am one entity, but my being one is only so because I exist as the trillions
or more fragments of ITS weight that exist within ITS conscious nothingness. I say
this, because IT also exists as one, and as one, IT is just moving ITS weight around
within ITSELF, inside what we see as a Universe, the same way that we will be
seeing the things that will happen in nanotechnology, as being a world in itself.
But to me, I know that even this nanoworld could not exist if IT did not exist.
And with respect to ITS hugeness, it is relative to IT, for IT does not have anything
to compare ITSELF to as far as ITS size goes. To us IT is huge because of the

distance that exists from one galaxy to another in terms of matter, which to IT is
just ITS weight within ITS nothingness.
And as a cold, conscious nothingness, IT can think, if one can use the word think,
for how else can something be so perfect in terms of the things that IT can reshape
into by just using a billionth to a trillionth of ITSELF as weight within ITSELF, so
that stars and planets and humans can exist? If you think that it is strange, or
weird, as to the way IT has used ITS weight to reshape into stars and planets, keep
an eye on how IT is going to use an even lesser fraction of ITS weight as IT
continues reshaping in this new area known as nanotechnology. However, one
thing that we should remember as we watch this nanotechnology area, is that IT
will continue to exist in this very tiny area, where we will see motors, switches, and
what not, which would not be able to exist if it were not for the nothingness that
also has to exist in this miniature world that IT will construct, which will also
include ITS qualities of speed and spin.
And as for me, I have to be thankful for the effect that IT produces as an illusion
because now I see a person in front of me as the effect of ITS reshaping into that
human that is made up of atoms that are 95% nothingness. And as they talk I
understand that they can think and talk only because of the emptiness that exists as
the atoms which compose their brains. None of these empty atoms could give the
person in front of me a chance to be conscious if it were not for the consciousness
that IT exists as in the form of a divine life as a conscious nothingness.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*** If IT did not think, we would not be here.***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Omnipresent and God as nothingness
To understand IT better, I have added two words: God and omnipresent. First, the
word Omnipresent refers to that which is in all places at the same moment. As
applied to God, omnipresent means God is in everything that exists as matter,
including the nothingness that exists inside of matter. This would also include
planets, stars, galaxies, and everything else that may exist including Dark Matter
itself, and the nothingness that exists in every atom. How else could God be
everywhere at the same moment if IT were not for everything that exists in this
99.99% nothingness?
And the second word is the word God, which many use in reference to the one who
created every thing that now exists. But God didn't create anything that didn't
already exist as God. God is everything that exists as matter: planets, stars, and
what the mind refers to as omnipresent. God is one as omnipresent. Everything
that changes is only that part of God that exists as weight. And weight exists inside
the Universe that is moving around, and this moving around is happening as a

place that is made of a cold, clear nothingness, which is the major portion that
God exists as.
The next time you look at something as an object on the basis that God created
everything, remember IT is not creating, IT is just reshaping. To say that
something is created is to mean that something exists, and we see something as
existing when it is matter, the product of the use and reshaping of ITS weight.
God's creations are derivatives from that part of IT that is less than 1% of ITSELF:
The heated weight that IT existed as just before the Big Bang. After the Big Bang
IT used ITS very dense form of weight to become the fragmented weight that IT
now exists as, what we refer to as ITS creations. Scientists know these creations
are pure energy transmuted the same pure energy that existed before the Big Bang.
So while we are still in the habit of using this word "create," IT is just reshaping
ITS less than 1% weight.
I thank IT for redistributing ITS weight. Otherwise, I could not write about IT or
what we understand as time and matter, or better put, matter and time, since it is
matter (weight) that changes and enables our human mechanical time system to
exist. And as always we have been focusing on ITS 1% weight, but since we now
know that this weight is only that part of ITSELF that is less than 1%, I will from
here on in my existence remember (until I get Alzheimer's) that God, IT, also exists
as nothingness.
As nothingness, IT is not reshaping or making anything. We cannot use nothing to
make something. When IT did make something (a creation) IT could only do so by
using weight combined with nothingness.
1- IT does not use this nothingness as nothingness to exist as matter, or at least the
matter that we know exists as weight.
2- Matter can only exist by having this nothingness as the empty space between
each atom‘s electrons and protons.
3- ITS nothingness does exist as a constant consciousness, for there has to be an
operator for matter to know when it is supposed to transmute or move. IT has to be
conscious of what IT is doing.
As for IT (God) being a constant, imagine what would happen if this constant way
of ITS existence were not there; IT could develop Alzheimer's! And then who would
run what now exists? I‘d better get off this subject of IT developing Alzheimer's, for
I may be the one to get it, for I would have forgotten to not stray from ITS
nothingness.
Spirits
Have you ever given thought to our concept of spirits? I‘d like to discuss this, but
before I start, always remember that everything that exists is just really IT as one.
So if spirits do exist, they too would still have to be IT, and not merely millions of

separate, independent spirits, for if there are any spirits, they would still have to be
IT as omnipresent. I think that we, as humans, can have no knowledge of the
existence of spirits because for spirits to exist in terms of something that we can
perceive, they would have to be beings made of something, specifically made of
matter (ITS weight). Now, if spirits were material then they would not be spirits,
and if they happened to be made of a kind of nothingness, then again they would
still be IT as ITS nothingness.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
**The only one that is universal is IT, as ITS nothingness. **
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IT as empty space
Empty space, or nothingness, is pure energy, IT. No other name association is
suitable to describe IT the way IT exists. IT is beyond human comprehension. IT is
everything we see as matter and everything we do not see as empty space. If IT did
not exist, neither could the illusion of the Universe exist.
A word for IT as nothingness
The words humans have been using throughout history, such as God, Creator, or
Pure Energy to describe this block of nothingness and 1% weight that is our
Universe do not bring us closer to the way IT exists and reshapes. Words as labels
tend to denote that which is named as being something, which contradicts that
which is nothing. Because of our travels in outer space, we have become used to
thinking of empty space as something that exists; the human mind has accepted this
even if we have not accepted that this area is also IT. Our mind sees this area as
being independent of God when this nothingness is evidence of ITS omnipresence.
The mind does however scientifically accept this freezing cold nothingness as
"pure energy." Still, I throw this question to the professionals: Is there a word for
something (IT) that exists as nothing besides simply "nothingness"?
My feeling is that there might already exist a term for IT as nothing in
mathematics. However, in the end, it does not matter what word we find because to
understand IT better, you must look within yourself. As the saying goes, the
kingdom of heaven resides within you. At our present stage of understanding,
heaven has become lost between us and the Universe. If we look for IT within us,
there is less of a chance of us getting lost.
The same question applies to the atom, such as the single hydrogen atom, that
exists as 95% empty nothingness. What word we can use to denote the huge

nothingness that exists inside every atom? But I digress… The atom ultimately fails
as the perfect model of our Universe's nothingness for the atom only came into
existence after IT reshaped into the Universe we now have. A better depiction is a
body as a shell or block that is made of what our minds can understand as being
empty, filled with something that exists as nothingness.
Imagine this block as a 100% total: 99% is nothingness and 1% is the weight of
the total block. I refer to this 1% as weight because protons and neutrons have
appreciable mass, and once you have mass you have weight. Electrons, however,
have very little weight and everything else is nothingness, which has no weight. In
essence, if we remove the electron, the only weight left is from the protons and
neutrons. What word might one use for this block that as basic elements is only 1%
a block? Moreover, the 1% block is made of a transparent form of speed, and here
too, this speed moves ITS weight as fragments that reflect light which we see as
colors. And at the subatomic level, again, what is moving and changing is ITS
weight, not the nothingness. I know this sounds paradoxical, but the truth is that
something that is made of nothingness has nothing as something to use so that IT
can effect a change.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A hurricane is a phenomenon that has ITS weight on the outside and ITS
emptiness on the inside and IT brings, at the immediate moment, seawater to the
higher parts on dry land, such as mountains.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Try it this way: nothing can change if it is made of nothing, so whatever IT is, this
nothingness is how IT exists as a constant. ITS heated weight changes within
ITSELF as the freezing cold nothingness that IT exists as and as the Universe that
we know exists.
The emptiness that exists in every atom is just a continuation of the nothingness
that exists outside, or just beyond the area where the electrons are. The difference
between the nothingness that exists in every atom and Dark Matter is that in atoms
their nothingness temporally separated by IT within ITSELF as high speed
(electrons), and this gives us the illusion of Dark Matter being something else,
aside from the atoms' heated weight.
One nothingness
All the nothingness that exists, from the nothingness we call Dark Matter to the
nothingness that exists in every atom is one nothingness as a whole.

Nothingness as energy
Science, and here I would like to thank the scientists that have made the present
information available, makes it easier for my mind to accept that nothingness does
exist. Otherwise, my mind would tell me that this is all madness. Instead, I can
accept that God exists in omnipresence as a place that is scientifically known to
exist as the nothingness of the Universe. Additionally, everything around me
including myself is made of matter, which is also scientifically accepted to be at
least 95% empty nothingness in the form of atoms within this nothingness. I must
add though, that science has not been able to explain the nothingness or its
purpose while many masters, as gurus, have tried to teach us about the
nothingness of the Universe and how to connect to it in meditation. I would be
lying if I said that I could do so for extended periods of time. But let me share with
you what is known of the effect on people who do connect with this inner
nothingness: They are at peace with themselves and with those around them. They
are happier with themselves. What's more, IT ITSELF has always been leading us
to and through ITS nothingness.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
***IT has expanse as nothingness, yet as nothingness IT does not have a
beginning or end, or top or bottom.***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Before we think that nothingness has no energy, let us consider that as IT exists, IT
has energy as speed, which IT uses for moving light. We know that at 186,000 mps,
speed carries the weight of a particle/wave from the Sun in a light beam. I have
had to adjust my thinking to understand this duality of IT.
When a light ray hits our bodies we feel the heat as energy that existed in the Sun,
but colder. I say colder because the closer we get to the Sun, the hotter it gets; so
the heat that left the Sun was hotter and got colder as it traveled through ITS cold
nothingness. For this we should be grateful.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~
*** In order to understand ITS uncompromised nothingness, we cannot exist as
ITS total nothingness, lest we give up ITS heated-weight as our human body.***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The closer we are to the Sun, the hotter it will feel in temperature, but the speed of
186,000 mps remains the same, for this speed is a carrier. This could mean that
MAXX-SPEED, (a speed faster than the speed of light which is what I believe to be
the speed of ITS nothingness, of which you will hear more later on), is independent
of temperature. I'm tempted to suggest that the total amount of energy that exists as
heat could equal the total amount of energy that exists as cold, clear, high speed

nothingness, but I will not, because in observing the way IT operates, one can see
that it does not always do things in a uniform way. We can see this, for instance, in
the atom where an electron has 1/1863 the weight of a proton. IT gets better
results when IT is off balance or asymmetrical; which gives IT more reshaping
possibilities. Still, the electron does have equal force as energy. And I have to
accept that as MAXX-SPEED does exist as nothingness, therein also exists energy
because energy is an intricate part of ITSELF as what is known as pure energy
(God or IT).
Looking at the duality of MAXX-SPEED, which is also the duality of matter, I
notice that, as matter, IT is more stationary, such as in the case of physical objects.
We can visually see objects as having beginnings and ends, and we can see their
locations. The opposite of this matter or weight, is something that cannot be seen
and is not physically stationary. These are the qualities that MAXX-SPEED has.
MAXX-SPEED cannot exist as weighted matter; it can only exist as a speeded
nothingness, obviously, because the moment that this MAXX-SPEED carries ITS
weight, it becomes light, or an electron. And here I would like you to remember
that this high speed that exists as light is moving outwards, which is the reverse of
ITS weight, which is more stationary.
All energy moves something. IT as energy is moving ITS weight, which cannot be
moved at MAXX-SPEED because the attached weight slows it down. For
something to move faster, we therefore need more energy or energy attached to it
as an object, at least in the world we have come to understand.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~
* We can never exist as ITS total nothingness, without giving up ITS heated
weight as our human body for we do have to use ITS weight in order to
understand IT as ITS never changing nothingness *
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ITS mysterious ways
We as humans have always felt that IT works in mysterious ways. IT fascinates us
the way a magician does. We know what we're seeing is an illusion; yet we are
convinced all is real because of the way the magician puts his props together.
Once we understand some of ITS props and workings, we may continue our normal
way of living, but with a heightened understanding of what we perceive and of
what put us and everything that exists in this Universe together.
It is like the illusion of a magical trick the empty space that exists outside as the
Universe. Since everything exists as one, and everything that exists within this
Universe is one, it is sensible that our planet would appear to exist in a dark
substance that is actually clear or transparent.

Empty space, for example, isn't actually "empty", for empty, in the sense of
nothing", does not exist. Even as empty space, something is there; IT is there as
omnipresent as a way of existing. And consider this: We are in outer space, deep
space, a place that you think you have never been, yet we have been here always
and without even being aware of it. I will use mathematics to explain since figures
don't lie (and lies don't figure).
The whole Universe is 95% empty space. The Universe consists of less than 5%
matter. Matter is composed of atoms that are 95% empty space.
It has been said that there could be billions of galaxies within our Universe. But
for now, let us examine our galaxy known as the Milky Way. The Milky Way has
approximately five billion stars within it; our planet orbits around one of these
stars. When we refer to the amount of matter that exists within our galaxy, we first
have to divide this 5% that exists as matter by the billions of galaxies that exist
within the total 5%. (And this is an estimate that assumes matter is equally divided
among galaxies: x % matter in our galaxy = 5% matter divided by billions of
galaxies). Dividing the 5% of matter that exists in the Universe by billions of
galaxies, we end up with a negative percentage, something to the minus of the
billions. So now that we have established that the Milky Way, as a total, is
somewhere in the minus of the billions, let's consider our galaxy, which has
billions of stars within it, and determine its percentage of the matter in the whole
Universe. Simply put, our Milky Way has billions of stars, not to mention planets
and asteroids. These celestial objects comprise a minus to the billionth of the total
5% matter that exists within the 95% empty space.
ITS dual force
Now I‘d like to address the subject of ITS nothingness as a force that could be
equal to ITS weight: I feel that it is not in the nothingness, but rather in the
coldness that exists as this vast nothingness where we will find the opposite force
to ITS concentrated heat.
It makes sense to see that ITS less than 1% heat could be an equal force to ITS
99.99% coldness, for what we are seeing and touching as matter, or as something
that is made of something, is because of this less than 1% that IT is as heat. Just as
the opposite of something is nothing, (as in ITS 99.99% nothingness), the opposite
of heat is cold.
As ITS nothingness, ITS force may be in the coldness, and as heat, IT, as a force, is
pushing outwards, which we can see as the outward push caused by the Big Bang.
With the aid of ITS cold-pulling nothingness taking place within ITS cold invisible
shell, we have the opposite of heat; that is, cold, which exists as ITS shell that is
pulling inwards to hold ITS shell together.

Since IT exists as one, and IT operates as two in two of ITS stages (stages 1 & 2),
IT exists as opposite forces. IT uses ITS heated weight in an outward pushing effect
as a way to push ITS weight, but IT is also held in by ITS cold pulling force
because IT has to stay within ITS oneness, for this heat cannot exist outside of
ITSELF, not even as an independent heat force.
As discussed in ITS three scenarios, as ITS third stage, IT exists in ITS most
balanced state where IT is not pulling or pushing as opposite forces. At this stage,
there is no reshaping taking place; IT exists as a clear nothingness that has no
concentrated heat or coldness. And as always, whatever the truth of the matter may
be, it will only help us in understanding IT better.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
*** Antimatter is ITS nothingness ***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Atoms may be 99% nothingness
IT does things in a repetitive manner; therefore, I will venture to say that instead
of the atom being 95% empty nothingness, it may be closer to 99% empty
nothingness. Most scientists would agree that matter comprises 4.5% of the
Universe. If we apply to this the 95 plus % emptiness that exists in the atoms that
make up this 4.5% matter, the result would compare to the 99% nothingness that
IT exists as the Universe.
No theory, concept, or philosophy claims that the Universe is 95% emptiness.
Regardless, IT is there, even if we are only beginning to explore and find more
information on this 95% cold, clear, empty nothingness that undoubtedly exists.
Furthermore, I am sure that IT will show us how to open the door to the
explanation of this part of ITSELF, for IT is the greatest teacher that we have ever
had, which has always existed and will always exist. We are not in the Dark Ages
anymore. We are now in a very advanced stage of thinking, and we have the use of
IT reshaped into the latest technology, plus what is yet to come.
So, if ITS composition is more in the area of being 99% nothingness, then this may
also be true for atoms, for they too are made in ITS own image, as a way of being.
However, we will have to hold off on this until we can find a surveyor that can
calculate more exactly how much empty space exists inside the atom. I am sure
that whatever the exact number is, it will not change the way IT is or what we
produce from atoms.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*Help wanted: A calculator that can calculate ITS nothingness.*
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IT as one nothingness.
IT exists as one total nothingness, as ITS shell, which behaves as an inner and
outer shell simultaneously, and ITS weight is inside the shell. Life is a part of IT
where IT has taken ITS fragmented weight that exists within ITS total nothingness
and has given this fragmented weight mobility and an appearance in order to exist
as something, by placing a tiny amount of ITS weight in the form of electrons,
protons, and neutrons, so that ITS weight could be visually seen, as matter, so that
when we see ourselves as something that is alive, what we are really seeing is
ITSELF. If I start with what I see as something, let's say a living person, what
really exists is this: first, the person is there because IT took a tiny amount of ITS
weight and attached IT to ITS MAXX-SPEED (which you will read more about
later on in this section) so as to become electrons. IT then took another, larger,
quantifiable portion of ITS weight, and surrounded this bigger weight which we
call protons and neutrons, with what IT had previously reshaped into as electrons,
so that what we call matter could exist. In between these, the protons and neutrons
on one hand, and the electrons on the other, is the nothingness, the 95% empty
space that exists inside the atom.
Now, if we go back to discussing the person that is alive again, what is happening
is that the reason why we can see a person as being physically there is due to the
fact that IT took a very tiny amount of ITSELF as ITS weight to become the
electrons that exist as the person's outermost layer, which is alive, and then IT
formed ITS other fragmented weight into the protons and neutrons that make up
the atoms that compose the person's body, so that when we see this person, we see
him/her because of the way IT is using ITS weight(matter).
Now let me return to ITS nothingness again and go back to the concept of illusion,
to just what it is that is driving these electrons with ITS way of existing as a high
speed (MAXX-SPEED) around ITS other weight as protons and neutrons. Now
here is what is very interesting: IT is doing this within ITS total nothingness, so
that when you see a person, what has really occurred is that IT took that very small
amount of ITS weight as electrons, gave IT distance or separated IT apart from
that other part of ITSELF that exists as ITS fragmented weight as protons and
neutrons in order to form atoms, and gave IT what IT already exists as. Here I am
not speaking of mere life, but of the divine consciousness which is ITS being, as the
nothingness that is always a constant.
So, returning to us being alive, this is the condition in which IT gave ITS once total
weight (the weight that existed at the moment of the Big Bang) and fragmented this
weight into electrons, protons, and neutrons, so that IT could reshape into the
matter that we exist as. In addition, IT gave this weight certain functions, like our
brain, heart, liver, lungs, and certain properties so that this weight could have

mobility, so that IT could exist as ITSELF, as a divine consciousness, which we
call being alive.
Again, when we see humans, each one of them and everything else exists within
ITS one total nothingness, so that even if we get the impression that we are outside
of something, we are really still inside of ITS total nothingness, and the reason is
that ITS nothingness exists in everything that exists, such as air, water, trees,
houses, trains, planes, and every other thing on and in this planet; all is inside of
ITS total nothingness, because anything that does exist, in order to exist, has to be
made of ITS weight which has to exist within ITS one total body that exists as what
we see as this Universe.
Returning then to what I started out to say, IT is very interesting to see things as
being out there, in what we call reality. Nevertheless, everything out there is really
inside of ITS one total nothingness.
All of this will make more sense if you always remember that nothing is really ever
created or destroyed as pure energy, for everything that has ever happened or will
happen, has always been and will always be IT as one.
You might understand IT better this way: It is the separation of ITS fragmented
weight that gives us distance (or extension in space) within ITS one total
nothingness, which gives us the illusion of there being trillions or googols of things
existing out there, when in reality, there is just one of IT, where all ITS fragmented
weight is moving within ITSELF.
The Universe as the size of an atom
Information is now available that points to the scenario that the whole Universe
was once the size of an atom as dense weight. This is what we believe was
happening when IT was in stage one, when IT had all its weight in one place as the
very dense matter that existed before the Big Bang. But this matter that may have
been the size of an atom still existed within ITS invisible shell that still exists as
this Universe. So ITS dense weight may have been the size of an atom but not ITS
99% nothingness.
I agree that ITS size, as heated weight, can be compressed, but I do not see how
nothingness can be compressed. ITS weight can be measured because it can be
seen by us as something that exists, and if we could know ITS actual size in terms
of ITS weight, then we might have a better understanding of ITS actual size as ITS
nothingness, in terms of extension, which is the place inside of which ITS weight
exists. But ITS weight as dense matter does not reflect the cold, clear, nothingness
that composes the rest of the Universe. We know and accept scientifically that this
nothingness exists and always has, but ITS nothingness is independent of the size
of ITS weight, which can never exist outside of ITSELF.

And, ITS size makes no difference; ITS immensity is beyond our ability to measure.
How can we measure ITS size if it is basically 99% nothingness that has no
beginning or end? The only measurement we can take will be related to the
distance between the fragments of weight IT exists as, in terms of celestial matter,
within the 99% clear, cold, invisible nothingness that IT has as ITS body shell.
As I have mentioned before, we know that this Universe is pure energy, and we
have watched how IT, as pure energy, behaves; but we still have a hard time
seeing the Moon as God, even when we know, scientifically, that the Moon, having
been formed by the reshaping of this pure energy, is part of the totality that is God.
There may be a mathematical way of measuring ITS extension, which would have
to be based on a way that we could measure the total area occupied by all ITS
weight. The only other way would have been to measure the nothingness before the
Big Bang. This nothingness has occupied the same extension in all three of ITS
stages of existence. So that if we see that this hugeness has always existed as
ITSELF, as a cold, clear constant, invisible nothingness, and ITS weight has
always existed within ITSELF, this would be applicable to all of ITS three stages of
existence during which only ITS weight has been changing within ITS cold, clear
nothingness of a shell, which is what this Universe is now in as ITS second stage.
Let us say that we measure ITS total weight, and ITS total area is one mile. This
would mean that ITS size, as cold, clear nothingness, would be close to 99 miles
across. When I stop to think of ITS size, using the information that exists, such as
the size of our galaxy, the Milky Way, which we have information on, our galaxy's
size as ITS nothingness would be on the basis of ITS 99% nothingness. This would
mean that if we could compress just this area that we call the Milky Way, so as to
remove all of the nothingness, the compressed matter could be smaller than the
size of Earth! Nevertheless, I see nothing wrong with whatever size we may think
IT really is, for this will not affect the way IT exists or operates.
For now, with our limited knowledge of ITS real size, all we have to do is be
careful not to bump into ITS other fragmented forms of weight that exist within ITS
cold, clear nothingness. We should be grateful that IT exists as a clear
nothingness; otherwise we would be having a lot of accidents crashing into the
fragmented weight that IT exists as, such as the celestial bodies that are the inner
self of IT. We should be also grateful that, as our future astronauts travel around
ITS invisible shell as a body, they will never really get lost in what we call outer
space, for they will always remain inside of ITS cold, clear, conscious, invisible
nothingness.
And if we look at the way IT was at stage one, we will be able to see that just
before the Big Bang IT had all its weight within ITS cold, invisible body shell that
exists as a form of nothingness. From our knowledge about this stage of ITS
existence, we know scientifically and mathematically that ITS weight can become

infinitely smaller, to the point where ITS weight would just disappear. When this
happens IT will then be in stage three. Let's return to the atom to see this situation
better. In the hydrogen atom, for example, IT has less than 1% as weight
occupying space. When the electron is removed, ITS weight, as the proton, will
decay, becoming smaller as the proton releases ITS weight and turns into energy
and even smaller particles and waves that are carrying ITS weight elsewhere as IT
continues to reshape.
Now that we know more about how ITS weight can become smaller than a proton-the weight that enables the atom to exist and also that enables us to see things as
existing we can see how IT could have ITS weight reduced to something that could
still exist as weight, yet be so small that we would not be able to see it. So that if all
the now existing weight within ITS 99% nothingness were reduced to an infinitely
smaller weight and was redistributed throughout ITS 99% nothingness, IT would
then be back to what I call ITS stage three, where IT could bring in all ITS weight
into a central, singular point and back to the instant before the Big Bang (stage
two). We should remember that if this is so, it may not be the first time that IT has
formed a Universe such as the one we have now.
We should be grateful that IT is always reshaping into something new with ITS
weight, which exists within ITS clear, cold nothingness, which is that part of
ITSELF that is a living, divine consciousness. After all, if IT now exists as a living,
divine consciousness as IT reshaped into us, then IT exists this way as ITSELF. I
can assure you that I did not give my children this living, divine consciousness that
they exist as. And I am now aware that neither did my parents give ITS divine
consciousness to me. We are all a gift that IT has given us as a chance to exist as
IT, as a living, existing divineness that we are now hopefully enjoying, as the life
that we are living. If you are not enjoying life, then my message to you is to ask IT
for help and guidance, for as you can see, IT is beyond any human master at doing
things.
For now, I will enjoy ITS existence as myself and as those around me, for even if I
did know how big IT really is, IT is not going to give me a better piece of candy
than what IT already has. IT is every atom that you are using to read, think, and
exist.
Gravity and nothingness
Gravity is how ITS weight is pulling to bring together ITS fragmented weight. The
opposite of this is the movement of ITS nothingness, which stemming from the Big
Bang theory, is pushing its weight away. So if I look at ITS weight (atoms or
matter), which is what makes things visually possible, or as something palpably
existent, and then I take ITS reverse, which is ITS nothingness, I begin to see that
there is no way we will ever be able to see this area in which IT exists as a

nothingness. And I now also understand this phrase that we refer to as "pure
energy has no beginning or end," for this part of ITSELF is made up of a cold,
clear, high speed nothingness, and this speed itself makes it virtually impossible
for us to see.
Imagine us trying to see something that is clear and is moving faster than 186,000
mps! Since we are used to seeing things (ITS weight) in order for things to exist, it
will be impossible; we will never be able to see ITS 99.99% cold clear nothingness.
We will have to accept this on the basis of faith; IT exists as this 99.99%, for we
know that this area known as the Universe does exist as a cold, empty nothingness;
otherwise, we could not exist within IT. I only hope that IT will let me stay in this
existing moment so I can see what other information we discover related to IT as
ITS nothingness. There, in fact, should already be a lot of information stored in
people‘s minds and in computers that when reviewed will shed new understanding
on IT as this cold, clear, speeded nothingness that IT also exists as.
Now that we are aware that by looking for ITS opposite, as weight, on which we
already have a great deal of information, we will be able to discover more about
IT as cold, clear nothingness. We also already have a great deal of information on
ITS nothingness as light and electrons, which reminds me of the phrase "there is
always something new under the Sun," which is still true, for the Sun is light, and
light is speed, as something that exists as a nothingness. So, I say to all: Full speed
ahead on gathering more information on ITS clear, freezing cold, speeded
nothingness!
IT has girth
ITS clear nothingness exists simultaneously as an inner and outer body (structure,
existence, being). ITS weight exists within ITSELF as ITS body, and ITS inner
nothingness wraps ITSELF within ITS inside as one, for there could not be an
outside. Where would this outside exist as omnipresent as ITSELF?
As you can see, it is difficult to describe what we know is there but which lacks a
form that we can see or touch. IT does not have a border that we could use as a
reference point from which we could begin to measure IT. However, maybe
mathematically we can find a way to calculate ITS size because mathematicians
have ways of knowing nothing as something. But for now, ITS girth is so huge, that
just as in the case of the span occupied by our galaxy, I, for one, will not wander
off. I can instead feel ITS presence within me as ITS constant nothingness in
meditation and as ITS weight as my human body that has a constant tendency to
increase in weight!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*** The Universe is not expanding. ITS weight is moving outwards
within ITS nothingness .***

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
One thing that I have observed is that IT always moves ITS weight, as celestial
bodies within ITS nothingness, and even when IT fragments ITS weight as atoms,
IT still keeps ITS weight as protons, neutrons, and electrons within ITS total
nothingness and as the Universe and as the matter that exists within the Universe
as ITS nothingness.
Furthermore, IT has a sense of this size. Many animals can detect distances as a
security measure. And humans can sense distances too, so IT might also know ITS
size, for IT incorporated the sense of distance in us. And, IT just might at some
moment let us know how big IT is in extension. Although even then, we might not
understand IT, for it is hard to imagine that our whole planet is not even the size of
a grain of sand when it relates to the hugeness of ITS existence.
This invisible nothingness that IT exists as does incorporate distance, as the
distance that exists between the fragments of matter inside ITS cold, clear
nothingness that exists as this Universe. We know in fact that at the very minimum,
IT spans 250 million light years away in distance as scientists have found signs of
a black hole that far away, although naturally these 250 million light years were
also determined by the human mind.
I have to remind the reader that when we refer to distance, we do so because we
are using a measuring system that works well for us but is not universal. Some
people, such as those who have seen Star Trek, are not aware that our
interplanetary friends do not measure in inches, meters, or miles. My only
assumption as to why films depict this is because English has been established as
the most widely-used language for communication in international travel, so it has
become the same for interplanetary travel.
That our minds can ask or understand anything at all is only because IT has
reshaped from where IT existed as our primitive beginning to where IT, as our
civilization, now exists. I am sure that we will understand IT even better as we are
permitted to see IT as the technological society that we, as IT, are reshaping into.
But getting back to ITS size, this will become a problem because, as I have
mentioned before, the only distance that we can measure is the distance that exists
from one body of matter to another, such as between planets and stars and other
celestial bodies. And, we use the same measuring system established for our
convenience here on Earth.
If we try to measure ITS size as if IT had an outside, first we do not have anything
else to compare ITS size to, and second and most importantly, we do not know how
to measure something that is made of nothingness. IT does not have a point as a
beginning or as an ending from where we can start measuring. For example, one
might describe ITS nothingness as being housed in a shell, but this word isn't
adequate; it implies we can visualize IT having a hard exterior like that of an egg,

which would be made of matter, which would have weight. It makes sense that we
would imagine this as we have only been able to measure ITS weight as the matter
that exists within ITS nothingness as this Universe.
So, for our observation of ITS size using the weight, as matter, that exists within
ITS nothingness, we would only be able to see ITS weight inside ITS clear, cold
nothingness. We would not be able to see ITS cold, clear nothingness as having a
beginning or ending to which we could try and measure ITS distance from one side
to the other, if indeed IT does have sides, or better yet, from ITSELF to ITSELF.
All we can do is continue measuring the distance from fragment of weight to
fragment of weight within ITS nothingness.
If there is someone who knows of a better word for IT as ITS housing as a
nothingness, please contact me.
IT has no outside
Whatever IT is, IT does exist, and in ITS existence, everything that is happening as
IT is happening within ITSELF, as what is now happening within this existing
Universe, as IT as omnipresent, or as what some understand as God or the pure
energy that this Universe exists as. Knowing this you will understand why IT does
not have an outside, because, naturally, anything that could exist outside of IT
would not be part of ITSELF.
At least we know that anything that has happened or will happen as IT reshapes,
has to happen within the cold, clear nothingness that IT exists as. If IT were now
existing as any of the three previously described scenarios, not having an outside
would still apply to IT.
And if I could see IT in ITS third scenario, which is when all ITS weight was evenly
distributed within ITSELF, then IT would be even harder to see IT as having an
outside, for in scenario three, IT would exist as a clear environment having an
even temperature. All we would see of this stage is nothing, similar to what
happens when we see things through clear air, where we are not even aware of the
air being in front of our noses. And I can definitely tell you that I do not know what
would be happening within ITSELF as that stage. The same way we do not know
what was happening within ITSELF as stage one, which was when IT existed
before the Big Bang, when, if it were possible for us to see this stage, all we would
see is again nothing, for all ITS clear weight would be found in one concentrated
spot, or place. Although, we would know that ITS weight would be there because of
the concentrated heat that would exist as that singularity.
I would like to recall some previous information that may help you to understand
why we would not be able to see this concentrated, clear, heated spot. It would be
like seeing things outside yourself that are there because they are made of
substances that have colors. Between you and the colored objects that you are

seeing, there exist millions, billions, and trillions of atoms that are transparent
because they have no mineral coloring to them. You can see right through ITS
clearness, that also exists as ITS weight as the protons and neutrons that are in all
those heated atoms that are there as air. We cannot see them, but they do exist as
part of IT.
So again let us be grateful that IT does exist, even in this clear form, otherwise it
would be harder for us to read or see our televisions. If IT did not exist as this
clearness, then there would always be something to tint our view of what is outside
of us, and this would most likely give us an excuse for the accidents that we are
having with our motor vehicles. And this tinted view would also cause a problem to
what we would see as IT, as what is out there as ITS invisible shell called the
Universe.
Nothingness as the Universe
Imagine opening a door, and through it you can look into the Universe. You see
that there is nothing to your left or right or up or down. The reason you cannot see
ITS borders is because IT is made of a freezing cold nothingness. You see the
planets and other matter in our solar system because of the small amount of light
that IT has reshaped into as stars.
In this clear empty space, due to ITS nothingness, you can see things moving
about; you see these objects because IT has fragmented ITS total weight in to
smaller chunks of ITSELF. And the reason why you can see IT as IT moves is
because IT slows down from 186,000 mps where IT cannot exist as weight to where
something can exist in the form of matter, so that IT can continue to reshape into
infinite objects or situations.
Divine Consciousness
While I am in no way an authority on this subject but only an observer, I am going
to venture into the meaning of the word consciousness; the consciousness that we
are. As with some of the lower animals that came before us, we too are the result of
this consciousness that has been developing in living creatures.
We have a three pound brain which is 85% water. With it we are able to think,
which is necessary for our primary programming: survival. This is what IT is
mostly concerned with so that the reshaping can continue.
We have reached our present development with this new hi-tech society we live in.
Because of it we now are capable of understanding what would have been
impossible years ago. IT has made it possible for us to discuss this subject of
consciousness. So, in order to be aware of consciousness, I have to know that I
exist as all these atoms that energize me to write this. But I have to be conscious
that I am also the same nothingness that IT is. To even think about this I have to
know that I am a part of the totality that IT is.

Also, to understand the meaning of consciousness I have to remember that I did not
put it there. Consciousness is IT as life with mobility; it is what IT allows. The
consciousness of lower animals is the first programming by which they survive; the
second programming is the one to reproduce. I look for this consciousness inside
of me and feel that it should be somewhere inside the mind, inside my brain. Yet, I
know that ninety five percent of me is nothingness. If my mind, as consciousness, is
not made of matter; my consciousness must be a part of THAT nothingness.
When I connect to IT, I do so in meditation. Using the third eye, I am connecting to
a form of nothingness that exists within me in a given area. The biggest problem I
have connecting to IT is detaching the mind from all the thinking, whispering, and
chattering that goes on inside me.
Finding that inner place where nothing controls me, where no wandering thoughts
disconnect me, and realizing that there is no danger there, is a very conscious
experience. The mind can be part of this peaceful nothingness.
Since I was a kid, I could see my environment, people, streets, and places well
enough to survive. Through my eyes, my mind learns what it has to take control of,
for who are we if not what we think we are? But as a child I didn't know that it is
natural to think in terms of things; it is what the mind has to go on; it thinks, for it
to exist. In this way, we can say that we are connected 100% to matter from the
beginning of our existence as matter, things, places, and people. And I am glad to
have learned this from many people, including Maharaji, who exists to show us
how to connect with the inner nothingness. Many names are used to describe this
inner nothingness including the "inner self," the third eye, or simply a peaceful
place. For that I am grateful to IT who never forgets to send someone to help us
connect with that part of our divine consciousness--a consciousness existing as
nothingness. And we cannot control this because our minds are made to deal with
matter unless the mind refocuses and accepts that in nothingness is how IT exists,
and does so as 99.99% of everything.
Remember that IT is not being created or destroyed. Forget about yourself and
think of IT as something that does exist and does things in ITS own image. The part
that IT exists as nothingness is where IT exists as consciousness, and since
consciousness is a form of nothingness, it does not participate in change; for
change only happens to ITS weight. Consciousness is where the divine
consciousness exists, and it is in this divine conscious nothingness where the
majority of IT resides. The divine consciousness that IT exists as can be found
mostly easily in this 99.99% nothingness.
At the same time, the weight of IT, as the matter composed of the atoms that are
also surrounded by nothingness, makes IT easier for IT to be conscious of
everything outside us. IT is all knowing, but not as our minds, because the mind is
only IT in the form of water based matter. Our challenge is to distinguish between

what we see because of the mind and that of which we are conscious because of
our existence as part of IT.
If I did not have this consciousness, I could not understand myself and my
environment. Being conscious is not because of the water and all the other
materials that I need in order to function to live; it is the same divine
consciousness that IT exists as. IT is everything that exists, and this divine
nothingness (life) is something that permeates the entire Universe. And again I
reach for a word to describe this something that exists as a body, house, or shell
that, to our sense of reality, is made of nothingness.
I have tried to see all of this in different scenarios, and to aid your understanding,
let us go back to just before the Big Bang where IT existed as a concentrated
oneness, and again, I have to stop to remind the reader that oneness is IT as very
dense matter and 99.99% nothingness. Before the Big Bang, had we been around,
we would have been able to see IT in ITS 99.99% nothingness because atoms did
not exist. So for us to say that at this pre Big Bang stage IT existed as oneness, we
would have to include the 99.99% nothingness surrounding the less than one
percent heated weight that exists as matter.
My feeling is that whatever IT is now, IT too was IT then, as a way of existing. If I
am alive and conscious, then IT has always been alive and conscious. For me to
see that IT reshaped from the form IT had before the Big Bang, then IT too had to
be conscious of what IT was shaping into, which is everything that now exists.
And to top it off, the same way it is hard for us to understand that a God can be
99.99% nothing, it is also hard for us to see that since IT is everything that exists,
as ITSELF, everything that is alive is really IT as one. IT has always been IT, even
before the Big Bang, and it will still be IT after this Universe reshapes itself again,
as it expands or contracts to become one more existing possibility.
In addition, it is not the Universe that will expand or contract, it is ITS weight that
is giving us the illusion of the matter that will expand or contract. IT has always
stayed as IT is: a constant, cold, conscious, empty nothingness.
The Third Eye as nothingness
The next time you meditate, connect to nothingness and then return, remember
this: The third eye sees the nothingness that is IT as ITS own constant.
ITS nothingness as omnipresent
We know that the meaning of the word omnipresence is that IT is in all places at
the same moment. There are two ways to understand that statement: first, that it is
ITS nothingness that is in all places at the same moment as the nothingness that
exists as this Universe, and also, as the nothingness that exists inside every atom,
and second, as for ITS weight, being in all places at the same moment is a only
possible as being inside of ITS one total nothingness as a place. Let me explain

this: The fragments of weight (atoms) that our whole planet exists as are not the
same fragments of weight that exist somewhere else inside of this Universe, so that
all ITS fragmented weight is not in the same place (in the same extension of space)
at the same moment, but ITS cold, clear nothingness is in all places at the same
moment and let me add that, since ITS fragmented weight exists within ITSELF,
within an area that exists at what I call MAXX-SPEED, the distance that exists inbetween ITS fragmented weight (matter) exists in an area where the distance from
one fragment of ITS weight to another is covered by this MAXX-SPEED.
Look at IT this way: Using our understanding of time, we know that at the speed of
186,000 miles per second time stops, in the sense of there being no time difference
in getting from one place to another, or as in there being no individual fragments
of matter. Or to rephrase that: It is only what we call time, that separates one
place from another, and this perception that we, as finite beings, have of time, is
what prevents us from knowing that this Universe as ONE, as when we speak of
omnipresence.
This area that IT exists as is a nothingness where this MAXX-SPEED exists as
being timeless. So, since ITS body or shell is made from a form of a speeded
nothingness, this is why IT exists as being timeless.
Now, since this MAXX-SPEED is faster than where time stops, this whole area that
exists as ITS nothingness is an area where our time system cannot be applied.
Please follow me closely now: So, considering our planet, which is not large but
nevertheless it still exists within this MAXX-SPEED area, we must say that
anything that happens at any point on this planet still exists within ITS oneness as
this MAXX-SPEED. Another way to state this would be to say that the area which
our planet occupies falls within this area of MAXX-SPEED, which means that
everything that is happening on our planet exists within an area where time does
not exist on account of this MAXXSPEED. Now, if we take our next nearest planet,
we have to remember that every centimeter that exists in between our planet and
the next, exists in an area that is also timeless, for there really isn‘t anything there
to apply time to, in terms of matter, because what does exist as the in between is
really just IT as ITS omnipresent nothingness. Furthermore, the distance that exists
between planets and other celestial bodies also exists within this area of MAXXSPEED, where time does not exist.
Looking at the same scenario from another angle, at the outermost layer of
anything that exists as matter, you will find IT as ITS fast speed. Let‘s take
anything that exists as matter, which is made from atoms, and the outermost layer
of any atom exists as ITSELF as a high speed nothingness. Now if you take one of
these tiny atoms‘ circumference, the outermost area is where the electrons exist as
a high speeded nothingness, and as you travel inwards, this area is followed by ITS
nothingness, and then you find the atom‘s nucleus which is composed of tiny

fragments of ITS weight in the form of protons and neutrons. These fragments of
ITS weight are so tiny that they are practically invisible. For this reason you may
understand better when I refer to all this just being an illusion, because everything
that exists is made from this speeded nothingness in the form of electrons, followed
by ITS empty nothingness, and then with a very tiny amount of ITS weight. It is
only when IT packs billions and trillions of these invisible, empty, tiny atoms that
we begin to perceive the things that exist as matter as being there.
Now remember that you and I, and everyone else, is made from these tiny invisible,
empty atoms that IT reshaped into, as the pure energy that IT exists as. Another
way to imagine this place that exists as omnipresence is to remember that
everything that exists as this Universe, exists within this MAXX-SPEED
nothingness, making everything in this Universe that exists as ITS weight exist in a
place where this nothingness unites everything as one place. In order to
understand this you must remember that IT exists in all places as the same moment
as ITS nothingness, and since this nothingness is not made of something that our
minds can comprehend, because this nothingness, does not have ITS weight for us
too see, and because ITS huge shell body is composed of something that again our
minds cannot comprehend because IT is composed of a speeded nothingness,
which is one of ITS dual forms of energy, this is why when we view the Universe,
we focus on what we can see, which is really ITS weight, and our minds bypass the
emptiness that this Universe now exists as. One reason for this is because this
emptiness is a clear form of energy that is composed of this MAXX-SPEED, which
we will never be able to see. However, our mind does accept that this empty
Universe that definitely exists is there, and is so huge that we call IT infinity, which
is easy to understand because we are referring to ITS nothingness. Therefore,
when we refer to this Universe as being infinite, we are referring to ITS cold, clear
nothingness, and when we refer to the things that God can create as being infinite,
we are referring to the infinite possibilities that IT (God) can reshape ITS weight
into, within ITS nothingness. In conclusion, we can say that the one common thing
that the word omnipresence refers to is ITS nothingness.
E=mc2 plus nothingness
We have a lot of information on this equation, E=mc2, as to how much energy
matter has. In the equation, E = energy, m = mass, and c2 means to multiply the
mass by the speed of light squared (multiplied by itself, that is, 186,000 mps x
186,000 mps). This equation is of course only applicable after the Big Bang
because it relates to the speed of light, and light only came to exist after the Big
Bang in the form of stars. Additionally, to say energy equals mass is also only
relevant after the Big Bang because what we now have as mass only comes after
the formation of atoms having protons, neutrons, and electrons, ITS heated weight.

Furthermore, heated weight can only exist when surrounded by nothingness, as in
the empty space inside any atom.
E and m are therefore part of IT as the energy that IT exists as in ITS heated
weight, for heated weight permits matter to exist as the mass of protons, neutrons,
and electrons. The speed of light also exists as IT, as is evident from the speed of
electrons. Yet missing from the equation is ITS nothingness, as the empty space
that exists in all the atoms.
The equation E=mc2 permitted us the understanding that led to the atomic bomb
where we could see what energy IT is composed of, for this energy came from ITS
heated weight, a small fraction of ITS total weight. The atomic bomb produced
heat and light. The heat came from the weight of protons and neutrons. And light,
remember, is a by-product of the speeded electrons. The atomic bomb released
heat as the positive, and speed as the negative, colliding with each other to
produce an emerging light. The Big Bang as an explosion did the same thing; it
brought together ITS heated weight, as a positive, and ITS speed as a negative,
which exploded into stars and all the matter of the existing Universe, which again
brings me back to ITS nothingness, because if I look at the atomic bomb, the heat
and speed were transmuted, and wherever this transmuted energy went, so did the
nothingness. Maybe as nothingness, IT is not doing anything other than existing as
ITS constant consciousness.
To release the energy that ITS weight as mass has, I have to include ITS
nothingness as the speed of light. To do this, I must remember that the speed of
light is something that we are mentally using to understand ITS speeded
nothingness. Before the Big Bang, there were no stars, but there still existed ITS
weight as mass, and there still existed ITS high speeded nothingness
(MAXXSPEED). Even the speed of light, as nothingness, can only exist in a
vacuum where none of ITS weight is present, because as soon as light hits another
portion of ITS weight, it will leave behind the energy that this light was carrying as
ITS heated weight. The energy that exists as mass has to be released by the
presence of ITS other way of existing: ITS nothingness.
When we look around IT
What would we find if we looked around IT using the information we have on ITS
cold, clear nothingness having divine consciousness? Imagine that you are the one
who exists as a huge, clear, cold nothingness and you could do whatever you
pleased with your heated, less than 1% weight while also being conscious of
yourself.
Let us first accept that each of our minds is a gift from IT, and whatever we
discover related to how IT exists as a consciousness will not change the way IT
exists. IT will even determine how long the information we find can exist. If IT

wants to end our findings and do away with everything we have accumulated as
knowledge, IT can simply reshape and kick us out of existence, along with our
planet, our galaxy, or even the information we have sent into ITS nothingness as
outer space. IT is the Commander in Chief. Everything is IT.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*** The transferring of energy is really the reshaping of ITS heated weight
within ITS nothingness***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Let us see what we, as ITS human energy, will be permitted to discover next as ITS
weight reshapes.
When I look at ITS weight as objects, I notice that I can see around an object as
ITS weight. But when I try looking around ITS nothingness, I cannot see anything
because ITS nothingness has expansion but no apparent beginning or end. It will
be up to the scientists to see if they can detect how or where ITS nothingness, as a
force, begins, or exists.
Yet while having no beginning or end, IT is not infinite, or at least ITS weight isn't.
ITS weight is quantifiable, but regarding what this quantity is, we will have to wait
until a mathematician figures out and tells us how there could be infinitely more
nothing than something. When I receive an answer, I will post it in the databank of
my webpage, www.ricricardo.com, for all to read. In the meantime, most believe
IT, as God, to be infinite. If this is so, then infinity is based on ITS cold, clear
nothingness. ITS weight would only be infinite by the infinite ways IT can reshape
ITS weight.
We can see what ITS weight is doing within ITSELF because ITS weight is within
ITS clear nothingness. Even as weight, as matter, IT can see what ITS weight, as
fragments, is doing, since the inside of the atom is just a continuation of ITS
nothingness.
Looking at IT from another angle, I can see IT as I am. First, I can look at myself
because I exist as a conscious being. Second, when I look at my body, which is the
same way we see ITS weight, I see my skin as an outer shell. But here is what is
strange: Everything that exists, alive or inanimate, has an outer shell that is a very
tiny fragment of ITS weight, and these fragments exist because of the electrons in
the outermost layer of every atom. IT holds ITS weight inside with a very tiny
amount of ITS weight, as the weight that the electrons carry as particles.
Try and visualize that we, as a human body, exist as our outer shell, as a form of a
speeded nothingness, because our skin is made of atoms, which have as their outer
shell a speeded nothingness. And as always, ITS heated weight is inside this
nothingness. Here, it would help if those who have information on how IT exists as
our inner weight, as our organs and as the speed at which our brains operate,

would use it to see how IT operates. For to understand, all it takes is seeing
ourselves as part of this place that exists as omnipresent and that our interior is
composed of ITS weight and nothingness.
Also, try thinking of ITS weight as reshaping within ITS cold, clear, conscious
nothingness, that exists as an outside that does not have an ending because of IT
existing as a nothingness. We can only see what is inside of IT, as ITS heated
weight (matter), for we cannot see what ITS other form of existing is, as ITS outer,
clear, cold nothingness.
We already know that God does things in a strange way. So when you look at IT as
a whole, as if you were looking to see ITS outside that extends outward, you will
notice that since ITS body is a form of a clear, cold nothingness (as this Universe),
IT appears to look dark, just like the darkness that now exists within ITSELF, as
what we see as this Universe. IT uses ITS heated weight in the form of stars to light
up areas within ITSELF.
Imagine again being in a dark room, and you turn on a very small flashlight, which
is what IT does when IT uses a star to light up the surrounding area. What you
notice is that you can see the surroundings near the light, and that when you turn
on the main electric light bulb you can see everything inside the room that was
totally dark. Darkness is just the absence of light, so what exists as a dark room,
just like the Universe, is only dark because there is not enough light, in terms of
stars, (ITS heated weight) to make IT possible to see that the Universe is very
clear.
As omnipresent, IT really exists as a cold, clear form of consciousness. This may
seem strange, but remember this: We are made from ITS heated weight, as matter
(atoms) that exists within ITS nothingness. When we think, we feel that we are
conscious, and consciousness and thoughts are not made of matter. We can think
of something that is so far away that it would not be possible for that thought to get
there if it had weight. If thoughts had weight it would make our thinking process
slower rather than what it is now, at the speed of lightning.
I take a moment in my existence to say to IT, who I once considered something that
was made of something and now know is weight within 99.99% nothing, that I am
grateful you permitted me, as my mind, to question your existence and see you as
weight.
As weight, as matter, we can see IT and around IT, and as nothingness we can see
through IT and inside of IT.
Looking inside ITS nothingness is the opposite of looking at and around ITS
weight.
Looking around ITS weight is the opposite of looking inside ITS nothingness.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
** Darkness is just the absence of light **

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Our definition of nothingness
Here is something else to think about: I have asked friends what they understand
when they hear or read the word nothing. Their answer is a natural one: Nothing
is nothing, as in not existing.
So I have tried explaining to them that there is this nothingness, which we
understand as nothing, as not existing. But there is this other nothingness that
exists as this freezing omnipresent universe and as the nothingness that exists
inside every atom. Believe me, this nothingness does indeed exist.
To explain this I tried to find an example, and I said that if I take an empty glass,
and ask you if there is something inside, your answer would be no, as in nothing
being visible inside the empty glass.
But I say this is not so, because inside this empty glass there are billions of
fragments of ITS clear weight, that exist as the protons, neutrons and electrons of
the oxygen atoms inside this glass, along with all the other atoms of the other
gases that make up the air in our atmosphere.
To think of IT, those very oxygen atoms are also made in ITS own image, because
these atoms also have a shell, which is their outside, then again followed by ITS
nothingness and then ITS weight.
So as you can see, I have tried to find something where nothing can exist, but
found this to be impossible, because any and every thing that can exist has to exist
within ITS nothingness. There is just nowhere else, no other place.
So that, even for me to think, I have to think within the existence of ITS
nothingness, in the form of the matter which makes up this planet, which is also
within ITS nothingness, (here I am speaking of ITS freezing nothingness as this
universe) down to every heated atom that makes up my body, which also exists
within ITS freezing nothingness.
This leads me to the conclusion that for anything to exist, IT must be made up of
ITS weight, and that weight will always have to be within ITS nothingness.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*** We try so much to find the connection to everything that exists, the
connection to the Universe, but the only way we can do this is through ITS
nothingness.****
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
So we as humans will have to open a section in our lives, where we can place
God‘s existence in this ―place‖ that exists as a freezing nothingness (ITS freezing

nothingness, as this Universe) and this is the same nothingness that exists inside
every atom.
A quote (2005)
The quote "Verily, there is an Unborn, Unoriginated, Uncreated, Unformed. If
there were not this Unborn, Unoriginated, Uncreated, Unformed, escape from the
world of the born, the originated, the created, the formed, would not be possible."
A friend sent me the above quote from a Buddhist treatise called the Heart Sutra,
along with some commentary that I feel can help us understand IT better if we look
at the quote from a different angle or a different point of view, or at least from my
way of understanding IT: Form is emptiness; emptiness is form. Form does not
differ from emptiness; emptiness does not differ from form. The same is true for
feeling, perception, mental states, and consciousness. ‘Here we see Buddha's
original analysis of the psycho-somatic organism, but the idea is carried further.
Quantum Physics has discovered that matter is nothing but a form of energy. Subatomic particles are merely concentrations of a field of energy that constantly
appear and disappear, losing their identity as they blend into the underlying field.
Emptiness is a term (also called the Void) used by Buddhists to describe the source
of life, and is what Buddha called the Unborn, Unoriginated, Unformed.‘ IT gives
birth to an infinite variety of forms in the Universe, which IT sustains and then
reabsorbs everything our bodies, our minds, consciousness, nature is constantly
being born and dying; everything is vibrations coming from the source. We are a
temporary manifestation of the Void, or in more traditional terms we are the
manifestation of the Absolute Principle. Our real nature is that of the Principle,
but we identify ourselves with the appearance, with manifestation. That is why we
suffer because we try to cling to phenomena that are impermanent. This is what
Buddhists meditate on: We try to destroy the ignorance that makes us think that we
are separate, substantial, autonomous beings living in a world of static, concrete
entities. Thus the Heart Sutra reminds us that we must realize that the world of the
senses and of our minds is only a bubble on the ocean: the Reality or Essence or
Absolute Principle of the bubble is the ocean.
Now, I would like to use that quote to help you, the reader, better understand IT.
So I suggest that as you re-read the quote, along with my parenthetical comments,
just remember that IT exists as a duality: 1) as ITS nothingness, and 2) as ITS
weight.
Here is how this could be said with respect to as ITS duality. All the comments in
parenthesis are mine. "Form [or matter ITS weight, which exists within ITS
nothingness] is emptiness; emptiness is form. Form does not differ from emptiness;
[as IT exists as ITS duality] emptiness does not differ from form. The same is true

for feeling, perception, mental states, [for all these are possible only because of the
way we exist as ITS weight] and consciousness. [These are possible because of the
way IT exists as ITS nothingness.] Continuing with the next part of the quote: Here
we see Buddha's original analysis of the psycho-somatic organism, but the idea is
carried further. Quantum Physics has discovered that matter is nothing but a form
of energy [this is the energy that ITS weight exists as Sub-atomic particles if we
speak of particles, then these too have to exist as ITS weight], are merely
concentrations of a field of energy that constantly appear and disappear [within
ITS one total nothingness], losing their identity as they blend into the underlying
field. Emptiness is a term (also called the Void) used by Buddhists to describe the
source of life, and is what Buddha called the "Unborn, Unorganized, Unformed."
IT gives birth to an infinite variety of forms [as ITS heated weight] in the Universe
within ITS freezing nothingness], which IT sustains and then reabsorbs [as ITS
duality.
Everything that exists as ITS heated weight only like our bodies, and our minds.
And consciousness, here consciousness is where IT exists as ITS nothingness, and
nature which is weight, because for nature to exist as something means that nature
is made of something and anything that exists as something is composed of ITS
heated weight is constantly being born and dying; everything is vibrations coming
from the source. We are a temporary manifestation as ITS heated weight, which
exists within ITS freezing nothingness of the Void or in more traditional terms we
are the manifestation of the Absolute Principle. Our real nature is that of the
Principle, but we identify ourselves with the appearance, ITS heated weight] with
manifestation. That is why we suffer because we try to cling to phenomena that are
impermanent ITS heated weight]. This is what Buddhists meditate on: We try to
destroy the ignorance that makes us think that we are separate, substantial,
autonomous beings living in a world of static, concrete entities. Thus the Heart
Sutra reminds us that we must realize that the world of the senses and of our minds
is only a bubble on the ocean: the Reality or Essence or Absolute Principle of the
bubble is the ocean.
Smashing ITS weight
I would now like to discuss ideas that came to me while reading an article in the
January 2007 issue of Popular Science magazine that has to do with what is known
as the Large Harden Collider (hereinafter LHC). The article seeks to answer the
following questions: 1) Why does matter have mass?, 2) Why does every particle
have an unseen partner, and 3) Might the LHC produce Dark Matter and aid in the
search for an extra dimension. Lastly, I would also like to comment on Jonathan
Feng‘s statement you never know what nature has up her sleeve.

Concerning the question Why does matter have mass?, this is really easy to answer
and understand if we remember that whoever IT is as ITSELF , or as pure energy
does have weight, which is what we have been primarily focusing on, and this is
natural because it is ITS weight (mass) that allows things to exist visually. ITS
heated weight exists as mass and this mass can only exist within ITS freezing cold
nothingness. In other words, IT exists as a duality, with ITS heated weight (mass)
inside ITS constant, freezing cold nothingness, which makes up ITS shell body. In
view of this, what colliders are doing is taking ITS weight in the form of protons,
neutrons, and electrons and smashing them to see what may come from ITS weight
as one more possibility that ITS weight can reshape into (transmutation).
Regarding why every particle has an unseen partner, I‘d like to say that we know
that everything that exists as something comes from ITS heated weight, but this
heated weight can only exist within ITS freezing cold, clear, transparent shell body
which IT also exists as a partner to ITS heated weight. We could call ITS freezing
cold, transparent shell body the unseen partner of ITS heated weight, but this
would not be very accurate, since it is truly just the way this pure energy now
exists as this freezing cold, clear universe, within which ITS heated weight can
reshape (change, transmute). The mass that now exists within this freezing cold
Universe cannot exist outside of ITS body, for where would this other place exist?
As IT is omnipresent, there is no other place where this mass could possibly exist.
Let me clarify that I have nothing against the LHC or any other equipment that we
humans can put together as ITS weight in order to understand IT better, for I too
still learn from what I read, but mostly when I look at information as ITS dual way
of existing. However, concerning whether the LHC might produce Dark Matter
and the search for an extra dimension, I would like to repeat something that I
mentioned elsewhere, that I hope will make this issue clearer: DARKNESS is really
just the absence of light, for if we take anything that is dark and just shed some
light on it, it will stop being dark. The only reason why our empty Universe is dark
is because it would need an unimaginable number of stars to light up what now
exists as darkness.
Another way to understand what we refer to as darkness is as follows: The next
time you see the full moon, remember that you are seeing the side of the Moon that
is receiving solar light. If you were on the opposite side of the Moon you would not
be able to see it. Something similar happens when the Sun is shining and the Moon
is there, but we are unable to see it. Darkness, therefore, is just absence of light.
The reason why I keep returning to this subject is that as soon as you, the reader,
can understand this, you will also understand that the entire Universe is ITS clear,
transparent shell body, and it is not really dark. Otherwise, we could not see
through this supposedly existent darkness. What has happened is that we have
become accustomed to seeing things in only one way for this reason, I will also

keep asking you to return to the photo at the beginning of this book, so that you
can remember that, yes, it is one photo, the same way IT is just one, but does exist
as two extremes that are one: ITS freezing cold, clear nothingness, as ITS shell
body, where IT keeps ITS concentrated heated weight inside of ITSELF. This
duality is what makes up our freezing cold Universe.
Perhaps you will understand this better if you remember that IT exists as
omnipresent, as the empty Universe, as a cold energy in which IT moves ITS
heated weight within ITSELF. Now, if what scientists call Dark Matter does exist
in the form of matter was we know it, it has to exist as ITS less than 1% heated
weight, and this Dark Matter would also have to exist within ITS clear, (not dark)
freezing cold shell body, as pure energy, as what we understand as that now exists
as this freezing cold Universe.
Now let us discuss the concept of there being an extra dimension. I say there is
only ONE DIMENSION. Let me explain why: For a dimension to exist, it has to
exist somewhere, so if I start with the first dimension that exists, which is the
dimension that IT as pure energy has, which is the dimension that exists as the
dimension that this Universe has, where everything else that exists, exists inside of
this one dimension.
This dimension is composed of energy at a freezing cold temperature and we are
unable to see it because it is transparent. IT-God exists as a dimension that has
distance, for scientists have made measurements using the speed of light as a scale.
Therefore, we speak of the nearest major galaxy, Andromeda, as being 2 million
light years away. Part of the problem concerning dimensions is that our minds are
not made to understand things we cannot see or touch. The average human brain
weighs approximately 3 lbs., but our minds are made of nothingness and every
atom that makes up our body contains this nothingness which is none other than
ITS nothingness. Our minds have to focus on what exists as mass, (ITS weight) but
at least we do know scientifically that this freezing cold, clear, invisible dimension
does exist, even though our minds will continuously focus on this pure energy‘s
heated weight. Our minds have not found it easy to stay focused on the way this
nothingness. The only way that I have found that I could be with this nothingness
as ITS dimension, is through meditation. Maybe I should not really be using the
word meditation in this book; what I should be using is the word connecting, for
what I am really doing is just going to where IT exists and connecting to IT. I
cannot explained it to my mind, even though my mind knows that this nothingness
permeates this Universe as a dimension, and my mind also knows that it can go to
this dimension as the nothingness that I can connect to during meditation, but I
cannot find words to describe this nothingness. The reason for this is that our
human mind does not know how to deal with something that, even though it exists,
is physically intangible. The situation is made even harder because we don‘t even

have the vocabulary to deal with this nothingness. What I see is that our
vocabulary is based on time and money, so that if I do try to describe this
nothingness as something, I could then be describing ITS weight. I could perhaps
use the word faith‖ to describe ITS freezing cold, clear, invisible way of existing,
but I will refrain, because there is no need to metaphysically explain something
that is known scientifically to exist. The Universe is omnipresent.
We will have to hold off until more scientists are funded to find ways of
understanding this pure energy that is there as the dimension that now exists as
this clear, transparent, freezing cold nothingness that exists in between the
fragmented portions of ITS heated weight, or until we find how to use this freezing
cold energy for economic profit. Maybe if we could find out how to bring this
freezing coldness back to Earth to replace the energy we have to spend on
refrigerants, someone with monetary energy will focus on this freezing cold energy
as something. Anyhow, it is up to IT, whether we are allowed to know and
understand how IT exists as ITS freezing cold, shell body for IT can reshape
(destroy) all of us by just taking ITS weight, and throwing it on us as a huge
asteroid, that could knock our whole planet out of existence. But as I have
mentioned elsewhere, I feel that IT will take some of us somewhere else before our
planet‘s death date arrives, which, by the way, is estimated to be more than
billions of Earth rotations away. Who knows? We just might be permitted to escape
the last black holes consuming each other, just before all black holes become just
one total black hole, which will bring us back to the moment of a new big bang as
a new possibility as ITS heated weight. I have considered writing a book just on
this, but I would need some one that could participate in this venture, in putting
together a book for I have already out lined the information that would be used. It
is the filling in between that needs attention for a book of this nature to take place,
for someone with a creative science fiction mind. But then again, that is up to IT.
For all I know IT might send someone to help me, or IT might do it as someone
else, and then again, IT may never let any thing happen concerning putting this
subject on paper. On the other hand, since IT is always searching for all existing
possibilities, IT might let it happen.
Going back to our discussion about dimensions, let me give you, the reader, an
example. When we use the word dimension, we are using it to describe the way
something exists, usually something that exists as matter, which is really ITS
weight. But we forget that this dimension that this something has, is only possible
because of ITS nothingness, specifically the 95%-99.99% nothingness that this
something exists as in terms of atoms, which is what is giving this something a
dimension. As you can see, what our minds can focus on is ITS weight, not ITS
nothingness, even though it is ITS nothingness what makes this something possible.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
***Help wanted: Someone to invent an invisible ruler, that can measure
something that exists, but exists as an invisible dimension known as the empty
Universe***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Let‘s continue in this vein: When we see a one meter steel cube, what we are really
seeing is a surface made up of ITS speeded nothingness, that has a minute amount
of ITS weight forming the electrons that surround the atoms that make up that
surface. This surface is followed again by ITS nothingness, as the 95% emptiness
that each one of these atoms contains inside itself. This is what makes up the cubes
outer surface which has measurable dimensions: height, width, and length.
Let‘s suppose, for the sake of this discussion, that this steel cube weighs 1000 lbs,
(as ITS heated weight), and is occupying 100 square feet. We know scientifically
that this 1000 lb. steel cube is made of atoms, and all atoms exist having electrons
as their outer or outside layer. The electrons are what IT uses to hold ITS
fragmented weight inside the atom (protons and neutrons), which is then followed
by 95% empty space. The innermost part of the atom is where the protons and
neutrons exist, containing the bulk of the atom‘s weight. Now, if we take these 1000
lbs as the 100 sq. ft. dimension as the way that this steel cube exists and we remove
the 95% nothingness that exists inside each one of the atoms that make up the
cube, we would still have 1000 lbs but this 1000 lbs would not occupy 100 sq feet
as a dimension. It would occupy a smaller space; maybe 5 sq feet, as a dimension.
Now, our minds won‘t be able to see this 5ft dimension in this manner because we
can only see an object‘s dimensions when it is existing as ITS weight in the form of
matter, because our minds still have a hard time focusing on ITS nothingness as
ITS one total dimension. This is the only dimension there is: This empty, freezing
cold Universe which is ITS shell body which houses ITS heated weight that IT
reshapes in to everything that we perceive as matter.
Another reason why it seems hard to understand how IT exists in ITS totality is that
our language is not made to talk about things as just existing, without having to
use the word time. Let me show you what I mean: How can I write you about the
way IT exists as omnipresent, that is, being in all places at the same moment,
where all IT is doing is reshaping ITS heated weight, but not as time? If we try to
see what IT is doing to ITSELF as ITS heated weight, as omnipresent, as just one
moment (here I again I have to use the word moment to try and describe to you
how IT exists!) which is not a moment in terms of time because this is just the way
IT exists. One could say IT just is, for in ITS totality, IT is timeless. So trying to
visualize ITS reshaping as one continual moment, without having to use our
mechanical time system has not been easy, but it is possible, and when you have

adjusted to seeing IT as just existing without using our mechanical time system,
you will then begin to understand IT better, and you will also understand yourself
better when you realize that we too have always been existing as just one moment
of ITS timeless existence.
If you find it hard to conceive of something that is timeless or that exists in a
timeless state, remember that our human bodies are finite. Our bodies are born,
grow, live for a time, and then die. In other words our bodies have a beginning and
an end. Our ancestors understood this when they were still living in caves. They
also observed that there are rhythms in the natural world, and started keeping
track of them: days and nights, the four seasons, the lunar cycle, the positions of
stars in the night sky. This was the beginning of our mechanical time system which
we use, among other things, to make measurements between the beginning of our
body‘s life and its end. IT on the other hand, has no beginning or end, so IT has no
need for time. IT is timeless. Therefore, for IT, it is always NOW.
In the same way that our bodies are finite in time, having a beginning and an end;
our bodies are finite in space. Our bodies are limited and separated from other
things by their skin. IT is infinite. IT has no beginning or end in spatial terms. IT is
not limited, has no boundaries, and is omnipresent. There is no other place but IT,
and the Universe we know is commensurate with IT; one and the same. Therefore,
for IT, it is always HERE.
The only thing that changes in the Universe is IT reshaping ITS weight, as matter,
within ITSELF. We have been gathering information on how IT exists from as far
back as the Big Bang, up until where we are now, as IT has reshaped ITS heated
weight within ITS cold shell body as ITSELF. But not as time, for IT does not exist
as time. IT just exists! So try to look at what is now taking place with in this
Universe as the way IT is reshaping ITS heated weight within ITSELF as
omnipresent, but not in terms of our mechanical time system, for IT has always
existed. IT is now. IT was long before the Big Bang. And IT will continue to be
forever and ever, for IT is totally independent of our human invention of our
mechanical time system.
Let me mention that it is not easy to see this nothingness as one total dimension,
but yes, it is possible to visualize this nothingness when you look at the Universe
and remember that what you are seeing is ITS weight inside of ITSELF as ITS
freezing cold, clear, transparent nothingness that has measurable physical
dimension and exists as an Omnipresent pure energy, for it is not nothing as
nothing, and most of all, it does exist as a freezing cold temperature which has the
opposite quality of ITS concentrated heated weight. But let me go back to the way
this one dimension exists, where everything that does in fact exist must be
contained. This is a simple concept: What we understand as this empty Universe, is
just this one dimension existing as just one huge, freezing cold, empty, clear

nothingness that has expansion or extension and can be measured in terms of
distance. However, our minds are focusing on the distance that exists from one
fragmented portion of this pure energy‘s heated weight to another portion of ITS
heated weight.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
There is only one dimension, and that is the dimension that ITS body exists as,
but IT is an invisible form of a freezing cold energy
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
And let me also mention that this dimension does not exist as a time dimension. Let
me set up another example: Imagine that we can go back to when IT had all ITS
heated weight in just one place within ITS nothingness, as in the moment just
before the Big Bang. There would be no way that we could use our mechanical
time system to measure distance, because there would be no distance in terms of
ITS one total weight, for we can only use our mechanical time system to measure
from one portion of ITS fragmented weight to another portion of ITS fragmented
weight. We cannot apply our mechanical time system to measure how ITS huge,
freezing cold nothingness exists, because we have no reference point from which to
begin a measurement. This is why we refer to IT as having no beginning or end.
Another reason why this dimension that exists as ONE is timeless is because this
belongs to IT as ITS nothingness body. Our mechanical time system can only be
used after the Big Bang, which is when IT fragmented ITS weight, so that we could
exist along with our mechanical time system to measure from one fragmented
portion of ITS weight to another, using our time system.
Finally, I would like to remark on Jonathan Feng‘s statement that you never know
what nature has up her sleeve. As I have said elsewhere, I find it more helpful to
use the word God instead of the word nature because nature is not a she in the
sense of being of female gender and at the same time, I can understand nature
better when I remember that nature is really IT as God, or pure energy. Neither
God, nor energy nor nature are words to which gender can be applied because
gender properly refers to the a reproductive polarity of biological bodies. Seeing
that we cannot speak of God, energy or nature as he or she, I would like to
rephrase Mr. Jonathan Feng‘s remark as follows: We never know into just what IT
is going to reshape ITS heated weight as ITS one moment of ITS existence.
IT as one nothingness
IT exists as one total nothingness, as ITS shell, which behaves as an inner and
outer shell simultaneously, and ITS weight is in the inside of the shell. Life is a part
where IT has taken ITS fragmented weight that exists within ITS total nothingness
and has given this fragmented weight mobility and an appearance in order to exist
as something, by placing a tiny amount of ITS weight as the weight in the

electrons, protons, and neutrons, so that ITS weight could be visually seen, as
matter, so that when we see ourselves as something that is alive, what we are
really seeing is ITSELF. If I start by what I see as something, let‘s say a living
person, what really exists is this: first, the person is there because IT took a tiny
amount of ITS weight and attached IT to ITS MAXX-SPEED(which you will read
about later on in this section) so as to become electrons. IT then took another,
larger quantifiable portion of ITS weight, and surrounded this bigger weight which
we call protons and neutrons, with what IT had previously reshaped into as
electrons, so that what we call matter could exist, with a given distance as the
nothingness, the 95% empty space that exists inside the atom.
Now, if we go back to seeing the person that is alive again, what is happening is
that the reason why we can see a person as being physically there is due to the fact
that IT took a very tiny amount of ITSELF as ITS weight to become the electrons
that exist as the person‘s outermost layer, which is still alive, and then IT then
formed ITS other fragmented weight into the protons and neutrons that make up
the atoms that compose the person‘s body, so that when we see this person, we see
him/her because of the way IT is using ITS weight(matter).
Now let me return to ITS nothingness again and go back to the concept of illusion,
to just what it is that is driving these electrons with ITS way of existing as a high
speed (MAXXSPEED) around ITS other weight as protons and neutrons. Now here
is what is very interesting: IT is doing this within ITS total nothingness, so that
when you see a person, what really exists is that IT took that very small amount of
ITS weight as electrons, gave IT distance or separated IT apart from that other
part of ITSELF that exists as ITS fragmented weight as protons and neutrons in
order to form atoms, and gave IT what IT already exists as. Not life, but as a divine
consciousness, which IT exists as, as the nothingness that is always a constant.
So, returning to us being alive, this is the condition in which IT gave ITS once total
weight (the weight that existed at the moment of the Big Bang) and fragmented this
weight, as electrons, protons, and neutrons, so that IT could reshape into the
matter that we exist as. In addition, IT gave this weight certain functions, like our
brain, heart, liver, lungs, and certain properties so that this weight could have
mobility, so that IT could exist as ITSELF, as a divine consciousness, which we
call being alive.
Again, when we see humans, all of these humans and everything else exists within
ITS one total nothingness, so that even if we get the impression that we are outside
of something, we are really still inside of ITS total nothingness, and the reason is
that ITS nothingness exists in everything that exists, such as air, water, trees,
houses, trains, planes, and every other thing on and in this planet; all is inside of
ITS total nothingness, because anything that does exist, in order to exist, has to be

made of ITS weight which has to exist within ITS one total body that exists as what
we see as this Universe.
Returning then to what I started out to say, IT is very interesting to see things as
being out there, in what we call reality. Nevertheless, everything out there is really
inside of ITS one total nothingness.
All of this will make more sense if you always remember that nothing is really ever
created or destroyed, for everything that has ever happened or will happen, has
always been and will always be IT as one. You might understand IT better this
way: It is the separation of ITS fragmented weight that give us distance (or
extension in space) within ITS one total nothingness, which gives us the illusion of
there being trillions or googols of things existing out there, when in reality, there is
just one of IT, where all ITS fragmented weight is moving within ITSELF.
Light before the Big Bang
Was there light before the Big Bang? I said no before, but perhaps there was. Light
is the result of a positive and negative coming together. Just before the Big Bang,
when IT had all ITS heated weight in one place as dense matter, IT existed as two
forces: the huge, cold, clear nothingness as ITS outer structure, and ITS heated
weight, which produces the visual effect of something existing as matter. The
heated weight is the opposite of ITS cold, clear nothingness.
Since IT does exist as two opposite forces, and at the moment before the Big Bang
IT had all ITS heated weight in one place, IT could mean that this very dense,
heated weight was in constant contact with ITS opposite force of cold nothingness.
This means that at least on the edges of where ITS heat existed as a positive force,
there was contact with ITS cold negative force.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*Life is where ITS weight exists with mobility as an outer shell, governed by IT,
as ITS divine consciousness as a nothingness *
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Imagine that you could visit this first stage of ITS existence. I say imagine because
when ITS weight was in one place, we could not exist; for we, as matter, came after
IT fragmented ITS weight into atoms. But if you could and you did see light, this
would likely be because ITS heated weight, as a force, was making contact with
ITS opposite force, the invisible cold nothingness, in the same way the opposite
forces in a battery, produce electric current that can power a light bulb, when the
opposite poles make contact. As light, IT transfers a dual energy. Here again we
find a way to understand what IT can do as pure energy, as a way of existing.
Important here is that you use the information to better understand the relationship
between you and IT.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

***We are IT totally, as ITS weight, and as ITS nothingness***
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Can IT see?
To see something, I have to use my eyes. And this is how I know that ITS weight
exists as the matter the Universe contains. We see visually in this stage of ITS
reshaping because of ITS weight, but we know that before this Universe came into
existence there was a stage, which I refer to as stage one, where IT existed as the
same nothingness that is now our outer space, where IT had all ITS weight in one
place within this space. We refer to that as the moment just before the Big Bang.
While IT did exist as this stage, IT could not see visually because what we call
eyes did not yet exist. So IT could not see. IT does not need eyes to reshape. ITS
higher quality is in ITS knowing, as in how IT knew to reshape into the orderly
atoms that now exist as ITS quantifiable weight. We understand this as the weight
of the protons and neutrons in each atom‘s nucleus, which IT keeps separate from
other fragmented weight with the use of speed. We know this speed exists in the
form of the electrons in each atom and we also know that ITS consciousness or
intelligence is in the nothingness that IT exists as within each atom.
As to what ITS weight can or cannot do, try to follow this: This same nothingness
is where IT knows what IT can do with ITS weight as atoms and what IT can
reshape into within the nothingness--the nothingness that exists outside the atom
and the nothingness that we see as this Universe. And IT knows what IT is doing
with ITS weight inside the atom as the nothingness that IT exists as.
So you see, IT may be more of a doer than a seer when it comes to reshaping. IT
does not need to see what it is doing, for it is doing it within ITSELF, and there is
no chance of it losing ITS weight outside of ITS total nothingness.
I know that what I offer you is all imagination, but as I have said before, any
qualities that we have as humans come from IT as a way of ITS existence. When I
question any qualities that I may have, I know that IT placed them there. Even our
eyes are the result of the weight that IT exists as. You might see it better this way:
IT is using ITS weight as our bodies to see and understand ITSELF better.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
** IT sees through the eyes that we have, that IT exists as us.**
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I hope I do not bore you. I simply find it more interesting to focus on IT as ITS
total omnipresence, as in ITS weight and nothingness, than any of the humans that
IT exists as on this planet.
I do not dare to say that IT is fat and needs to diet, but we now know that IT
carries ITS weight in an area that is empty and clear and does this in order to
move at high speed, to spin, and reshape. IT, as less than 1%, weighs millions,

billions, trillions, or more tons. And IT uses color to see that which IT reshapes
into, since what IT reshapes into is empty. But what if we could remove emptiness?
We are IT
Because we are made of the atoms which are made from ITS pure energy, we are
IT. We are not all of IT, however. We, as atoms, are actually fragments of IT as
ITS weight. We are the weight that exists in protons and neutrons, and we are also
IT as the speed of all the electrons that permit an atom to exist. And we are also IT
as ITS consciousness: the clear nothingness that IT exists as. And so we are God,
as tiny fragments of the different qualities that IT exists as: the weight, speed,
nothingness, and energy. However, we are not the God that exists as the pure
energy that exists as one, as a whole. As much as I might say that we are IT, as IT
exists as ITS fragments of weight, speed, and nothingness, we are not the God that
is running this Universe (ITS total weight and nothingness combined).
Constants
Here is an idea that is related to an article that I was reading in the June 2005
Scientific American, entitled Constants by John D. Barrow and John K. Webb.
They reminded me of the way IT exists as constants, such as electrons and the
speed of light.
I need to mention that I still learn from reading things, but when I read an article
like the one above, I have to question it. I am not disagreeing with John D. Barrow
and John K. Webb. It just makes me think of some of the ways that IT exists as
constants, such as the electron and the speed of light. This is the reality of ITS
present existence in this stage.
I say this because as we continue our investigations into the constants that now
exist, we should remember that these constants are also IT at this stage of ITS
existence. I say this because I also have to see the things that IT exists as in its
different stages so that I can see what the constants are in all of ITS stages. For
example, when I view the electron, or the speed of light as being a constant, I have
to remember that these two, just to mention a few, may not have existed in ITS preBig Bang stage. This may be because electrons or light are carriers of ITS weight,
and before the Big Bang, IT had all its weight in one place. The only constant I
think was there then and continues to be there now is ITS huge, cold, clear
nothingness.
When it relates to constants, I have to say "thank you" to IT, for ITS constantly
existing. Imagine what would happen if pure energy, or God where not constant
enough to continue existing.

IT as cyberspace
I am no expert on cyberspace technology, so if you have more to offer, please send
it to my e-mail address located in the back of this book, so I can post it on my
website databank.
When we send information electronically, as fax or e-mail, we are sending
something, although not physical, as information. Let us say that I am going to
send you an encyclopedia or a huge dictionary as an e-mail. This is a lot of
information, and we know that the encyclopedia of information does exist, so we
have to say that it is something. As something, it has weight attached to it and can
be called matter, or more specifically, we can call it electrical material. My
curiosity concerns the weight of this electrical material.
I asked a computer savvy friend what he knew about this subject of electronic
information transmission. According to him, information travels through the
internet as a 1(one) and as a 0(zero). This is called the binary system.
To me, the word or number one signifies the existence of something. And when a
zero [0] is placed after the one, as in 10, ten, there is more than one, and when a
zero is placed before the one, there is less than one; that is, the one is fragmented
into smaller pieces. Additionally, zero could stand for something that does not
exist, as in "how much money do you have?" "Zero." And the many other ways that
we understand zero as nothing. And you can guess it's this nothingness that
interests me more than the something that exists as an encyclopedia. Yet, I have to
remember that 0 [zero] is a symbol or representative number that stands for
nothing.
Because IT exists as a nothing, as in ITS huge 99.99% nothingness, I question this
0 (zero) that exists as e-mail. I question its meaning zero as nothingness —in the
many aspects of the world we live in. Actually, I question everything that exists as
something. If this something, let us say cyberspace, or anything else that can exist
as something, has ITS weight, then where is IT and what is IT doing with ITS 99%
speeded nothingness? IT has to be there as something, which in this case is
represented by the number 1.
You can see why I question how IT operates as cyberspace, which is something
that exists yet cannot be seen. You can also understand that the reason we cannot
visually or physically see cyberspace is because of ITS high-speed nothingness that
cyberspace exists as and IT has so much of. And based on our previous
conclusions, we can also see that IT placed a tiny amount of weight on this
speeded nothingness, which is why cyberspace also exists as the encyclopedia. IT
produced electrons and then used them, with ITS tiny weight, to encircle more of
its weight with quantifiable fragments, known as protons and neutrons. In this
manner IT produced the atom. From the atom IT reshaped into stars so that it
could send light out into the rest of the 99% nothingness that IT exists as. This is

how we can see that IT is sending out ITS very tiny, fragmented weight in ITS high
speed nothingness to the rest of ITSELF. And IT knows what IT was doing with
ITSELF, for we know that this Universe exists in a very orderly and perfect way.
We and the Universe are an incredible miracle that comes from ITS reshaping.
What's more, cyberspace could not exist if IT had not reshaped into us.
Thus ITS weight is making cyberspace possible. This is because everything, from
you to the computer, operates with ITS high speed electricity that travels through
ITSELF as the equipment transmitting and receiving ITS high speeded nothingness
as data, as electrons that are traveling near ITS MAXXSPEED, which is made
slower by carrying the minute amount of ITS weight that exists in the form of
electrons.
But like I have mentioned before, I have no knowledge of this area of ITSELF
called cyberspace. I can only say that when we are using the word space, we are
referring to ITS nothingness, not so much as ITS weight, and in this nothingness,
IT exists as the 99% space that is an invisible shell.
So again, let us see who is out there that has more information on cyberspace. This
is such a totally new area that I feel we are just opening the door to it. And what
we know is just the beginning of how IT will reshape as this new area, cyberspace,
which we cannot visually see, but we can intellectually understand.
So, continuing with e-mail, which travels not only as zeroes (0) but also as ones
(1), the ones signify the addition of weight, as things, as in one car, two cars, one
person, two persons. We need to see it this way, otherwise we could not deal with
the way we now exist, for we cannot for example, purchase zero of something. But
our tallying is really just a way of adding fragments of ITS one total weight.
Another way you might understand this is that we are adding up fragments that are
to the minus side of the number line representing ITS total weight. If we could
gather all ITS weight that now exists within ITS nothingness, as the existing
Universe, that total would then be the less than the 1% of the Universe IT has as
weight.
So when we send an encyclopedia by electronic mail, we first have ITS weight as:
(1) our person as weight, (2) the computer as weight, and (3), just as important,
the electrical energy that is required to send the encyclopedia as electronic
material as ITS weight. This encyclopedia exists as zeroes and ones, and whoever
receives this encyclopedia will be seeing something, but not as the weight that the
encyclopedia printed, for I am aware that the weight of a physical encyclopedia
exists due to the weight that the paper and ink have as atoms. The encyclopedia,
which is being viewed as an e-mail encyclopedia, exists because of the weight that
existed as electricity that was needed to send the encyclopedia as electronic
information from one point to another. We also needed ITS weight, as the
computer, and the electricity to view it. When I view my e-mail, I am aware that

this is only possible because I am using ITS weight, as my computer, and more
importantly, ITS high speed nothingness transferring ITS weight, as the weight that
exists in the electrons that create the electric current that we call electricity.
Here is something else to remember: As we send information on the internet, the
information, as energy, is made of ITSELF as pure energy. This means that IT
knows all the information we send. IT is all-knowing. Let me also mention that this
world of cyberspace is something that came from ITS reshaping as humans.
When IT existed without cyberspace, which it did before the Big Bang, IT knew
everything that existed within ITSELF as its weight. And before the Big Bang, it
was easier for IT to keep track of ITS weight because all ITS weight was in one
place as a very dense singular point. After the Big Bang IT has had to keep track of
ITS weight as the celestial bodies that now exist and now too, as the zeros and ones
that exist in this cyberworld, which is at its beginning.
And, IT has already taken this system of zeros and ones outside of our planet and
into ITS huge nothingness, as outer space, as the rockets and satellites that now
exist out there. IT has also taken this system farther out, as far out as the Voyager
will travel within ITS cold, clear, speeded nothingness as zeros and ones.
Prior to zeros and ones and computers, IT was all-knowing, as the information that
existed in books. But now, as zeros and ones, IT has more and faster access to
ITSELF because electronic information uses very little of ITS own weight. The
electronic encyclopedia, for example is not very large, for the electrons are made
of a very small and invisible form of speeded nothingness that exists in a world
within a world when compared to our world, which is just the size of a grain of
sand compared to ITS hugeness as ITS nothingness. Let us see if there is a reader
that knows the weight of these zeros and ones, for these zeros and ones do exist;
therefore they have weight attached, perhaps similar to the weight of any
subatomic particle. Let us recall that IT has always existed as this nothingness
where IT exists as a divine consciousness. Now, IT is using this nothingness as a
cyber world where IT is reshaping itself within this nothingness of zeros and ones
as information on ITSELF. IT will have all this information on ITSELF even after
we and the many that will come after us are long gone. Since IT still has
information on ITSELF, as all the information that exists in libraries, or as all the
information that exists on paper, IT now has more of it in the form of zeros and
ones, and maybe someone will see more of what IT is doing as these zeros and
ones. This someone might one day decide to print it, but by then we may not be
using paper or ink, as IT continues reshaping ITSELF in this miniature area of
zeros and ones. We have some information on ITS miniature weight, which exists
in the subatomic world as the particles that make up protons and neutrons. But this
subatomic world does not have that which IT has as this cyber world, which is that

IT can communicate with the rest of itself as information, unlike subatomic weight
which stays confined within the existing unit as an atom.
As for sending this as ITS weight with these zeros and ones, we can send text as
alphabet, photos and graphics, but for now, as far as I can see, we cannot send
things like food or cars.
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